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Chapter I

Introduction

The present thesis addresses one ofthe universals oflanguage - namely, ellipsis,

i.e., the deletion of language material based on the assumption that recovery thereof will

be easy to achieve. More specifically, this thesis is meant to be a cross-linguistic study of

three types of ellipses (nominal, verbal, and complex, respectively) identified in English

and Romanian written discourse. The aim ofthe study is to establish and discuss the areas

of overlap and/or of dissimilarity noticed among the three above-mentioned categories of

ellipsis across the two languages. The main rationale behind the decision to analyze real

discourse lay in the researcher's desire to see whether claims made in theoretical discus

sions of ad hoc generat,ed samples of ellipsis are validated by findings obtained upon in

vestigating real discourse.

The thesis consists of five chapters. The present chapter (Introduction) is meant to

introduce the reader into the atmosphere ofthe study and to give a brief outline ofthe

way the study is designed.

Chapter II (Ellipsis - An overview) defines ellipsis, reviews the most important

approaches to ellipsis undertaken in the last three decades, and introduces the basic tax

anomy employed in the study - retrievability, locus in the clause, mopho-syntax ofthe

ellipted element(s), source and target, total ellipsis vs. parti.al ellipsis, relative vs. absolute

identity, etc.



Chapter III (Methods) presents. and describes the samples of written discourse un

der analysis, it attempts to further familiarize the reader with the taxonomy and the meth

odological conventions used throughout the study, and it reveals some ofthe difficulties

encountered during the data analysis. Also, the chapter enunciates the purpose of the

study.

Chapter IV (Text analysis) focuses on the fmdings of the study. The three catego

ri.es of ellipsis are approached one by one. For each of these categories, the findings ob

tained in the two languages are first presented and discussed separately and then contras

tively. .'
Chapter V (Conclusions) provides the conclusions arrived at upon conducting the

study and compares the results obtained here with the findings of studies undertaken in

years past.
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Chapter II

Ellipsis - An Overview

2.1. Previous approaches toeUipsis

Given the bro~d nature of the issue ofellipsis ~d the great variety ofelliptical construc-

tions existing in language, it is not at all surprising that ellipsis usage has been tackled
,

from different perspectives. Likewise, it is not at all surprising that oftentimes the people

discussing ellipsis preferred to tackle only certain aspects of it, rather than attempt an

overall approach to it For example, most of the investigators of ellipsis within the verb

phrase have only addressed certain issues within it, namely verb phrase deletion (Gam-

ham, 1987; Hardt, 1992 and 1999; Kempson, 1995 and 1997; Klein, 1987; Tanenhaus &

Carlson, 1990; Valmala, 1996; Williams, 1977) or gapping (Hudson, 1988 and 1989;

lackendoff, 1971; Kuno, 1976; Ross, 1970). Also, studies tackling the issue of noun

phrase ellipsis have focused either on noun phrases functioning as subjects (Bates & De-

vescovi, 1989) or on'noun phrases functioning as objects (Ito, 1993). There exist, at the

same time,. studies revolving around the issue of comparative ellipsis (Gawron, 1992;

Pinkham, 1984) and studies addressing the issue of ellipsis in coordination (Greenbaum,

1976 and 1977; Greenbaum & Meyer, 1982; Hudson, 1988; Meyer, 1979 and 1995;

Sanders, 1977; van Oirsouw, 1987; Vet, 1996). Two further aspects related to ellipsis that

seem to have attracted linguists are the issue of ellipsis in newspaper headlines (Jenkins,
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1990~ Perfetti, Beverly, BeB, Rodgers, & Faux" 1987) and the issue ofdlipsis in advertis

ing (Gamham & OakhiU, 1992). All of the research concerning ellipsis mentioned above

has investigated the discourse of adults. However, interest has occasionally been shown

in child discourse, as well (Foley, Nunez del Prado, Barbier, & Lust, 1997; Postman et

ai., 1997).

Most ofthe approaches to ellipsis espouse a monolingual perspective, the lan

guage under analysis in most, ifnot all, ofthe studies listed above being English. How

ever, in more recent years, cross-linguistic analyses have been undertaken, as well. For

instance, Placencia (1995) and LOpez (1999) contrast English and Spanish, while Fuku

shima (1999) contrasts English with Japanese. Other studies display wider scopes, even,

in that they tackle three languages at one and the same time. For instance, van Oirsouw

(1987) contrasts three Gennanic languages (namely, English, Dutch, and German), and

Bates and Devescovi (1989) contrast two somewhat related languages - namely, English

and Italian - with a definitely umelated one: Hungarian.

The present study is meant to belong with the cross-linguistic trend, in that it pro

poses to offer an insight into how ellipsis operates in two not very closely related West

ern languages: English and Romanian.

2.2. Reasons underlying ellipsis usage

One ofthe main reasons underlying ellipsis usage seems to be economy. Important as it

might be, nevertheless, economy of time and/or effort in the process of getting the mes

sage across does not fully account for either the frequency or the commonplaceness of

ellipses in everyday discourse. In dose partnership with economy operate other factors,

as well. On the one hand, there is the efficiency and/or clarity of the act of communica-
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tion. On the other hand, there is the degree of activeness andJoraccessibiHty of the dis

course element subject to ellipsis (Sperber & Wilson, 1987). A further factor that seems

to have a say in the issue of ellipsis usage has social coloring, and can translate as the de

sire to show solidarity, the wish to impose distance, or the will to achieve intimacy

(Brown & Levinson, 1987; Cairns, 1989; Placencia, 1995). However, given that the so

cial factor is mainly an attribute oforal, rather than ofwritten, discourse (and therefore

does not fit into the scope of the present study), it will not be focused upon here.

Two of.the factors underlying ellipsis usage enumerated above - namely, effi

ciencyand economy - seem to be playing mote salient parts. The scenario is relatively

simple: the speaker/writer has in mind a message part of which he/she leaves out, on the

grounds thatit will be inferred, and supplied,.by the listener/reader on account of its de

gree of activeness/accessibility in the discourse. In other words, it is assumed that the

left-out element(s) will be easy to retrieve.

The phenomenon of ellipsis iStdiametrically opposed to that of redundancy

(Grant-Davie, 1995, p.457). Whereas redundancy means making one's contribution

wordier, hence heavier, than necessary, by provision of items that are not actually needed

for the message to successfully get across, ellipsis implies omission on the part of the

speaker/writer ofpart(s) of the message that the listener/reader is expected to identify and

fill out on hislher own.

Both lack of ellipsis and overuse thereof can affect the quality of the message. For

instance, a discourse devoid of ellipses may translate as an unnecessary consumption of

energy, and particularly time, on the part ofthe participants involved, speaker/writer and

listener/reader alike. In contrast, a discourse too imbued with ellipsis may annihilate any
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savings of time at the coding end ofthe act ofcommunication by ultimately bringing

about more consumption ofenergy at the decoding end - note that overuse of ellipsis is

likely to make decoding harder, if at aU possible, to undertake (de Beaugrande &

Dfessler. 1981; Placencia, 1995).

In this line ofthought, Leech,(l983) proposed the principles ofeconomy and of

clarity, whereby the possibility ofshortening the text "while keeping the message unim

paired... reduces the amount oftime and effort involved both in encoding and in decod

ing" (p.67). In,"the same line of thought, Thomas (19.87) emphasized that there is a gen

eral tendency for the speaker/writer ''to provide a little more information than is abso

lutely necessary... :in order to protect the communication" (p.12). However, Thomas

(1987) overtly admitted that it is difficult to judge, and stilI more difficult to measure, the

exact meaning of"a little more" - which suggests that establishing the semantics of"a

little more" is a subjective decision.

As enunciated by Grice (i975)" any act of communication requires certain stan

dards to be satisfied for the message to get across successfully. These standards.(referred

to as the 'cooperative principle') are associated with a number of so-called 'conversa

tional maxims' - the maxims of quality, quantity, relation, and manner (Grice, 1975).

One who abides by the maxim of quantity should avoid, making one's discourse either

more informative or less informative than required. The maxim ofquality stipulates that

one should not say what is (or what one believes to be) false. The maxim ofrelation re

quires that one be relevant, while the maxim ofmanner requires that one be brief and or

derly and avoid obscurity of expression and ambiguity. The Gricean maxims ushered in

Sperber and Wilson's 'relevance theory,' in which humans are described as inclined to
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"obtain from each item ofinfonnation as great a contextual effect as possible for as sman

as possible a processing effort" (Sperber & Wilson, 1987, p.702).

Grice's (1975) maxims and Sperber and Wilson's (1987) relevance intertwine.

One of the outcomes oftms intertwining is involved in the decision-making concerning

the appropriacy of ellipsis in a certain context, depending on whether 'the communicative

goal ofclarity is best achieved by means' ofbrevity or by means ofrepetition. Brevity

makes it possible for the speaker/writer to communicate, and for the listener/reader' to re

ceive, the message in a form not canying all the information - so long as the said infor

mation is available at both ends of the act of-communication. At the same time, however,

brevity can also bring about gaps in the communication - nay, it can even kill it

(Greenbaum & Meyer, 1982; Meyer, 1995).

It follows therefore that any decision-making concerning ellipsis usage is the re

suIt of the interaction of at least two factors - economy vs. efficiency/clarity- filtere{)

through the mind of the speaker/writer, and that use and/or avoidance ofellipsis is deter

mined by establishing the maximally economical form that will ensure successful mes

sage conveyance. Other things being equal, people tend to foHow the maxim "reduce as

much as possible" (Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartvik, 1985, p.860).

This tendency has not only been intuited, but also empirically supported. Indeed,

analysis ofnaturally occurring discourse has shown that whatever grounds might exist for

conveying ideas with maximum explicitness, there is a preference among language users

for the most economical ways of expression. See, in this respect, Meyer's (1995) contras

tive analysis of oral discourse and written discourse - a corpus made up ofspontaneous

conversation and legal cross-examination, on the one hand, and press reportage, belles
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lettres, learned writing, government documents, and fiction, on. the other - in terms of

which, when it comes to coordinated stn:J.ctures, at least, spoken discourse clarity seems

to be best achieved by repetition, while written discourse clarity seems to call for ellipsis

(Meyer, 1995, p.251). However, this generalization might be too broad, in that net all

spoken and written discourses would necessarily display the same characteristics.

An attribute shared by all ellipted elements is that they necessarily represent old

information. As pointed out in Cairns (1989), a speaker/writer introducing a new topic

cannot resort to eHipsis without dramatically dimirnishing the likelihood that he/she will

be und.erstood. On the other hand, once introduced, a topic ceases to be new, and there

fore is likely to become subject to ,ellipsis (Cairns, 1989, p.46).

An elliptical construction typically involves two factors: a source and a target

(Dalrymple, Shieber, & Pereira, 1991). The source (also referred to as the <antecedent')

generally introduces a topic, which means that it carries new information; hence the ne

cessity that it be a syntactically complete unit. As for the target, it necessarily cames old

information; hence the possibility that some material be left out from it. This material

needs to be inferred and supplied by the listener/reader. In the sentence John provided the

food, and Bill [provided] the drinks, for instance, the first conjunct (John provided the

food) is the source/antecedent, while the second (Bill [provided] the drinks) is the target.

Note that the bracketing used above (like any bracketing to be met with in the present

study) is meant to signal ellipsis of linguistic material.

It is important that both the source and the target be noticed, and it is crucial that

the parallelism between them be perceived, in that ellipsis interpretation implies a carry-
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over from the source of those elements which are not overtly present in the target (Dal

rymple et ai., 1991~ Shieber, Pereira, & Dalrymple, 1996).

Oftentimes, the source and the target assume one and the same grammatical struc

ture; that is, they are structurally identical. Such is the case in John provided the food,

and Bill [provided] the drinks. However, as pointed out by van Oirsouw (1987), identity

is a relative notion. In other words, there is generally no requirement for absolute gram

matical identity between ellipsis and antecedent (van Oirsouw, 1987, p.196). For in

stance, inflectional markers weigh differently in establishing identity: while some are

overlooked, as is the -s for the third person singular of the simple present (e.g., John likes

jazz, but Bill doesn't [like jazz)), others (e.g., present/past distinctions between verb

forms) cannot normally be disregarded. Hence the unacceptability of sentences like,

*John went fishing yesterday, and Bill [went fishing] tomorrow (van Oirsouw, 1987,

p.l83).

As suggested by Vet (1996), ellipsis (whether absolute, as in He sent an e-mail

message to his sister and [he sent] a telegram to his parents, or relative, as in John likes

jazz, but Bill doesn't [like jazz)) can be interpreted in two distinct ways. On the one hand,

it can be viewed as a discourse phenomenon, in that a sequence like and [he sent] a tele

gram to his parents or but Bill doesn't [like jazz], respectively, can only be accepted and

properly interpreted as part of a whole. On the other, it can be read as a syntactic phe

nomenon motivated by pragmatic factors, in that there must be some Gricean maxim at

work in the light of which an element that is easy to retrieve or infer need not be explic

itly expressed (Vet, 1996, p.357).

9



2.3. Ellipsis -a definition

As we have discussed above, ellipsis is one of the mechanisms whereby humans can con

vey their acute feeling of shortage of time, and it represents a historically stable feature

rooted in the assumption that the addressee (whether a listener, in the case of oral dis

course, or a reader, in the case ofwritten discourse) will find a way to properly decode

the message conveyed by the addresser (whether a speaker or a writer) in spite of the fact

that some elements in the message are not overtly present.

Ellipsis has not only been approached from different angles (see the enumeration

in section 2.1 above); it has also been defined in different words. The usual perspective

on ellipsis is that the understanding of the omitted element(s) can be achieved without

word repetition. In a stricter interpretation, however, ellipsis is seen as a 'grammatical

omission' - i.e., as a type ofomission contrasted to other kinds ofomission occurring in

discourse (Quirk et al., 1985, p.883).

Despite the different wordings, the definitions of the tenn ellipsis tend to con

verge toward the basic idea that it denotes an instance of discourse where "for reasons of

economy, emphasis, or style, a part of the structure has been omitted, which is recover

able from £Ii scrutiny of the context" (Crystal, 1985, p.l 07). The idea underlying this defi

nition is that of the recoverability from the context ofthe ellipted element(s). However, a

somewhat different perspective on ellipsis is also possible. For instance, Sanders (1977)

suggested that ellipsis occurs where insertion of an element will not bring about changes

in the meaning of the message. This defrnition differs from the one above in that the fac

tor underlying it is no longer recovery, but rather insertion, ofleft-out material. Which

ever the perspective, an instance ofellipsis entails a word/group of words that has been,

10



or is being, left aside - i.e., unsaid. However, as pinpointed by HaIi." am!~

(1976).leaving a word/group ofwords unsaid does not necessarilymean~ifdf.

cult to 'ooderstand. On the contrary, this instanc'e of <un.saidt carries in itthei.mpJi~

«but understood nevertheless" and thus makes the definition: ofellipsis mmsJatea:u.\lJme~'

thing "going without saying'! (Halliday & Hasan, 1976~ pp.142-144).

To be fully acceptable, the definition ofeUipsis must be broad eoougb. til'~

pas.s the special instances wherein the word/group ofwords: left mIt is retrie",-able';., _

from the linguistic context per se, but rather from the extralinguistic: context.&,a~.

the definition encompasses, not only the 'textual' -nature of ellipsis,. i.e..themnissi~of

words/groups ofwords on account of their retrievability in the neig,bboring msoomse

(Dalrymple et ai., 1991; Lobeck,.1988; Pulman, 1997), but also the facets. of~

sometimes referred to as 'situational,' i.e., retrievable from the-situmionwithin wnkih tk

discourse occurs, as well as those labeled as 'structural,' i.e., implying knowledge ofthe

grammar oithe language, respectively (Cairns, 1989; Carter & McCarthy. 1995; Quirk et

al., 1985; Thomas, 1987).

2.3.1. ElIipsi.s vs. incompleteness

Since ellipsis entails leaving out one, or even several, element(s) from the discourse,

based upon the assumption that the ellipted element(s) will be easy to retrieve, it might bc

inferred that, in a way, any sentence involving ellipsis is incomplete. However, whether a

sentence wherein ellipsis occurs can in truth be regarded as incomplete depends on how

the tenn 'incomplete' is defined. Literally, it denotes "something that. .. does not have all

the parts or details that it needs" (Collins COBUILD, 1995, p.853). If one disregards the

last part (that it needs) of the above definition, it might seem that ellipsis equates with

11



\

syntactic incompleteness, in that a sentence involving ellipsis does not overtly carryall its

parts. On the other hand, if one considers the definition as a whole, ellipsis does not entail

pragmatic incompleteness - the fact that one, or several, element(s) is/are left out does

not mean that the meaning(s) of the not-overtly-present element(s) is/are not carried! over.

The issue of incompleteness is context-dependent (Rastall, 1994). What may at

first sight appear to be incomplete might in fact, in a certain context, express a complete

thought. In contrast, despite its importance, grammatical completeness does not in itself

ensure communicational completeness (Rastall, 1994, p.85). In this train of thought, the

traditional perception ofthe sentence as a twofold relation established between a subject,

most typically defmed as "the 'doer' ofthe action" (Crystal, 1985, p.293), and a predi

cate, which refers to all the "obligatory [sentence] constituents other than the subject"

(Crystal, 1985, p.241), would be likely to exclude from its scope utterances in most, if not

all, languages. DefInitely, the traditional definition of 'sentence' would not encompass

utterances such as Th~ bigger, the better or Down with the government! (Rastall, 1994,

p.82). Nevertheless, in spite of their lack ofgrammatical completeness, the two examples

above (and, along with them, aU the like constructions as well as· all the elliptical con

structions that might be provided as answers to requests of information) convey complete

thoughts. In other words, they are complete, communication-wise.

There exist two types of incomplete sentences: sentence fragments and fragmen

tary sentences. Sentence fragments, which necessarily involve ellipsis, are "merely the

result of a punctuation device meant [when encountered in written discourse] to indicate

a dramatic pause for emphasis" (Quirk et aI., 1985, p.849). A fragment is - potentially, at

least - ambiguous despite the lack ofany trace of ambiguity in its antecedent (Kempson,
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1997, p.l1). For instance, in John wants Bill to visit Mary in hospital. And Sue too, the

deletion ofthe verb phrase makes way for thr,ee equally acceptable readings. In one of the

readings, Sue is perceived as subject of the enipted verb phras,e wants Bill to visit Mary in

hospital, which means that the fragment reads Sue wants Bill to visit Mary in hospital. In

the second reading, Sue is interpreted as direct object to wants, and the reconstructed sen

tence reads John wants Sue to visit Mary in hospital. In the third reading, Sue is seen as

object to the nonfinite visit, and the non-elliptical sentence reads John wants Bill to visit

Sue in hospital (Kempson, 1995).

It is not enough that a fragment foHow the antecedent; it has to be adjacent to it,

as wen (Kempson, 1995, p.68). Hence the lack of ambiguity of the reading of the frag

ment in the example Diane informed the Superintendent and Helen got herselfan ap

pointment with the principal. And Mary too, in that the fragment And Mary too will read

ily accept the reading And Mary got herselfan appointment with the principal, but will

by no means allow the reading And Mary informed the Superintendent.

In contrast to sentence fragments, fragmentary sentences are generally not per

ceived as eUiptical. Fragmentary sentences are nonsentences more typical of written, than

of oral, discourse, and they are particularly frequent in certain styles of fiction, e.g., Two

strange figures approached. Martiansl, in advertising, e.g., It has a very distinctive taste.

Crisp andfresh and/or in notices, e.g., No dogs without a leash (Quirk et at., 1985,

p.845). Except for Quirk et al.'s (1985) postulate that fragmentary sentences are always

appositive in natu~e, nevertheless, the differentiation between the two types of incomplete

sentences is hard to make. As a result, the borderline between them seems to be drawn

based on intuition, rather than on scientific thinking.
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2.3.2. Retrieval of eUipted element(s)

As mentioned earlier, there are three sources of recovery for ellipses. They are the dis

course itself (textual ellipses), the circumstances against which the discourse occurs

(situational ellipses), and knowledge ofthe structure ofthe language (stroctural ellipses).

respectively.

2.3.2.1. Textual ellipsis

Textual ellipses refer to those instances of words/groups of words left unsaid in the dis

course which can be inferred - and supplied - on the basis of the availability of the ante

cedent in the neighboring discourse (Dalrymple et at.. 1991; Lobec~ 1988; Pulman.

1997; Quirk et al., 1985; van Oirsouw, 1987). Mention should be made here that the label

'antecedent' is not entirely felicitous, in that its etymology might suggest that the source

always precedes the target - which is most frequently, yet not always, true (Quirk et al.,

1985, p.862). Indeed. while the key to the elliptical construction is, more often than not,

found in the discourse pr,eceding the locus 'of ellipsis, in which case the ellipsis is ana

phoric in nature (e.g., IfJohn can't do it, then no one can [do it]), at times the antecedent

needs to be retrieved from the discourse following the locus of ellipsis (e.g., IfJohn can',

[do it], then no one can do it), in which case the ellipsis is cataphoric in nature. Despite

its lack of felicity, nevertheless, the telID 'antecedent' seems to be favored over the more

accurate synonym 'SOUTce' in most ofthe literature ofthe field.

Co-presence in the text of the antecedent translates, therefore, as either anaphora

or cataphora. Anaphoric ellipses can, in tum, be subclassified in tenus ofwhether the re

trievability of the ellipted dement(s) is based in the previous discourse of the current

speaker, as in John provided the food, and Bill [provided] the drinks. or in the previous
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discourse ofeither one of the interlocutors, in a multi-party linguistic interaction, or of

the interlocutor, in a two-party one - see, for example, the interaction between Speaker

A's words I told John about it ... and Speaker B's response And I [told] Bill. The former

subcategory can be referred to as individual ellipsis, and the latter as interpersonal eJlip

sis (Cairns, 1989). While individual ellipsis is the only option in descriptive written dis

course, individual ellipsis and interpersonal ellipsis seem to be equally valid options

where characters'/people's speech is rendered.

2.3.2.2. SituatioBal ellipsis

In addition to the purely textual approach, in terms ofwhich ellipsis is always recovered

from the neighboring discourse, there also exists a not-strictly-linguistic definition of el

lipsis. The latter definition refers to a type ofdeletion retrievable, not from the neighbor

ing discourse, but from the extralinguistic context Such instances of ellipsis are generally

referred to as situationaVexophoric (Cairns, 1989; Carter & McCarthy, 1995; Halliday &

Hasan, 1976; Quirk et al., 1985; Thomas, 1987).

Situational ellipsis (such as the ellipsis of the direct object in After waitingfor the

light to change to green, he crossed [the street] in a hurry) is oftentimes seen as an at

tribute of informality; hence the opinion that it is "restricted to familiar (generally spo

ken) English" (Quirk .et al., 1985, p.896). However, in an analysis of samples of oral dis

course (mainly casual conversation, but also narratives, service encounters, and language

in-action) belonging to speakers ofa wide spectrum of ages as well as social and geo

graphical backgrounds in the British Isles, Carter and McCarthy (1995) found that natu

rally occurring infonnal discourse does not necessarily rely more on situational ellipsis

than does written discourse. This finding challenges the validity of Quirk et al.'s (1985)
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perception ofthe fonnal vs. infonnal (i.e., familiar) dichotomy as the key factor deter

mining whether or not situational ellipsis is appropriat-e in a certain type ofdiscours-e.

2.3.2.3. Structural ellipsis

The third type of ellipsis, structural ellipsis, involves omission ofpurely structural ele

ments on the basis of the recoverability of the full fonn, "not through knowledge of the

text, but simply through knowledge of grammatical structure" (Quirk et ai., 1985, p.861).

For Quirk et ai. (1985), the understanding of sentences like She said [that] she had no

idea who the man was necessitates provision ofthe ellipted complementizer that. How

ever, that is not the only element that can be elhpted due to its recoverability via knowl

edge of the structure. Along with it, relative pronouns (who/whomlwhich) and preposi

tions (o1l,for, etc.) can be subject to omission, as well- witness sentences like, Do you

know the guy [who(m)) she is going out with? and The Club meets [on] Monday eve

nings, respectively.

In the traditional (i.e., formalist) perceptions of grammar, the three examples

above are elliptical in nature, in, that they drop that, the relative pronoun who(m), and thc

preposition on,_ respectively. According to Quirk et al. (1985), there are two reasons un

derlying the elliptical nature ofsuch sentences. The first is that they will readily accept

insertion of the elliptcd element without affecting the meaning of the message conveyed

- witness the synonymy between She said she had no idea who the man was and She said

that she had no idea who the man was. As for the second factor indicating the elliptical

nature ofsentences such as the three above, it is that omission of either that or

who(m)/which or a preposition is not always applicable. For ins,tance, where the relative

pronoun functions as object of a preposition, omission thereof wiU be perfectly accept-
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able iftbe preposition governing it occurs in clause-final position (e.g., Do you know the

guy [who(m)} she is going out with?). However, omission of the same relative pronoun

will no longer be possible if the said pronoun follows the preposition governing it (*Do

you know the guy with [who(m)} she is going out?).

In contrast to the fonnalist view'presented above, the functionalist perspective on

grammar regards sentences such as She said she had no idea who the man was and/or Do

you know the guy she is going out with? as non-elliptical. Rather, these sentences repre

sent synonyms oftheir cOWlterparts wherein that and who(m), respectively, are overtly

present. In other words, functional grammar does not admit to the existellce of structural

ellipsis.

In conclusion,. one's recognition of structural ellipsis or non-recognition thereof

lies in one's orientation to syntax. Whereas some perspectives on grammar admit to the

existence of structural ellipsis, others do not. With those who accept it, structural ellipsis

entails conversancy with the ways language works. As for the decision concerning the

appropriacy of resorting to structural ellipsis, it is governed either by pragmatic factors

(e.g., the genre at issue) or by purely linguistic ones (e.g., word order).

2.3.2.4. Ellipsis in terms of recoverability - a summary

As seen above, ellipsis recovery lies in the context of the act ofcommunication, whether

linguistic or extralinguistic, and/or in one's familiarity with the structure of the language.

Textual ellipses necessitate antecedents overtly present in the neighboring discourse. If

their antecedents are retrievable from the prior discourse, ellipses are anaphon·c. In con

trast, if their an.tecedents occur in the following discourse, ellipses are cataphoric. Ana

phoric eHipses can be subclassified in terms ofwhether the antecedent has occurred in the
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discourse ofthe current speaker (individual ellipsis) or in the discourse of a co-participant

in the communication (interpersonal ellipsis).

Situational ellipses base their retrieval in the extralinguistic context witbin which

the act of communication occurs. Situational ellipses represent a controversial issue, in

that they are sometimes perceived as typical maimly of familiar discourse (see Quirk et

ai., 1985). However, empirical data analysis (see Carter & McCarthy, 1995) rather sug

gests that situational ellipses are not necessarily more characteristic of informal discourse

tban they are of formal discourse..

As for structural ellipses, tbey are a special category of ellipses, in that they base

their existence in one's knowledge oftbe structure of the language and/or in one's orien

tation to syntax. Structural ellipses are situated midway between. textual ellipses and situ

ational ellipses, in that the elements to supply are retrieved neither from the neighboring

discourse nor from the extralinguistic context against which the communication occurs.

The interpretation of structural ellipses lies entirely in one's familiarity with the lan

guage. As for the decision concerning whether or not to resort to ellipsis, it is governed

either by pragmatic factors (e.g., genre) or by purely linguistic ones (e.g., word order).

2.3.3. Position in the clause of the ellipted eJement(s)

2.3.3.1. Coordination ellipsis

A specific structurally-defined subcategory under which ellipsis frequently occurs is co

ordination. Given its high freqllency ofoccurrence, it seems only Donnal that coordina

tion ellipsis should represent the focus of a large number ofstudies tackling the issue of

ellipsis (see, for instance, Fukushima, 1999; Greenbaum, 1976 and 1977; Greenbaum &
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Meyer, 1982; Hudson, 1988; Koutsoudas, 1971; Meyer, 1'919 and 1995; Ross, 19'70;

Sanders, 1977; van Oirsouw, 1987; Vet, 1996).

According to Sanders (1977), any coordination entails six elements. Threeal

these elements (namely., A, B, and C) occur in the "preceding' (i.e." fttst) conja:nct,. while

the remaining three (D, E, and F, respectively) occur in the 'following' (i.e., second) coo

junct. It follows then that any coordination takes the sbape ABC & DEF, wherein A and

D are initial sequences, B and E - medial sequences, and C and F - fmal sequences,

(Greenbaum & Meyer, 1982; Meyer, I 995~'Sande:rs, 1917; van Oirsouw, 1981). For in

stance, in the coordination He likes coftee. and she likes tea, the two noun phrases occur

ring as subjects (he and she) occupy positions A and D, the two instances ofthe verb likes

occupy positions Band E, and the two noun phrases fuUiUing the role ofdirect object

(coffee and tea) occupy positions C and. F, respectively.

Whatever its syntactic function (e.g., subject, adverbial, etc.), an element occur

ring in initial position in a clause is either an A or a D, depending on whether the clause

is a preceding clause or a following one. It should be noted here that the literature of the

field fails to specifically address the possibility that coordination might carry only two

elements per clause, as is the case in The sun set and they stopped. It appears, neverthe

less, that sentences such as the one above need to be interpreted as instances of coordina

tion devoid ofcertain clause elements - in this particular case, final elements C and F,

respectively. As a result, the sentence above follows the pattern AB & DE.

The three'pairs of co-positional elements (A and D, Band E, and C and F, re

spectively) tend to be syntactically identical. For example, ifA is an adverbial, then D

will more often than not be an adverbial, as well (compare Near the house is a yard, and
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in the yard is a puppy with ?Near the house is a yard, and a puppy is in the yard). How-

ever, the tendency for there to exist syntactic parallelism between co-positional elements

does not always hold true. Such is the case where the verbs in the two conjuncts differ in

tenns of transitivity - witness the sentences The sun rose and they left the camp and The

parents sat on a bench and the boys played ball, where positions C and F are not syntac-

tically parallel. Indeed, while position F in the sentences above is occupied by a direct
I

object (the camp and ball, respectively), position C is either null, as in the case ofthe first

example, or occupied by an element fulfilling a different syntactic role, as in the case of

the adverbial on a bench in the second.

Sanders (1977) classified languages in telmS of the positions in the clause that can

ellipt, and found that there exists no coordination position universally excluded as an el-

lipsis site in natural language. His cross-linguistic comparison ofellipsis sites in terms of

clause position also revealed that the ellipsis type most frequently met with is D-ellipsis

(i.e., ellipsis ofthe initial element in the following conjunct) and that there seems to exist

no natural language excluding D as a possible locus of ellipsis. As for the other positions

in a coordination, Sanders (1977) proposed a schema by virtue of which positions C (fi-

nalelement in the preceding conjunct) and E (medial element in the foHowing conjunct)

closely follow D-position in terms of likelihood to ellipt, being in tum followed by posi-

tions F (final element in the following conjunct), B (medial element in the preceding con-

junct), and A (initial element in the preceding conjunct), respectively. The order in which

the six elements have just been mentioned is indicative oftheir respective likelihood to

ellipt (Greenbaum & Meyer, 1982~ Sanders, 1977). Note that reference to the position in
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the clause of the ellipted element(s) is important, in that it can be used as a criterion in the

classification of ellipses.

2.3.3.2. Coordination ellipsis restrictions

There exist three restrictions in the pathway of coordination ellipsis found across lan

guages (van Oirsouw, 1987). The first restriction is that not all languages will obligatorily

allow ellipsis in any position. For instance, B-ellipsis is not acceptable in quite a number

of languages, English included (witness the ungrannnaticality of *John [provided] the

food, and Bill provided the drinks). The second constraint is that the target and the ante

cedent have to occupy the same position in the clause. It is in the breach of this require

ment that the questionable nature of?In Math he had 800, and [he had] 710 in English

lies, in that the antecedent he had is clause-medial, while the ellipted he had occurs

clause-initially. The third restriction lies in that any site that accepts both anaphoric ellip

sis and cataphoric ellipsis either necessarily contains a verb or occurs clause-finally (van

Oirsouw, 1987, pp.265-266). See, in this respect, the sentence John must work harder,

and Bill should [work harder}, too, where ellipsis of work harder is a valid option be

cause it is verbal in nature. See also the sentence John must [work harder}, and Bill

should, work harder, where work harder is elliptable because it is both verbal and clause

[mal.

2.3.3.3. Combinatory vs. segregatory coordination

Quirk et al. (1985) differentiate between two types ofand-phrases - one expressing com

binatory meaning, and one expressing segregatory meaning. Combinatory coordination

involves reciprocal or symmetrical expressions. Reciprocal expressions include be simi-
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lar, be different,fancy each other, and make a couple, as in John and Mary make a happy

couple. Neither of the coordinates in a reciprocal expression can occur independently (see

*John makes a happy couple). Also, as emphasized by van Oirsouw (1987), symmetrical

predicates may occur in and-coordination, but not in or- or but-coordination~hence the

grarnmaticality ofJohn and Mary make a happy couple, but not of *John or Mary makes

a happy couple and *John makes a happy couple, but Mary doesn't, respectively.

In contrast, in a segregatory expression like John and Mary know Mr. Black, each

of the conjuncts can occur on its own~ hence the grammaticality ofJohn knows Mr.

Black. Moreover, segregatory expressions accept, not only and-, but also or- and but

coordination - see the grammatical acceptability of both John or Mary knows Mr. Black

and John knows Mr. Black, but Mary doesn't.

Quirk et al. (1985) suggest that differentiation can be made between the two types

ofand-phrases by applying the both-test. Insertion ofboth is a grammatically valid move

with segregatory and, but not with combinatory and (witness the grammaticality ofBoth

John and Mary know Mr. Black as opposed to the ungrammaticality of *Both John and

Mary make a happy couple). Hence the conclusion that combinatory coordination is non

elliptical in nature, wbi 'e segregatory coordination is the outcome of ellipsis (Quirk et al.,

1985, p.958).

Although Quirk et al. (1985) discuss the combinatory vs. segregatory distinction

only in terms ofnoun phrases, the dichotomy seems to apply to verb phrases, as well.

One argument in support of this claim is that the both-test not only works with noun

phrase coordination but also with verb phrase coordination. It is the segregatory vs. com

binatory nature of the verb phrase coordination that makes insertion ofboth possible in
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the sentence She both worked overtime and took good care ofher kids, but not in the sen

tence *She both tried andfailed.

2.3.3.4. Ellipses in terms of clause-position - a classification

The approach to coordination in terms ofthe positions of the elements in a conjunct is a

valuable asset, in that it makes way for a possible classification of ellipses. More specifi

cally, ellipses can be classified into clause-initial, clause-final, and clause-medial (Quirk

et al., 1985). Clause-initial position (e.g., You should have studied harder and [you

should haveJ taken a good rest before the test) means leaving out the initial element(s) in

a clause. In English coordinated structures, clause-initial ellipsis necessarily denotes dele

tion of element D (i.e., of the clause-initial material in the following conjunct, as in the

example above) - note that A-ellipsis (i.e., deletion ofthe initial material in the preceding

conjunct) is not normally a valid option in written English discourse. However, A-ellipsis

may occasionally occur in informal oral discourse - e.g., [IJ Thought you were sleeping

and you wouldn't hear me sneak in. Clause-final ellipsis entails dropping the final clause

constituent(s). In coordination, final ellipsis means either omission of element C, i.e., the

clause-final element in the preceding conjunct (e.g., John hates [GeometryJ, and Bill is

afraid of, Geometry) or omission ofelement F, i.e., the final element in the following

conjunct (e.g., John's test score was high, and so was Bill's [test score]).. Clause-medial

ellipsis in English coordination always translates as E-ellipsis, i.e., omission of the medial

part ofthe following clause, as in John provided the food, and Bill [providedJ the drinks.

Note that, as mentioned above, English does not anow B-ellipsis.

Even though the clause position factor has been discussed only relative to coordi

nation (Quirk et at., 1985; Sanders, 1977; van Oirsouw, 1987), it seems that it can also be
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a valid criterion where the relationship between two clauses is of subordination, as well

as where sentence fragments are involved!. In relationships other than coordination,

clause-initial ellipsis means leaving out an element that occurs initiaUy in the clause, as is

the case in the fragment There was a small woman, too ... And [there was} a little boy

with afreckledface (Bradbury, p.272), clause-final ellipsis entails dropping an element

occurring last in the clause (e.g., John's test score was considerably higher than Bill's

[test score}), while clause-medial ellipsis translates as leaving out an element which is

neither initial nor final in the clause. Note, nevertheless, that English does not seem to

accept clause-medial ellipsis in relationships other than coordination.

2.4. Morpho-syntax of the element(s) undergoing ellipsis

In languages like English, aU the phrases making up a clause can undergo ellipsis. Not

only noun phrases (e.g., John scored three goals, and Bill scored two [goals]) and verb

phrases (e.g., John left for school ten minutes ago, and Bill [left for school] five minutes

ago), but also adjective phrases (e.g., John isn 'tgood at sports, but Bill is [good at

sports)), adverb phrases (e.g., John swam a lot last summer, but he hasn't swum much

since [then)), and prepositional phrases (e.g., John isn't at home, but Bill is [at home))

are subject to ellipsis. Note that some ofthese ellipses occur in initial position, some in

medi.al position, and still others in final position in the clause. Note also that some are

retrievable from the discourse, while others base their recoverability either in extralin

guistic cues or in one's familiarity with the ways the language works.

Ellipses affecting the different phrases making up a clause can be total or partial.

An ellipsis is total wherein a whole phrase is left out, as is the case with the second in

stance of the adjective clause good at sports or the prepositional phrase at home above. In
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contrast, an ellipsis is partial wherein onMy part of a phrase is affected by ellipsis~as is the

case with the noun phrase two [goals] in the example above. Both these types of ellipsis

are equally relevant to the present study, and any deletion of language material, whether

total or partial, is coded as an instance of ellipsis.

In spite ofthe fact that aU the phrases belonging to a clause are possible loci of el

lipsis in English, the literature ofthe field mainly tackles ellipses of/within the noun

phrase (henceforth, nominal ellipses) and ellipses of/within. the verb phrase (henceforth,

verbal ellipses). Sometimes what ellipts are, lIot mere phrases, but rather complexes of

phrases, as in the case of the subject-and-verb complex in He sent an e-mail message to

his sister and [he sent] a telegram to his parents. Such instances will be referred to as

complex ellipses in the present study.

. .. '

2.4.1. Nominal ellipsis

When not expressed by a pronoun, a nominal group is made up of a head noun denoting

'the thing' and a number ofmodifiers, which can occur either before 'the thing' or after it

(Halliday & Hasan, 1976). Nominal ellipsis translates as presupposing the thing, and it

involves dropping the postmodifying element(s), if any, and upgrading one ofthe

premodifiers of a noun to the status ofnoun head.

A nominal group that is elliptical is, more often than not, textual in nature (Quirk

et aI., 1985). Moreo'\ler, it tends to be anaphoric, in that it presupposes a previous nominal

group that is intact, as in John scored three goals, and Bill scored two [goalsIlt should

not be inferred; nevertheless, that nominal ellipses cannot be cataphoric - witness sen

tences like John can't stand [Math], and Bill is afraid of, Math.
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On the other hand, the tendency for nominal ellipses to be textual in nature does

not mean that nominal ellipses need to be textual. Sometimes, they can be situational, too.

Such is the case in [IIWei Told you so and [There] Won't be anything left for dinner

(Quirk et ai., 1985, pp.896-897). However, as may have been not~ced from the examples

above, situational ellipsis mainly occurs in conversation.

Halliday and Hasan (1976) claim that the element upgraded to the status ofhead

]s typically either a deictic (as is some in Several children were reading, but some [chil-

dren] were watching TV) or a numerative (as is two in John scored three goals and Bill

scored two [goals]). Epithets, such as the weirdest in Thejokes were not bad, but the

weirdest {jokes] were yet to come, are less frequent as heads of elliptical nominal groups.

As for classifiers, such as the silk in She vacillated about which blouse to wear, but even-

tually she made up her mind and put on the silk [blouse], they seem still less likely to be

upgraded to the status of head, mainly because they are typically realized by nouns and it

would not be clear to the addressee whether the noun at issue is an elliptical head or

represents the thing itself. However, it should be noted that Halliday and Hasan (1976)

base these assertions on intuition, rather than on statistics.

2.4.1.1. Subject ellipsis

Nominal ellipses are frequent in coordination, and particularly involve grammatical sub-

jects representing old information. That the ellipted nominal element should be discourse-

old is crucial, in that only old infonnation is recoverable through inference (Givon,

1993). Ifthe subject of the following conjunct is co-referential with the subject in the

preceding conjunct, and therefore represents old infonnation, it is prone to ellipt (Givon,

1993, p.329). Hence the grammaticality ofShe lulled the baby a-bye and [she] left the
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room on tiptoes. In contrast, if the subject ofllie following conjunct is not co-referential

with the subject in the preceding conjunct (e.g., The babyfell asleep and [*the mother)

left the room on tiptoes), and therefore it does not, strictly speaking, represent old infor

mation, it cannot undergo ellipsis.

Givon (1993) accounts for subject ellipsis in terms ofthematicality (i.e., topical

ity). With him, the more thematic the connection between a conjunct and the neighboring

discourse is, the more likely eHipsis becomes. Contrastive conjunctions (e.g., but, while,

yet) are strongly associated with subject switching. This is not the case with the non

contrastive conjunction and, nevertheless, which typically entails subject continuity;

hence the tendency for subject ellipsis to be associated with and rather than with any of

the contrastive'conjunctions (Givon, 1993, pp.318-323).

The likelihood for dlipsis of a nominal functioning as subject to occur depends,

not only on the discourse activeness of the said nominal,'but a so on the general accep

tance of e]lipsis in the language at issue. According to Bates and Devescovi (1989), pro

drop languages (e.g., Italian and Hungarian) are far more likely to yield subject-elliptical

constructions in free-standing dedaratives than are non-drop languages (e.g., English).

Consequently, levels of subject ellipsis are considerably higher in Hungarian (18%) and

Italian (12%) than they are in English (6%). Subject ellipsis in such languages is particu

larly obvious when it comes to pronouns, in that most pronominal subjects are prone to

ellipt; hence the much smaller percentage of overtly present pronominal subjects in Ital

ian and Hungarian (3%, and 6% of the total number ofsubjects in the data under analysis,

respectively) as compared with English, where pronominals represent 15% aBbe total

number of overtly present subjects (Bates & Devescovi, 1989, p.234).
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An almost similar situation has been found in Romanian, where overt presence of

pronouns fulfilling the role of grammatical subject is also relatively scarce (see Myhill,

1986). When Romanian subject pronouns do appear in a clause, they are more often than

not contrastive in function, and tend to occur in postverbai, rather than preverbal, posi-

tion. Such is the case in

Stiu eli nu rna pOli ajuta, ~i §tii §i tu asta

Know-l Sl_sg that not me can_2nd-sg help, and know_2nd-sg also you this

'I know that you can't help me, and you know it too' (Myhill, 1986, pp.335-340).

The tendency to drop subjects has been noticed in Spanish, as well (Lopez, 1999).

Like Italian, Hungarian, and Romanian, Spanish is a null-subject language, where overt

presence ofthe subject is largely a matter of option on the part of the speaker/writer.

Moreover, like in Romanian, overt presence of the pronominal subject typically denotes

contrast (Lopez, 1999, pp.265-266).

The increased potential for ambiguity resulting from subject ellipsis in Italian,

Hungarian, Romanian, and Spanish is annihilated by the wealth ofmorphological mark-

ings displayed by the verb forms. As emphasized by Myhill (1992), overt presence of the

subject is not a syntactic requirement of all languages, in that the subject is implied in the

morphology ofthe verb (Myhill, 1992, p.l2). As a result, even though Italian, Hungarian,

Romanian, and Spanish grammatical subjects are oftentimes not overtly present, their

number and person are easy to infer from the inflection of the verb. In contrast, no such

message is carried by the English verb forms - with the noticeable exception of the mor-

phologically rich verb be and the -s inflection of the third person singular form ofsimple
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present. As a result, whenever English subject ellipsis could lead to ambiguity, it is less

likely to occur.

2.4.1.2. Object ellipsis

Ellipsis of/within a noun phrase can also translate as ellipsis of an object. As with .any

ellipsis., underlying object ellipsis is an antecedent readily available to both the

speaker/writer and the listener/reader. According to Ito (1993). the antecedent of an omit-

ted object can be a subject (e.g., The peanut will remain slightly chewy. Serve {it} hot still

in the shelf), a direct object, (e.g., Place the rabbit on the grill and brown [it] well on all

sides), an indirect object (e.g., Pour the Bourbon over, give the glass a twirl, but not a

stir, and serve (it]), an oblique object (e.g., While the jars are hot, pack the relish in them

and cover (them] with lids and rings), or combinations thereof, as in Fold the dry ingre-

dients into the liquid andpour {them} into the greased cake pan (Ito, 1993, p.77).

The fact that all the verbs above are in the imperative should not lead to the erro-

neous conclusion that object ellipsis is restricted to imperatives only. If there is a restric-

tion in the pathway ofobject ellipsis, it is not that the verb left be in the imperative mood,

but rather that the object be the highest grammatical function of the verb at issue (Ito,

1993). Such is the case in all the examples involving imperatives above, and also in the

nonfinite to sell in the question/answer sequence Why do you keep snakes? / To sell

{them] (Ito, 1993, pp.90-91). However, the issue of 'height' is difficult to understand, in

that Ito (1993) neither explained what exactly determines it nor provided a scale. One can

infer, nevertheless, by reading between the lines, that the 'highest function' requirement

for objects is fulfilled once the subject has been ellipted - which makes one conclude, by
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process of elimination, that the direct object is the second highest grammatical function

of a verb, the first being, presumably, the subject.

Ito (1993) discussed the issue ofomitted objects in the light of two possible inter-

pretations. One interpretation is that the verbs at issue maintain their transitivity and

therefore take an object - save that, in such instances, the object is null. The alternative is

that there exist two forms assumed by transitivity, one with an object and one without an

object (Ito, 1993, pp.84-85). No details are given about what 'transitivity without an ob-

ject' means, nevertheless. Also, no borderline between transitivity with ellipted object

and intransitivity is drawn. This makes the reader wonder why the fact that a verb nor-

mally occurring transitively might occasionally become contextually intransitive is over-

looked.

Ito (1993) defined object ellipsis as an instance wherein "the first object of a verb

that is ordinarily expected to be transitive can be omitted in a non-finite (imperative [sic]

or infinitive) clause only ifthat verb's subject is not expressed on independent grounds"

(Ito, 1993, p.92). This deftnition is highly questionable. Indeed, one cannot refrain from

asking oneselfwhether the imperative is a nonfinite verb form, the way it is claimed.

In spite of the lack of specificity concerning the definition of "transitivity without

an object" and the flaw in the categorization of the imperative as a nonfinite verb fonn,

nevertheless, the Ito (1993) account is valid, in that it grasps and discusses the main cir-

cumstances under which object ellipsis will occur, emphasizing the importance of the is-

sue of the 'heiiht' of grammatical functions.
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Insofar as verbal ellipses are concerned, differentiation can be made between instances

where only the verb is affected by deletion and instances where the complement or part

thereof ellipts along with the verb. In either case, further differentiation can be made in

terms of the degree to which the identical element(s) ellipt(s),. in that ellipsis can be total

or partial. Total verbal ellipsis entails complete deletion of a verb or verb group contain

ing an auxiliary (e.g., John (has) provided thefood, and Bill [(has) provided] the drinks).

In contrast, partial verbal ellipsis entails omission ofpart ofa verb group necessarily in

volving an auxiliary, while the rest of the group remains intact (e.g., John has studiedfor

the test, but,Bill hasn't (studied for the testj). There exist three main types of ellipses af

fecting verb fonus that are broadly discussed in the literature ofthe field. They are gap

ping, operator ellipsis, and main/lexical verb ellipsis, respectively.

2.4.2.1. Gapping

Gapping (e.g., John provided the/ood, and Bill (provided] the drinks) is an instance of

total clause-medial verbal ellipsis, and it is normally restricted to structures coordinated

by and,. or, and nor. Ross (1970) defined gapping as a universal rule that necessarily in

volves the presence, somewhere in the verb phrase, of an unlike element, as is the case

with the drinks in the example above, and viewed it as deletion of "indefinitely many oc

currences of a repeated verb in a conjoined structure" (Ross, 1970, p.250).

Nevertheless, the fact that gapping is a universal rule does not mean that it can

work whenever and wherever (Jackendoff, 1971). On the contrary, it can only work under

the proviso of identity between the gapped verb and its antecedent, wherein identity re

fers to both the semantics and the morphology of the two verbs. For instance, the re-

. . I.! .2.4.2. Verbal eUi.psis
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quirementconcerning the semantics of the verbs at issue is met in John had a cup ofcol-

fee, and Bill [had] a beer; in such instances. gapping is a valid option. However, the re-

quirement is not satisfied in "'Mary made a cake, and Betty [made] a phone call, where

the type ofphysical activity entailed in made a cake is not present in made a phone call.

The lack of semantic overlap between the two instances of made in the example above

renders gapping impossible.

As noted above, morphological identity is also a must for gapping to work. For

instance, gapping is impossible where the antecedent and the'gapped verb carry different

morphological information, as in "'John got suntanned yesterday, and Bill [will get sun-

tanned] tomorrow. However, as mentioned earlier in this study, there is one instance

wherein the morphology ofthe gapped verb does not carry over: it is the subject-verb

agreement with simple present verb foons, as in Fred prefers Mary and his parents [pre-

fer] Jane (Hudson, 1989, p.62). That is so because in gapping, as generally in ellipsis,

number agreement tends to be overlooked.

Where the coordinated structures involve like auxiliaries, gapping will imply de-

letion, not only of the second occurrence of the main verb. but also ofthe second occur-

renee of the auxiliary (Jackendoff, 1971; Quirk et al., 1985; Ross, 1970). Witness, in this

respect, the grammaticality ofJohn is studying Math, and Bill {is studying] foreign lan-

guages,. as opposed to the ungrammaticality of *John is studying Math, and Bill is [study-

ing] foreign languages. In contrast, gapping does not allow unlike auxiliaries (Jackend-

off, 1971; Quirk et al., 1985; Ross, 1970;:van Oirsouw, 1987); hence the acceptability of

John should give up smoking, and Bill [should give up] drinking, as opposed to the unac-

ceptability of*John should give up smoking,. and Bill must [give up] drinking).
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. Gapping does not only disallow unlike auxiliaries; it will not tolerate unlike pre-

verbal a!Jverbs, either. It is this restriction that accounts for the ungrammaticality of

*John always complains about his unhappy childhood, and Bill seldom {complains}

about his wife. Note that the restriction at work in the sentence above does not translate

as inc9rnpatibility between gapping and preverbal adverbs - witness the grammaticality

of the sentence John always complains about his unhappy childhood, and Bill [always

complains] about his wife. In other words, where the preverbal adverb in the second con-

junct. is identical with the one in the first conjunct, it ellipts along with the verb.

Gapping is not only affected by material preceding the verb. It can be affected by

material follo,-,,:ing the verb, as well. In this respect, however, for the verb and its imme-

diate complementation in a [oHowing conjunct to gap, there has to be at least one unlike

element that is left (Jackendoff, 1971; Ross, 1970; van Oirsouw, 1987). Such is the time

adverbial for two hours in John studiedfor the test in Math for two weeks, and Bill [stud-

tedfor the test in Math] for two hours.

Another constraint involving gapping is that where ther'e are unlike complexes of

objects (i.e., an indirect object plus a direct object), gapping is out ofthe question. It is

this constraint that blocks gapping in the sentence *John taught the tenth-graders Geome-

try, and Bill [taught] the eleventh-graders Trigonometry. However, where the comple-

ment is made up of a noun phrase followed by a prepositional phrase., gapping becomes a

valid option; hence the acceptability ofJohn taught Geometry to the tenth-graders, and

Bill [taught] Trigonometry to the eleyenth-gra.ders .
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2.4.2.2. Operator ellipsis

Operator ellipsis involves deleting the operator while keeping the main verb intact The

term 'operator' denotes either the auxiliary (if there is only one) or that particular auxil-

iary (in a multi-auxiliary verb form) which occurs first and wants placing before the sub-

ject in interrogative structures, as does may in He may have been being watched (Quirk et

aI., 1985). For example, the deletion of the second occurrence of was in John was sitting

in the armchair, and Bill [was] standing near the door represents an instance of operator

ellipsis.

Operator ellipsis resembles gapping in that it typically occurs in coordination, and

also in that it also necessarily involves a verb occurring in clause-medial position. There

is a basic difference between gapping and operator ellipsis, nevertheless. The difference

at issue lies in that, whereas gapping involves total ellipsis and can only occur with fully

identical verb forms, whether simple (i.e., made up of one word, as in John provided the

food, and Bill [provided] the drinks) or complex (i.e., made up of an operator and a non-

finite form of the main verb, as in John was nominatedfor the Congress, and Bill [was

nominated] for the Senate), operator ellipsis necessarily involves complex verb forms

exhibiting partial identity with their antecedents. Note that operator ellipsis will only oc-

cur where the operator is identical, while the main verb is not, as in John was promoted,

and Bill [was] fired.

Operator ellipsis does not necessarily occur in clause-medial position. Sometimes,

it occurs in clause-initial position, as well. Such is the case in interrogative structures

such as, [Does] Anybody need a lift? (Quirk et ai., 1985, pp.898-899). There is at consid-

erable difference between the two instances ofoperator ellipsis, nevertheless. The differ-
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ence at issue has to do with retrievability: while clause-medial operator ellipsis is typi-

cally textual, clause-initial operator ellipsis is always situational in nature.

2.4.2.3. Main verb ellipsis

Main/Lexical verb ellipsis (sometimes referred to as verb phrase deletion in the literature
, '

of the field) entails deleting the main verb but leaving behind an auxiliary, as in John is

sleeping, but Bill isn't [sleeping] (Jackendoff, 1971; van Oirsollw. 1987). This type of

ellipsis seems to be an English-only rule. in that it has not been noted in other languages.

Main verb ellipsis has to be maximal. This means that it not only involves dele-

tion of the main verb, but also deletion ofall its complementation. In other words. all the

material following the auxiliary must go. except the non-identical elements - mostly, ad-

verbials - as in, The girls won't stay out late, but Bill will [stay out late], as usual).

There is a certain degree ofsimilarity between gapping and main verb ellipsis. in

that they both entail absolute identity of verb forms. In other words, the target verb
l ,.,

phrase and the antecedent verb phrase need to be identical - see the gapping in John pro-

vided the food, and Bill [provided] the drinks and the main verb ellipsis John isn't sieep-

ing, but Bill is [sleeping]. In addition. the grammatical subjects are not necessarily non-

identical; hence. they do not ellipt in either - note that both in the instance of gapping and

in the maIn verb ellipsis above, the subject in the foHowing conjunct (Bill) is different

from the subject in the preceding conjunct (John).

As seen above. both gapping and main verb ellipsis involve deletion of the main

verb. There is a crucial difference between the two. nevertheless. The difference lies in

that gapping involves total ellipsis. which means that no verb trace is left behind. whereas

main verb ellipsis involves partial ellipsis only, which means that part of the verb
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(namely, the main verb) ellipts, while the rest (namely, the auxiliary) remains intact (Sag,

1976; van Oirsouw, 1987). Indeed, whereas gapping ofprovided in John provided the

food, and Bill [provided] the drinks leaves the second conjunct altogether verbless, ellip

sis ofsleeping in John isn't sleeping, but Bill is [sleeping] does not bring about total

verblessness in the second conjunct.

A second issue that differentiates between main verb ellipsis and gapping is the

position in the clause of the ellipted element. Gapping is obligatorily a clause-medial phe

nomenon, as illustrated by John provided the food, and Bill [provided] the drinks; in

contrast, main verb ellipsis can occur either clause-medially (e.g., The girls won't stay

out late, and Bill won't [stay out late], either) or clause-finally (e.g., John is sleeping, but

Bill isn't [sleeping]).

Another considerable distinction between main verb ellipsis and gapping has to

do with the types ofconstructions wherein the two ellipsis types occur. Thus, whereas

gapping is only found in coordination, main verb ellipsis wiJl be met with in coordination

and subordination alike. Moreover, where subordination is involved, ellipsis ofthe main

verb may occur either in the subordinate clause (e.g., No one has passed the exam unless

John has [passed the exam]) or in the main clause (e.g., IfJohn hasn't passed the exam,

then no one has [passed the exam]).

A further distinction to be found between the two categories of ellipsis is that,

unlike gapping, which requires an antecedent in the preceding discourse, main verb ellip

sis may occur, where subordination is involved, not only in following clauses, but also in

preceding clauses; hence the acceptability ofIfJohn hasn't [passed the exam]. then no

one has passed the exam (Jackendoff, 1971).
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Main verb ellipsis is used as an alternative to either repetition ofa long comple-

mentation, or PRO-fonn substitution (Greenbaum & Meyer, 1982). For instance, in the

sentence No one has solved the third Geometry problem unless John has, repetition of the

complementation will yield the questionable construction ?No one has solved the third

Geometry problem unless John has solved the third Geometry problem, whereas substitu-

tion will translate as No one has solved the third Geometry problem unless John has done

it. Note that, in either case, lack of ellipsis will bring about wordiness, thus contr.avening

the "reduce as much as possible" maxim of Quirk et al. (1985); hence the preference for

the elliptical construction to eiilier repetition or substitution.

I.
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2.4.3. Comp,lex ellipses

..

verb ellipses, verb-and-object ellipses, whole-predicate ellipses, and subject-and-

ellipsis brings about deletion of other parts of speech, as well. In the present study, such

(e.g., You should have studied harder and [you should have] taken a good rest before the

As may have been noticed in some of the instances ofverbal ellipsis discussed above

not all the instances involving verbal ellipsis relate to the verb only. Oftentimes, verbal

such ellipses always occur in the following conjunct and are, as a role, textual in nature.

of speech that elJipt along with the verb, into four subcategories, namely: subject-and-

instances are referred to as complex ellipses, and they are classified, in tenns of the parts

predicate ellipses.

More often than not, subject-and-verb ellipses involve cootdinated structures. Note that

test and No one has passed the exam unless John has [passed the exam], respectively),

2.4.3.1. Subject-and-verb ellipsis
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However, subject-and-verb ellipses do not necessarily involve coordination. When occur-

ring in structures other than coordination, subject-and-verbellipses are always situational

in nature.

Subject-and-verb ellipses occurring in coordination are sometimes referred to as

'conjunction reduction' (Jackendoff, 1971; Koutsoudas, 1971; van Oirsouw, 1987).

However, not all the instances ofconjunction reduction entail ellipsis of a subject and a

verb - note that what is sometimes styled 'conjunction reduction' is an ellipsis phenome-

non that can denote deletion of either the end of the preceding clause (e.g., John seemed

to be [in love], and Bill definitely was in love) or the beginning of a foHowing clause (He

sent an e-mail message to his sister and [he sent) a telegram to his parents). Only the

latter subtype involves a subject-and-verb complex; hence, only this subtype is of interest

to this study. As a result, conjunction reduction will only be understood to denote ellipsis

ofclause-initial material in the following conjunct here.

Conjunction reduction can affect either the subject and the entire verb fonn (e.g.,

He sent an e-mail message to his sister and [he sent] a telegram to his parents) or the

subject and part of the verb fonn, namely the operator (henceforth, subject-and-operator

ellipsis). For example, there is subject-and-operator ellipsis involved in the sentence He is

dating Mary but [he is] dreaming ofLinda.

Conjunction reduction is occasionally hard - nay, almost impossible - to tell from

gapping. Such is the case in He told Mary about the party and his cousin about thefoot-

ball game, where there exists (in theory, at least) a possible reading wherein the conjunct

his cousin about the football game might be perceived as an instance of gapping (and his

cousin [told Mary] about the football game), rather than one of conjunction reduction
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(and [he told] his cousin about the football game). However, as found in Greenbaum and

Meyer's (1982) study of the ways native sp"eakers of English read eUipses, clause-initial

ellipsis (i.e., ellipsis of the subject and verb in the second conjunct; in other words, con-

junction reduction) tends to be favored over clause-medial ellipsis (i.e., ellipsis ofverb

only; in other words, gapping). As"emphasized in the Greenbaum and Meyer (1982)

study, most native speakers tend to interpret his cousin in the example above as object of

told, rather than as subject of it. It is only where semantics penuits no conjunction reduc-

tion reading that native speakers will read an ellipsis-affected second conjunct as gap-

ping. For instance, the sentence Sue baked a cake yesterday, and Sally today will be read

as Sue baked a cake yesterday, and Sally [baked a cake] today, rather than as *Sue baked

a cake yesterday, and Sue [baked Sally] today (Greenbaum & Meyer, 1982, p.144).

The occasional difficulty of telling gapping from conjunction reduction might

rj
have been the underlying factor behind Koutsoudas' (1971) proposition that gapping and

oonjunction reduction be collapsed into a single rule, for which he proposed the name

'Conjunction Deletion Rule.' The proposition that the two rules be collapsed into one was

also espoused by Givon (1993), who perceived conjunction reduction as a kind ofgap-

ping - hence the label 'gapping' that he attached to the ellipsis ofthe second instance of

he gave in He gaveflowers to Mary and [he gave] candy to Cynthia.

Moreover, van Oirsouw (1987) went even further, suggesting that all instances of

ellipsis involving coordination should be discussed under a unitary mnbreUa, for which

he proposed the name 'coordinate deletion.' This super-category would include gapping,

as in John provided the food, and Bill [provided] the drinks, main verb ellipsis, as in

John isn't sleeping, but Bill is {sleeping], and conjunction reduction, as in He is dating
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Mary but (he is] dreaming ofLinda. The reason at the core of Van Oirsouw's (1987)

proposition seems to have been that all the types ofellipsis listed above serv,e one and the

same purpose - that of reducing identical material involving a verb phrase in coordinated

structures.

However, Koutsoudas (1971), Givon (1993), and van OirsoUiw (1987) seem to

have overlooked the fact that there are clearcut differences among the three phenomena at

issue. The said differences lie in either the position in the clause ofthe element(s) under-

going ellipsis or the degree of deletion involved. Locus-wise, for instance, whereas gap-

ping always involves clause-medial material and conjunction reduction always occupies

clause-initial position, main verb ellipsis can oeem either clause-medially or clause-
. ,I

finally. As for the degree of deJ,etion, gapping translates as total ellipsis of the verb fonn

(plus other elements along with it, occasionally), main verb ellipsis is always partial in

nature, in that an operator is always left behind, while conjunction reduction can be either

total or partial.

As mentioned above, where subject-and-verb ellipsis does not involve coordina-

tion, it is situational in natme. More often than not, the ellipted verb is an operator. In

other words, subject-and-verb deletion will take the shape of subject-and-operator ellip-

sis. Such ellipsis can occur in declaratives, e.g., [I'm] Coming, and in interrogatives, e.g.,

[Are you] Lookingfor someone? alike (Quirk et ai., 1985, pp.897-899).

2.4.3.2. Verb-and-object ellipsis

As its very name suggests, verb-and-object ellipsis entails deletion of a verb and its ob-

ject. The literature ofthe field does not focus on verb-and-object ellipsis in itself. How-

ever, given that it involves a verb, the issue of verb-and-object ellipsis is tackled, tangen-
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tially, either in gapping, e.g., John taught Geometry to the tenth-graders. and Bill [taught

Geometry] to the eleventh-graders, or in main verb ellipsis, e.g., John has passed the

exam, but Bill hasn't [passed the exam]. As noted earlier in this study, complex verb

and-object ellipsis can be met with either in coordination (see the examples above) or in

subordination (e.g., No one has passed the exam unless John has [passed the exam)).

Moreover, in the latter case, it can affect either the subordinate clause, as is the case in

the example above, or the main clause (as in IfJohn hasn't passed the exam, then no one

has [passed the exam]).

2.4.3.3. Whole-predicate ellipsis

At times, verbal ellipsis entails deletion of the entire predicate. Where ellipsis of the en

tire predicate occurs, the only part of the clause that is left behind is the subject (Quirk et

ai., 1985). Whole-predicate ellipsis is only met with under certain circumstances, and it

often involves comparative constructions (e.g., Nigel finished the exam at the same time

as George [finished it/the exam)), coordinate constructions (e.g., Nigel finished the exam

first, then George [finished it/the exam)), and one-word responses, as is the case in the

question/answer sequence, Who finished the exam first? / George [finished it/the exam

first]. Sometimes, the role of subject is fulfilled by a wh-word (who or what), as in He

told me something had happened while I was out, but he never said what [had happened}

(Quirk et aI., 1985, p.906).

2.4.3.4. Subject-and-predicate ellipsis

The literature of the field refers to instances of ellipsis following a wh-word such as the

one above as 'sluicing.' Sometimes, sluicing denotes whole-predicate ellipsis (see
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above). However, sluicing can be more than whole-predicate ellipsis, in that it can in

volve, not only deletion of the entire predicate, while leaving the subject intact, but also

deletion of the subject, so long as the latter is not expressed by a wh-word (Ross, 1970).

In the latter case, nothing is left behind, except for the wh-word functioning as marker of

the locus of the e1lipted subclause. Such is the case in John had obviously met the man

before. but the investigation failed to establish where/when/why [he had met him]. In this

sentence, a wh-word (where. when, or why) functions as complementizer, rather than as

subject, of an empty clause. In such instances, sluicing affects subject-and-predicate

complexes, in that everything ellipts except for the wh-complementizer.

Sluicing entails, therefore, a wh-word (who, whom, which, when, where, why,

how, how long) functioning as comp1ementizer. Other complementizers (e.g., that,

if/whether, orfor) are not compatible with sluicing (Lobeck, 1991, p.87); hence the un

grammaticality of *They had promised they would help us, but we didn't know whether/if.

Likewise, sluicing does not apply to wh-relatives (Quirk et al., 1985, p.908); hence the

unacceptability of *Someone has phoned. but I can't recall the name ofthe person who.

2.4.4. Nominal vs. verbal vs. complex ellipses - a summary

The issue of nominal ellipsis can be approached in terms of the degree to which deletion

operates (total or partial) and in terms of the grammatical role fulfilled by the noun

phrase in the clause. The latter approach discriminates between noun phrases that can be

affected by ellipsis and noun phrases that cannot. A noun phrase can undergo ellipsis

when it functions as subject (e.g., He jumped into his car and [he] peeled offin a cloud of

dust) or as object (e.g., Place the rabbit on the grill and brown [it] well on all sides). In
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contrast, a noun phrase cannot nonnaHy undergo ellipsis when used adverbially (e.g.,

?She drove her Toyota with care, and he sped his Mustang without [care}).

There are two ways whereby a verb phrase can be affected by ellipsis. One in

volves the verb fonn only, while the other involves the verb fonn plus something else.

Note that in either case, differentiation can be made between total ellipsis and partial el

lipsis. Where only the verb form is affected by ellipsis, total ellipsis equates with com

plete deletion of the verb form, as in John provided the food, and Bill [provided] the

drinks. In contrast, partial verbal ellipsis translates as deletion of part of a verb group

necessarily involving an auxiliary. Further differentiation is possible here between opera

tor ellipsis, where only the operator is left out (e.g., John was promoted, and Bill [was]

fired), and main verb ellipsis, where the main verb ellipts but the operator does not (e.g.,

John isn't sleeping, but Bill is [sleepingJ).

Where deletion affects, not only the verb from, but also some other partes) of the

clause, ellipsis is labeled as complex. In tenns of the clause element(s) ellipting along

with the verb form, complex ellipses can be subclassified into ellipses of subject and

verb, ellipses of verb and object, ellipses of the entire predicate, and ellipses of the sub

ject and the predicate. Insofar as subject-and-verb ellipses are concerned, differentiation

can (again) be made between instances where the verb undergoes total ellipsis, as in He

sent an e-mail message to his sister and [he sent! a telegram to his parents, and instances

where the verbal ellipsis is partial, in that the operator ellipts along with the subject but

the main verb is kept, as in He is dating Mary but [he is] dreaming ofLinda. Ellipses of

verb and object, as in John taught Geometry to the tenth-graders, and Bill [taught Ge

ometry] to the eleventh-graders, translate as deletion of a verb and its object. Occasion-
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ally, ellipsis involves the verb and its entire complementation, and all that remains of the

clause is the subject (e.g., Nigel finished the exam at the same time as George (finished

it/the exam)). Such instances are called whole-predicate ellipses. Moreover, ellipsis can

sometimes affect both the subj ect and the predicate. If so, nothing is left behind, except

for a complementizer whose function is to mark the locus of the ellipted subclause (e.g.,

John had obviously met the man before, but the investigation failed to establish

where/when/why [he had met him)). Such instances can be referred to as subject-and

predicate ellipses.

2.5. Ellipsis - a summary

Instances of ellipsis can be classified in terms of the degree to which deletion operates.

Where ellipsis affects part of the clause element at issue, while keeping part of it intact, it

is labeled as partial. In contrast, where ellipsis means complete deletion of a clause ele

ment, it is called total.

The major types of ellipses are classifiable in terms of three criteria. The three cri

teria are as follows: position in the clause of the element(s) subject to deletion, retrieva

bility of the left-out element(s), and morpho-syntax of the ellipted element(s). Insofar as

the position in the clause of the ellipted element is concerned, differentiation can be made

among three subclasses. First, ellipsis can affect the initial part of a clause. If so, it is

called clause-initial. Second, ellipsis can affect the final element(s) in a clause, in which

case it will be labeled as clause-final. Third, ellipsis can operate on a medial segment of a

clause. If so, it will be called clause-medial.

In teans of retrievability, ellipses can be classified into textual, situational, and

structural. Textual ellipses entail recoverability within the discourse itself. Where re
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trieval of the ellipted element(s) is achieved in the preceding discourse, ellipsis is ana

phoric. On the other hand, where retrieval of the ellipted element(s) is based in the fol

lowing discourse, ellipsis is cataphoric. In contrast to textual ellipses, situational ellipses

base their recoverability in the extralinguistic context. As for structural ellipses, they dif

fer from both textual and situational ellipses, in that their retrievability lies, not in the

context (whether linguistic or extralinguistic) ofthe act of communication, but in the fa

miliarity with the ways language works of the participants in it.

Finally, in terms ofthe morpho-syntax of the ellipted element(s), ellipses can af

fect (in languages such as English, at least) any phrase making up a clause, including the

noun phrase and the verb phrase. Ellipses affecting noun phrases (nominal ellipses) can

be subclassified - in terms of the syntactic function fulfilled in the clause by the left-out

element - into subject ellipses (i.e., ellipses of/within noun phrases functioning as gram

matical subjects) and object ellipses (wherein the noun phrases affected by ellipsis func

tion as objects, whether of a verb or of a preposition).

Ellipses affecting verb forms (verbal ellipses) can in tum be subclassified in terms

of whether the entire verb group is affected (gapping) or only part of it. In the latter case,

subdivision is possible in terms of whether the ellipted element is an operator (operator

ellipsis) or a main verb (main verb ellipsis). Where verbal ellipsis occurs, subcategoriza

tion is also possible in terms ofwhether ellipsis affects the verb form only or whether

some other clause element (namely, the subject and/or (part of) the complementation)

ellipts along with the verb. In the latter case, ellipsis can be labeled as complex. Note that

for an instance of ellipsis to be complex, it needs to affect the verb form and also some

other clause element.
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Complex ellipses can be subclassified into subject-and-verb ellipsis, verb-and

object ellipsis, whole-predicate ellipsis, and subject-and-predicate ellipsis. Subject-and

verb ellipsis translates as deletion of the noun phrase/group fulfilling the role of subject

and ofthe verb group. A special subclass within subject-and-verb ellipsis is the one

called subject-and-operator ellipsis, which denotes deletion of the noun phrase function

ing as grammatical subject and the operator. Whereas verb-and-object ellipsis denotes

deletion of the verb and its object(s), whole-predicate ellipsis entails deletion of the entire

predicate (i.e., the verb and all its complementation) - which means that nothing is left of

a clause except the subject. As for subject-and-predicate ellipsis, which can only occur

after wh-words (who, whom, which, when, where, why, how, how long) functioning as

complementizers, it refers to the instances of ellipsis wherein the entire complement

clause is dropped, except for the complementizer, which is left behind to mark the locus

of the left-out clause.

2.6. Rationale of this study

In spite of the fact that the issue of ellipsis has been discussed amply and approached

from a diversity of angles, relatively few studies (Fukushima, 1999; LOpez, 1999; Pla

cencia, 1995; van Oirsouw, 1987) have taken interest in ellipsis across languages. Also,

based on the material accessible and/or available in the United States, it seems that, with

the exception of the pronoun subject omission issue mentioned tangentially in Myhill

(1986), the different types of ellipses occurring in the Romanian language have not been

paid any interest. Last, but not least, it seems that with a few notable exceptions (e.g.,

Meyer, 1995), most of the linguists tackling ellipses prefer to generate their own exam-
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pIes to illustrate their point, rather than rely on samples of ellipsis taken from real dis-

course.

In an attempt to make up for these drawbacks, the present study undertakes a

cross-linguistic study of nominal, verbal, and complex ellipses occurring in English and

Romanian. The main reason behind this study was to establish the similarities and dis

similarities existing between the two languages in terms ofthe position and retrieval of

nominal, verbal, and complex ellipses occurring in two specific types of written dis

course, namely short fiction and newspaper style.

Details about how the study was undertaken are provided in Chapter 3.
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Chapter III

Methods

The present thesis is meant to be a cross-linguistic study of ellipsis usage in English and

Romanian. More specifically, the study is meant to reveal whether (and, in the event of a

positive answer, to establish to what extent) the two languages under discussion are com

parable in terms of subtypes of nominal, verbal, and complex ellipses occurring in two

specific written genres, namely short fiction and newspaper style.

3.1. Data selection

The reasons why I chose to analyze written discourse (as reflected in two distinct genres,

namely literary genre and newspaper genre), rather than oral, are both objective and sub

jective. The objective dimension lies in the relative scarcity of speakers of Romanian in

the United States and the immense difficulty of gathering naturally occurring discourse

samples following from this scarcity. As for the subjective reason behind my choice, it is

rooted in my preference for written discourse.

However, the discourse samples I analyzed carry an aura of orality, as well. In

deed, part of my data pertains to fiction - a genre which encompasses, not only the fea

tures of written discourse, perceptible mainly in the more descriptive and narrative parts,

but also some of the features of oral discourse, to be found especially in the dialogues.
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The question, "Why literature?" has a relatively simple answer: Because I have

always been fascinated with the two-pronged nature of literature. Literature represents, at

one and the same time, a mirror and an open door. It mirrors life, but it also is a door

open onto query and investigation and "an opportunity to emerge beyond one's self

through another's eyes and live as someone else" (Kennedy & Gioia, 1995, dustcover).

This dual nature of literature helps us understand the workings of the human mind and

soul. At the same time, literature is a means of conveying the tale of life. It unfolds the

story of the human being, and it reveals the human soul and spirit "capable of compassion

and sacrifice and endurance" (Faulkner, 1995, p.575).

Moreover, literature also develops sensitivity to language. It is through language

that the story is told, and I find it worthwhile studying to what extent the language is a

tool for relating the story and to what extent it is a molder of the story itself. Mostly,

however, I chose to partly focus on literature because I found it hard to resist the tempta

tion of marrying two lifetime passions - the love of language and the intricate ways it

works, on the one hand, and the lure of literature, on the other.

Another question that may arise is, "Why the newspaper genre?" This question

will find its answer in that, just like literature, newspaper articles are a means of convey

ing a story, of depicting a moment, of carrying "the stories and images of our day" (Bell,

1991, p.2).

Of the various subgenres existing within the literary genre, I chose to focus on the

short story, which is a "kind ofcreative vision" - an attempt to capture the "ultimate real

ity" by aiming at it as "a discrete moment of truth... [rather than] the moment of truth"

(Gordimer, 1995, pp.576-577). I am of the opinion that what happens to the mind and to
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the language in this particularly intense and significant moment is of extreme interest to

reader and discourse analyst alike.

There were several reasons behind my choice of the short story, the most impor-

tant of them being that I felt that my findings would gain in accuracy if based on unitary

language material, i.e., on whole stretches ofwritten discourse, comprising an introduc-

tion, a body, and a conclusion, rather than on bits of unrelated written discourse taken

from here and there.

I also felt that using writings belonging to different writers would be more appro-

priate than relying on writings produced by one and the same person. Fundamental in

reaching this decision were my awareness that usage and/or non-usage of ellipsis could,

to a certain extent, be a matter ofpersonal taste, on the one hand, and my conviction that

an elliptical construction is, more often than not, one of several options of conveying

meaning through language, on the other. Given these, I decided that two ten-to-twelve-

page-long stories belonging to different authors in each of the two languages under

analysis would yield enough data for my cross-linguistic analysis of literary discourse.

Finall y, I considered that the theme of the story might also have an impact on

style, putting (along with the personality of the author) its imprint on it - and possibly

reflecting in my findings. That was what made me conclude that it would be most benefi-

cial to my study if I focused on short stories and newspaper articles tackling like topics,

or even one and the same topic.

3.2. Data collection and description

With all these considerations in mind, I set out establishing the four short stories to ana-

lyze - two per language. First, I made up my mind concerning the two Romanian short
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stories to focus on, namely Mircea Eliade's Douasprezece mii de capete de vita (trans

lated into English as 'Twelve Thousand Head of Cattle') and Mihai Niculescu's Cizmarul

din Hydra (translated into English as 'The Cobbler of Hydra'). In part, my choice was

determined by the fact that the two short stories befitted my pre-established parameters

relative to length, style, and theme, as outlined above. Indeed, they are both 12-page-long

stories, they both carry a heavy load of supernatural elements, and there is a unifying

common denominator about them in terms of theme - note that they both deal with the

issue of death, whether it means physical death, as in Niculescu' s story, or death of trust

and/or hope, as is the case in the Eliade story.

Once I had picked the two Romanian stories, I set out selecting matching short

stories written in English. After a long and strenuous screening, I eventually opted for

Ray Bradbury's ten-page story The Crowd, which I found was a perfect counterpart to

Niculescu's story (note that it also revolves around the theme of death, and it is as heavily

imbued with supernatural elements as is the latter) and John Steinbeck's eleven-page

story The Chrysanthemums - a possible match, even though not a perfect one, to the Eli

ade story (note that, at one and the same time, the Steinbeck story and the Eliade story

converge, in that they both address the issues of loss of confidence and/or betrayed ex

pectations, but also diverge, in that the supernatural element, overtly present in Eliade,

does not find its way into Steinbeck's story.

The short stories selected for analysis provided me with a corpus of 8,703 words

in Romanian and 7,480 in English, respectively (see Table 1 below). I considered that the

discrepancy in terms of lengths of texts between the languages - as may have been no

ticed, the Romanian short stories outweigh the English ones by a ratio of7 to 6
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(8,703-;-'7,480=1.16, i.e., about 7/6) - would not impede my findings. This opinion was

based on the fact that I was not so much interested in the quantification of instances of

ellipsis as I was in the incidence of ellipsis, and particularly in the types of ellipsis used,

in the two languages.

Author Title Number of Words per lan-
words guage

Bradbury, Ray The Crowd 3,274

Steinbeck, John The Chrysanthemums 4,206 7,480

Eliade, Mircea Dowisprezece mii de capete de 4,055
vita 8,703

Niculescu, Mihai Cizmarul din Hydra 4,648

Table 1. Short stones under analysis m tenus of numbers of words

The other object of my research was the newspaper genre. One of the reasons de-

tennining my choice was the wide availability of newspapers on the Internet - a factor of

crucial importance when it comes to Romanian papers, which do not otherwise rejoice at

circulation abroad.

As in the case of short stories, I hoped that the reliability of my findings would be

enhanced if the newspaper articles under analysis revolved around identical issues. I took

the opportunity offered to me by the millennium's last presidential elections in the United

States (November 7,2000) and Romania (November 26,2000), respectively, and I de-

cided to only focus on newspaper articles addressing these two events. I hoped that by

analyzing articles tackling similar events I would give my findings more transcultural and

cross-linguistic weight. Foreseeing, nevertheless, the probability that home affairs would

be described in more detail than events occurring elsewhere, I decided to have the bulk of

my data in each of the languages relate the home elections, rather than the overseas ones.
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At the same time, with a view to broadening my pool, I opined that it would bene

fit my study if I gathered my data from several sources, trying to avoid, inasmuch as pos

sible, relying on texts taken from one source only - and especially texts produced by one

and the same writer. Hence my decision to use articles from several newspapers. I also

tried to enhance the diversity of the language analyzed by resorting to a wide spectrum of

newspapers, both more traditional ones (e.g., The Washington Post and The New York

Times for English, Adevarul and Romdnia Libera for Romanian) and tabloids - The New

York Post, on the one hand, and Evenimentul zilei and Ziua, on the other. The decision to

resort to the two kinds of newspapers mentioned above was rooted in my assumption that

the differences in the expectations of the targeted audience may have an impact on the

style adopted by the newspaper. Indeed, while more traditional newspapers like Adevarul

and Romania Libera seem to mainly address readers with a certain level of education

(and hence with certain standards of stylistic expectations), tabloids like Evenimentul zilei

and Ziua mainly target less educated readers; hence the focus of such papers on trivia,

which shows both in the content of the articles and in the style adopted. As in the case of

the short stories, I hoped that the diversity of text sources would diminish, not only the

probability, but also the possibility that my findings mirror a person's own style of writ

ing, rather than a general tendency existing in the written discourse particular to the lan

guages under study.

Last, but not least, given the fact that a newspaper's main reason for existing lies,

first and foremost, in imparting the news, Tconsidered that the novelty issue should be

come one of the criteria on the basis of which the selection ofnewspaper corpora should
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take place; hence my decision that all the newspaper texts analyzed should have appeared

no later than 48 hours after the event depicted in them.

Keeping in mind the criteria outlined above, I set out downloading newspaper ar-

ticles from the World Wide Web. Intuiting that newspaper articles would be less rich in

ellipses than literary narratives, I decided to collect a larger corpus of newspaper data,

one that amounted to 14-15,000 words per language. As a result, I ended up analyzing a

corpus of American newspaper style samples totaling 14,508 words, of which 11,371 re-

flected the presidential elections in the United States and 3,137 the race for presidency in

Romania, and a corpus of Romanian newspaper articles made up of 14,342 words, of

which 3,027 covered the presidential ballot-casting in the U.S. and the remaining 11,315

tackled the November 26, 2000 presidentials in Romania. For a better grasp of the data,

see Table 2 below.

Elections The United States Romania Total
Papers

Words in American papers 11,371 3,137 14,508

Words in Romanian papers 3,027 11,315 14,342

Total 14,398 14,452 28,850

Table 2. Newspaper texts under analysis ill terms of numbers of words

All in all, the race for the Oval Office was addressed in 14 articles (11 in Ameri-

can papers and 3 in Romanian papers) totaling 14,398 words (11,371 and 3,027, respec-

tively), while the presidential race in Romania was covered in 16 articles (6 of which ap-

peared in American newspapers and 10 in Romanian papers) totaling 14,452 words

(3,137 and 11,315, respectively). Note that, with one exception (namely, Romania Li-

bera, from which only articles covering the presidential ballot-casting in Romania were
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downloaded), the newspapers under study covered both the presidential elections. Note

also that, whereas I managed to gather fairly balanced numbers ofwords covering the

u.s. presidential elections in the newspapers under discussion, the numbers of words

covering the presidentials in Romania taken from the different sources were quite unbal-

anced. However, I do not think that this lack of balance has impacted my findings.

For numerical details concerning the newspaper corpus (e.g., number of articles

analyzed in each of the newspapers and total number of words in the languages under

study, as well the degree of coverage of the two political events), see Table 3 below.

Names of newspa- Elections in the U.s. Elections in Total
pers Romania

Articles No of Articles Noof Articles No of
words words words

The New York Post 5 3,385 1 542 6 3,927

The New York 4 3,890 4 2,019 8 5,909
Times

The Washington 2 4,096 1 576 3 4,672
Post

Adeviirul 1 915 3 5,652 4 6,567

Evenimentul zilei 1 990 2 1,554 3 2,544

Romania Libera - - 3 2,082 3 2,082

Ziua 1 1,122 2 2,027 3 3,149

Total 14 14,398 16 14,452 30 28,850

Table 3. Presidential electiOns reflected ill the newspaper texts - a numencal report

All the articles taken from newspapers were assigned shortened names (e.g., The

New York Times became NYT), an initial capital letter (A or R) indicating which of the

two presidential elections the article addressed (the ones held in the United States or

those held in Romania, respectively), and a two-digit identification number. For details

concerning the authors and headlines of the articles under analysis, as well as their dates

of publication, see AppendLt.
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I deemed that the two cOIlJora under analysis (see Table 4 below), amounting to

21,988 words in the English texts (7,480 pertaining to the two short stories and 14,508 to

the newspaper articles) and 23,045 words in the Romanian texts (8,703 in the short fic-

tion samples and 14,342 in the newspaper data, respectively) were large enough to yield

credible preliminary findings.

Language Words in short stories Words in newspapers Word total

English 7,480 14,508 21,988

Romanian 8,703 14,342 23,045

Total 16,183 28,850 45,033

Table 4. Corpora under study in terms of total numbers of words

At the same time, I opined that the cOIlJora were fairly balanced, in that the Ro-

manian cOIlJus only outweighed, numerically speaking, the English cOIlJus by a ratio of

ca. 26 to 25 (23,045-:-21,988=1.048); note that this lack of perfect overlap in terms of

lengths is actually representative of the texts themselves, since the Romanian texts tend to

be longer than the English ones.

Note should be made here that it was by no means within the scope ofthis study

to contrast genres in tenns of frequency of occurrence of ellipses therein. Rather, what

the study aimed at was to contrast languages; hence the lack of any discussion of ellipsis

usage that may have been noted across genres. The decision to resort to texts belonging to

two genres, rather than one, lay in the desire to cover a larger spectrum of written dis-

course.
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3.3. Taxonomy

The instances of ellipses identified in the two corpora were categorized in terms of three

criteria. The three criteria were the morpho-syntax of the ellipted element(s), the locus of

ellipsis, and the retrievability of ellipsis, respectively.

3.3.1. Morpho-syntax

The prime criterion in terms of which of ellipsis coding was done in the present study

was the morpho-syntax of the ellipsis-affected element(s). Only three subtypes of ellipses

were relevant to the study, namely nominal ellipses, verbal ellipses, and complex ellipses.

As mentioned earlier in this study, no differentiation was made between instances

of total ellipsis and instances of partial ellipsis. What was important for this research was

when and where ellipsis occurred, rather than whether it affected a whole phrase or only

part of it. As a result, the term ellipsis referred to all the instances of deletion involving a

clause element (whether nominal or verbal), irrespective of whether the deletion was total

or partial - i.e., irrespective ofwhether it denoted complete deletion or whether it af-

fected part of a clause element while leaving some other partes) intact. Note that through-

out this study the bracketed element(s) in the examples did not appear in the original;

rather, it/they represent(s) the item(s) assumed by the researcher to have undergone ellip-

sis. Note also that both the antecedent and the ellipsis target are italicized.

Sentences [3.1] and [3.2] below are meant to exemplify instances of total ellipsis,

while sentences [3.3] and [3.4] are illustrative of partial ellipsis.

[3.1] With her trowel she turned the soil over and over, and [sheJsmoothed it and [she]

patted it firm (Steinbeck, p.207).
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[3.2] A Brentwood accident will bring out one group. A Huntington Park [will bring

out] another (Bradbury, p.277).

[3.3] In the House, Democrats have picked up at least one seat, and possibly two more

[seats] (WP.AOl, p.3 of7).

[3.4] Mr. Nader's once-stellar reputation among liberals has been permanently tar-

nished, his ability to raise money and to work with Democrats [has been] forever

damaged (NYT.A04, p.2 of 4).

Whereas in [3.1] and [3.2] above ellipsis is total, in that a clause element (the

nominal she and the verbal will bring out, respectively) has been left out altogether, sen-

tenccs [3.3] and [3.4] illustrate partial ellipsis, in that both the bracketed nominal element

seats and the verbal element has been have been left out, while the italicized but not

bracketed two more and damaged have been preserved. Whether total or partial, ellipsis

is at play in [3.1] through [3.4] above, and it was coded and counted as such.

As may have been noticed, example [3.2] carries, not only total ellipsis of the

verb form will bring out, but also partial ellipsis of the subject - which would, unless af-

fected by ellipsis, probably have read a Huntington Park accident/one. With a view to

simplifying the labeling process, I decided to code such instances of ellipsis in terms of

the element undergoing total ellipsis; hence the label 'verbal ellipsis' assigned to them.

Ellipses were categorized as nominal if deletion affected only a noun

phrase/group, as in example [3.5] below.
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[3.5] Congressional [candidates] and presidential candidates alike did their best to

skitter toward the center (NYT.A01, p.3 of4).

Ellipses were classified as verbal where the only clause element affected by dele-

tion was the verb group, as in example [3.2] above. Finally, ellipses were labeled as com-

plex if the deletion affected two or more clause elements (one of which was necessarily

the verb group), as in examples [3.6] and [3.7] below.

[3.6] We'll go in town about five and [we'll] have dinner at the Cominos Hotel (Stein-

beck, p.207).

[3.7] Most people just ruin scissors trying to sharpen 'em, but I know how [to sharpen

'em] (Steinbeck, p.209).

Syntax-wise, nominal ellipses were subdivided into ellipses of/within grammati-

cal subjects, as in [3.8] below, and ellipses of/within grammatical objects, as in [3.9] be-

low.

[3.8] I mend pots and [1] sharpen knives and scissors (Steinbeck, p.209).

[3.9] They'd come from the immediate [world] and the accident-shocked world

(Bradbury, p.272).

With verbal ellipses, three subcategories were differentiated initially. One of the

subtypes in the initial subcategorization involved instances where only the operator (or

the operator and some other auxiliary/-ics) in a complex verb group underwent ellipsis,

while the main verb was left intact (operator ellipses) - see [3.10] below.
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[3.10] Mr. Nader's once-stellar reputation among liberals has been permanently tar-

nished, his ability to raise money and to work with Democrats [has been] forever

damaged (NYT.A04, p.2 of 4).

The second verbal ellipsis subtype invo)ved instances where the main verb was

left out, but an operator was left behind as a marker of the ellipsis site (main verb ellip-

ses), as in [3.11] below.

[3.11] I don't know, I really don '[ [know] (Bradbury, p.276).

Both [3.10] and [3.11] above are instances of partial verbal ellipsis. Note that

unlike partial nominal ellipses, which were not formally distinguished from total ones

(and hence were not coded as distinct subcategories), partial verbal ellipses fell into dis-

tinct subcategories ofverbal ellipsis which were, given the verb form left behind, differ-

entiated both from the instances of total verbal ellipsis and from each other.

The third subcategory in the initial inventory ofverbal ellipses involved instances

where the whole verb group ellipted, thus leaving an otherwise complete clause verbless

(see [3.2] above). The site of the ellipted verb group was made easy to notice by the overt

presence in the clause of both the grammatical subject and the object/adverbial following

the left-out verb. Such instances are generally referred to as gapping in the literature;

hence my decision to use this label, as well.

In coding the verbal ellipses in the texts under analysis in terms of the three sub-

categories outlined above, it became obvious that none ofthe subtypes in the initial in-

ventory offered an appropriate label for quite a number ofverbal ellipses in the Romanian

texts. All these unlabeled ellipses denoted existence. As a result, a new subcategory was
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created, and it was labeled 'existential' - where existential ellipsis was defined as the

verbal ellipsis subtype involving ellipsis of an existential verb. I decided to place all the

ellipses of verbs denoting existence, including those that would also accept coding as

gapping, into this subcategory.

It should be noted here that the newly-created category applied to Romanian, but

not to English. For an illustration of an existential ellipsis, see [3.12] below, found in one

of the Romanian texts under analysis.

[3.12] Nu era nici 0 veselie. [Erau] Fete lungi, discutii pe bisericute, Intr-o camera

strarnta de la etajul doi al sediului (Adev.R03, p.3 of 7)

Not was not one rejoicing. [Were] Faces long, discussions on small-groups, in-a

room small from floor-the two of headquarters-the-of

'There was no rejoicing. Long faces, small group small talk, in a small room on

the second floor 0 f the headquarters. '

The complex ellipses isolated in the texts were placed, in tenns of the element el-

lipting along with the verb form, into one of four subclasses, namely: subject-and-verb

ellipses, verb-and-object ellipses, whole-predicate ellipses, and subject-and-predicate el-

lipses.

The label subject-and-verb ellipsis was assigned to those instances of ellipsis

wherein the elements undergoing deletion were the subject and the verb, as in [3.13].

[3.13] Through the windows he saw the crowd looking in. [He saw] That crowd that al-

ways came so fast, so strangely fast (Bradbury, p.272).
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Sometimes only part of the verb group, namely the operator, was affected by el-

lipsis. Such instances were labeled as subject-and-operator ellipses, and are illustrated by

example [3.6] above.

A further subcategory of subject-and-verb complex ellipsis was created to parallel

the subcategory involving ellipsis of an existential verb. This subcategory involved an

existential verb ellipting along with its subject; hence the label subject-and-existential

ellipsis assigned onto it. Note that whereas ellipsis of an existential verb was only identi-

tied in the Romanian texts (see above), ellipsis of a complex made up of a subject and an

existential verb was only found in the English texts. This type of complex ellipsis is illus-

trated in [3.14].

[3.14] Somewhere - [there was] a siren. The ambulance was coming (Bradbury, p.279).

Verb-and-object ellipses were those analyzed as deleting a verb form and an ob-

ject, as in [3.15] below.

[3.15] "No! Don't move me!"

"We'll move him," said the voice casually.

"You idiots, you'll kill me, don't [move me]! " (Bradbury, p.278)

Whole-predicate ellipses entail deleting the verb and its entire complementation,

the only clause-element left behind being the subject. Sentence [3.16] below is meant to

exemplify such an instance of ellipsis.

[3.16] When voters were asked which candidate shared their view ofgovernment, about

a third said Mr. Gore [shared their view a/government/did], about a third said Mr.
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Bush [shared their view ofgovernment/did], and the rest said both [shared their

view ofgovernment/did] or neither [shared their view ofgovernment/did]

(NYT.AOI, p.3 of 4).

The final label used in the subcategorization of complex ellipses - subject-and-

predicate - was used with reference to instances of ellipsis denoting deletion of the sub-

ject and the entire predicate, wherein the locus of the deletion was marked by a left-over

complementizer. Such instances of ellipsis are commonly referred to as sluicing in the

literature of the field. For an illustration of a subject-and-predicate complex ellipsis, see

example [3.17].

[3.17J They always gather. And people, like you and I, have wondered from year after

year, why they gathered so quickly, and how [they gathered so quickly]

(Bradbury, p.277).

3.3.2. Locus of ellipsis

One criterion in tenns of which nominal, verbal and complex ellipses were coded in this

study was the locus in the clause of the ellipted element (Greenbaum & Meyer, 1982;

Quirk et ai., 1985; Sanders, 1977; van Oirsouw, 1987). By virtue of this criterion, differ-

entiation was made among clause-initial ellipsis, i.e., ellipsis of an element (or elements)

that occur(s) initially in the clause, as in examples [3.8] and [3.13] above, clause-final

ellipsis, i.e., ellipsis of an element (or elements) occurring last in the clause, as in [3.15]

and [3.17] above, and clause-medial ellipsis, i.e., ellipsis of an element (or elements) that

is/are neither first nor last in the clause, as in [3.2] and [3.10] above.
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3.3.3. Retrievability of ellipsis

Another criterion whereby the coding of nominal, verbal, and complex ellipses was

achieved was retrievability (Cairns, 1989; Carter & McCarthy, 1995; Dalrymple et al.,

1991; Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Lobeck, 1988; Quirk et aI., 1985; Thomas, 1987; van

Oirsouw, 1987). In terms of this criterion, the instances of ellipsis identified as nominal,

verbal, or complex found in the texts under analysis were labeled as either textual or situ

ational. The third possible subtype of ellipsis, recovery-wise - namely, structural ellipsis

- was not considered in this study.

That structural ellipses were not taken into account in the present study is ac

counted for by two reasons. One of the said reasons has to do with the lack of structural

ellipsis in Romanian - the few instances of ellipsis encountered in the Romanian texts

under analysis wherein recovery might at first sight seem to lie in one's knowledge of the

structure of the language were never purely and entirely structural in nature, in that a

closer scrutiny of the neighboring discourse revealed that recovery thereof was text-,

rather than structure-, based; hence the label 'textual' assigned to ellipses such as that of

cum 'how' in example [3.18].

[3.18] [Gore] urmarea cu interes mi~carile c'irciumarului. [El] II vazu cum [el] i~i alege

un pahar de sub tejghea, ~i [cum (el)] 11 clate~te mult, cu grija (Eliade, p.l2)

[Gore] was-following with interest movements-the innkeeper-the-of. [He] Him

saw how [he] REFL chooses a glass from under counter-the, and [how (he)] it

rinses much, with care

'[Gore] was following the innkeeper's movements with interst. He saw him

choose a glass from under the bar and clean it carefully' (Eliade, p.13).
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In example [3.18] above, the second occurrence of the complementizer cum 'how'

was eUipted along with the pronoun el 'he' functioning as subject of the subordinate

clause. However, given its overt presence in the preceding clause, retrieval of the com-

plementizer is textually-, rather than structurally-, based. Actually, had it not been for the

overtly present first occurrence, ellipsis ofthe second occurrence ofcum 'how' would not

have been possible. Such instances of ellipsis are quite unlike complementizer ellipsis in

English, which is typically purely structural in nature. Given that, I coded ellipses such as

that of cum 'how' in [3.18] above as textual in nature, rather than structural.

The second reason behind my decision not to code ellipses as structural has to do

with the difficulty of defining such ellipses. Indeed, what might be interpreted as an in-

stance of structural ellipsis by some speakers would not necessarily be read the same way

by other speakers. For instance, depending on the perspective taken on structure, some

might perceive sentence [3.19] below as an instance of ellipsis of complementizer that,

while others might be of the opinion that there is no ellipsis involved in it.

[3.19] The calloused hands [that] he rested on the wire fence were cracked (Steinbeck,

p.208).

The lack of pure structural ellipses in Romanian, on the one hand, and the relative

ambiguity about structural ellipses in English, on the other, made me opine that my study

might gain in credibility if I altogether overlooked structural ellipses and only addressed

textual ellipses and situational ellipses, instead.

Ellipses were labeled as textual if they were retrievabIe from the neighboring dis-

course. Textual ellipses were subject to further subcategorization. Namely, they were
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subclassified as anaphoric, wherein the antecedent was recovered from the preceding

discourse (see examples [3.13] through [3.17] above) or cataphoric, wherein the antece

dent occurred in the following discourse (as in the case of [3.5] and [3.9] above).

In contrast, with situational ellipses, recoverability was insured by the context of

situation. Such was the case in [3.20] below.

[3.20] Give my regards to the cops. [Do you] Think they'll believe you? (Bradbury,

p.277)

Textual ellipsis entails identity between the ellipted language material and the

overtly present antecedent. In the present study. sentences were categorized as elliptical

whether the identity between the antecedent and the target was absolute or relative. Abso

lute identity included cases where the overtly present antecedent and the presumable el

lipsis, not only co-referred, but also seemed to be formally identical, as in [3.21].

[3.21] With her trowel she turned the soil over and over, and [she] smoothed it and [she]

patted it firm (Steinbeck, p.207).

In [3.21] above, where the antecedent noun phrase is expressed by the 3rt
) person

singular feminine pronoun form she, I felt it was only reasonable to assume that the two

instances ofellipsis involving noun phrases following it were expressed by the same pro

noun; in other words, I assumed that there was absolute identity between them.

In contrast to the absolute identity discussed above, relative identity entailed an

antecedent and a presumable ellipsis that co-referred but were, in all likelihood, not iden

tical in terms of form. Such an instance is illustrated in [3.22] below.
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[3.22] I'll get out the car. You can put on your coat while I'm starting [it] (Steinbeck,

p.214).

In example [3.22] above, I opined that it was unlikely for an immediately follow-

ing reference to the antecedent the car to repeat the noun form. In such instances, pro-

noun forms would generally prevail. Therefore, I perceived the identity between the ante-

cedent the car and its subsequent ellipsis - in all likelihood, the coreferent pronoun fonn

it, rather than a repetition of the determiner-pIus-noun fonn the car - as relative in nature.

However, regardless of whether an example entailed deletion of the exact fonn displayed

by the antecedent or deletion of a corresponding pro-fonn, the non-overtly present entity

was labeled as ellipsis.

3.4. A brief excursion into Romanian

There exists quite a difference between English and Romanian in tenns of the ways the

grammatical subject is treated; hence the imperative of a short presentation of grarnmati-

cal subjects in Romanian.

Let us consider example [3.23].

[3.23] [0] E dupa amiaza, ora siestei (Niculescu, p.76)

[0] Is after noon, hour-the siesta-the of

'It is afternoon, the hour of the siesta' (Niculescu, p.77).

In instances such as [3.23] above, whereas the lack of an overtly present subject might be

considered ellipsis, it is more appropriate in tenns of Romanian typology to use the label

'inexpressible subject,' where inexpressible subject translates as the inconceivable sub-
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jcct of a (typically) impersonal verb such as rain, snow, and the like (Avram, 1986,

p.260). Note that, in this study, the bracketed null-set symbol above is meant to indicate

lack of ellipsis.

Along with the inexpressible subject, Romanian also displays another peculiarity.

Namely, instances of lack of overtly present 1st or a 2nd person pronoun, whether singular

or plural, are not seen as ellipses in Romanian. Given that the morphology ofthe verb

makes the person and number of the subject clear, such instances are called 'included

subjects,' i.e., subjects easily inferred from the inflection carried by the finite verb

(Avram, 1986; Dimitriu, 1982). Example [3.24] below illustrates such a subject.

[3.24] [0] Stau intins in pat, cu mlinile sub cap, intr-o camera de hotel, la Atena (Ni

culescu, p.76)

(0) Lie-l st_sg stretched in bed, with hands-the under head, in-a room of hotel, at

Athens

'I lie stretched on the bed, with my hands under my head, in a hotel room at Ath

ens' (Niculescu, p.77).

The difference between an inexpressible subject and an included subject lies in

that the former implies no 'doer,' and hence cannot be reconstructed, while behind the

latter there exists a 'doer,' who/which can be overtly present, in instances of grammatical

markedness. In this respect, there is a certain amount of similitude between the impera

tive construction (in either English or Romanian, as outlined below - see section 3.5) and

included subjects in Romanian. Note that neither of the types of subject outlined above

was coded as ellipsis in the present study.
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3.5. Treatment of Romanian discourse samples

As sentences [3.23] and [3.24] above may have foreshadowed, whenever examples from

the Romanian corpus are given, the Romanian original is followed by a gloss and a trans-

lation. Insofar as the glosses are concerned, there is a thing that needs mentioning: it is

the high incidence of the hyphen.

Indeed, a hyphen occurs in the gloss whenever the Romanian text exhibits a hy-

phen itself - see intr-o 'in a', glossed as in-a in example [3.24] above. It should be noted

here that in present-day Romanian the hyphen is a very frequently employed diacritical

mark, in that it occurs, not only in compound words, as is the case in say, English or

French, but also in instances where the said languages would resort to the apostrophe. 1

was of the opinion that a hyphen would be appropriate whenever a Romanian word could

not to be rendered in English by means of one word only - see the phrase un biiie,tel de

vreo cinci ani (Niculescu, p.78) 'a little boy of about five,' where the diminutive noun

form biiielel 'little boy' was glossed as little-boy. Finally, I resorted to hyphenation

whenever a Romanian lexical-grammatical unit carried several items of grammatical in-

formation - for instance, number, definiteness, gender, and case with noun phrases, as in

ora siestei 'the hour of the siesta' in example [3.23] above, glossed as hour-the siesta-

the-of, and person and number in the case of verbs, as in stau 'I lie' in example [3.24]

above, glossed as lie-iSI-sg.

As mentioned above, along with the gloss, the Romanian examples occurring in

the study are followed by a translation. Where the examples come from the literary texts,

the published English version is resorted to; as for the examples taken from the newspa-

per corpus, an ad hoc translation is provided.
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3.6. Basic rules and methodological conventions

As mentioned earlier in this study, I considered there was no subject ellipsis involved in

imperative verb forms. Given that neither English nor Romanian imperatives will nor

mally carry an overt subject (which does not mean that they necessarily go without a sub

ject, nevertheless; witness instances of marked imperatives, such as the English You shut

up and the Romanian Tu vezi-Ji de treburile tale 'You mind your own business'), I de

cided that imperatives not carrying an overtly present subject should not be regarded as

instances of subject ellipsis. Note that this decision contravenes the generally accepted

definition whereby ellipsis occurs wherever the insertion of an element into the discourse

leads to a grammatically acceptable structure without impacting the initial meaning (see

Sanders, 1977).

In keeping with this decision, the subjectless imperatives found in the texts under

analysis were regarded as involving no subject ellipsis. Here are two such instances found

in the English and Romanian texts, respectively.

[3.25] [0] Get that flea-trap out of the way! (Bradbury, p.274)

[3.26] [0] Veni!i cu mine (Eliade, p.30)

[0] Come-2nd-pl with me

'Come with me' (Eliade, p.31).

Note that neither [3.25] nor [3.26] above was seen as ellipsis of the grammatical subject.

An issue involving both the languages under study that I had to overcome was

that conjoined constructions, whether syndetic (i.e., achieved by means of a conjunction)

or asyndetic (i.e., achieved without a conjunction) can oftentimes be regarded as two- or
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manifold manifestations of a single entity/traitlevent/etc. This issue (henceforth referred

to as the 'two/several-for-one' criterion) was applied to all classes of words; however. it

was particularly manifest with nouns. For example, the said criterion was applied in the

coordinated structure fog and rain do not go together (Steinbeck. p.205), where fog and

rain represents an instance of combinatory coordination functioning as subject in a sym-

metricaVreciprocal construction (see Quirk et al., 1985; van Oirsouw. 1987). The combi-

natory nature of such coordination is indicated both by the both-test (*both the fog and

the rain do not go together) and by the impossibility for either of the conjoined nouns to

occur in the absence of the other (witness *the fog/rain does not go together).

The 'two/several-for-one' criterion was also often applied where coordination in-

valved adjectives, as in [3.27) and [3.28) below.

[3.27] Her face was eager and [0] mature and [0] handsome (Steinbeck, p.206).

[3.28] Era un barbat intre douii virste, l0] bine legat, [0] aproape gras (Eliade, p.lO)

Was-3 rd-sg a man between two ages, [0] well tied, [0] almostfat

'He was a middle-aged man, well-built, almost fat' (Eliade, p.ll).

The instances of coordination in [3.27] and [3.28] above both denote parallel, co-

existing features of one and the same entity. Each ofthe adjectives could exist independ-

ently of the other two. However, in neither of the examples above could only one of the

adjectives, taken independently, express the meaning conveyed by the conjoined adjec-

tive complex taken as a whole. For instance, a middle-aged man does not need to be well

built and/or fat. Therefore, one can only get the real picture of what the man looks like if

one takes the three qualities together, viewing them as facets of a superordinate feature.
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This need for 'togetherness' in the reading of two or more features makes conjoined ad

jectives resemble the combinatory coordinationfog and rain discussed above - a resem

blance which made me decide that adjective strings like the ones in [3.27] and [3.28]

should not be seen as elliptical.

Likewise, the 'two-for-one' criterion was applied where verbs were involved, as

illustrated by examples [3.29] and [3.30] below.

[3.29] Thirty seconds after the smash they were all standing over me and [0] staring at

me (Bradbury, p.273).

[3.30] You keep hinting and [0] never telling (Bradbury, p.277).

In example [3.29] above, the subject (they) is performing a two-pronged action:

the action ofstanding over and staring. As with the conjoined nouns and conjoined ad

jectives in [3.27J and [3.28] above, the two verbs could have been taken as distinct. How

ever, the meaning conveyed would have been different. Indeed, people can stare without

necessarily standing over; also, even though less likely, the reverse could be the case, as

well, in that people could potentially stand over without necessarily staring. In example

[3.29] above, I opined that stand over and stare wanted taking together, as a complex,

superordinate action - the action of standing over and staring, both in one - rather than as

distinct actions taking place independently of each other.

The same holds true in [3.30J, in that hinting does not necessarily imply never

telling: sometimes people who hint at things eventually end up by speaking their minds

out, i.e., telling things. However, in example [3.30] above, keep hinting and never telling

was viewed as a single superordinate action, rather than as disparate actions.
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Another shape under which the 'two-for-one' criterion occasionally came into be

ing was coordination, either of repeated words/phrases or of synonyms or closely related

words/phrases. Such instances were not perceived as ellipses, either. Consider examples

[3.31] and [3.32] below.

[3.31] Mr. Bush's margin dwindled and [0] dwindled (NYT.A01, p.2 of 4).

[3.32] We hope and [0] believe we have elected the next president of the United States

(NYP.A01, p.2 of5).

I opined that there was no subject ellipsis in examples [3.31] and [3.32] above,

and I perceived both the verb repetition in [3.31] and the coordination of closely related

verbs in [3.32] as means of creating new meanings. Just as two/several entities, qualities,

actions, or events can be viewed as a new, superordinate entity, quality, or action/event,

respectively, so can repetition of a word or phrase and/or usage of synonyms or near

synonyms in adjoining positions represent means of creating new meanings. Therefore,

instances like dwindled and dwindled and hope and believe above were seen as more than

the mere sums of their parts: they were seen as new verbs, with new readings - in which

capacity they did not need two overtly present subjects.

Despite its wide applicability, nevertheless, the 'two/several-for-one' criterion

was not resorted to in instances where the conjoined words/phrases were distinct entities,

rather than parts of a superordinate whole. Such was the case in sentences [3.33] and

[3.34] below, where the doer is one and the same, yet the actions were perceived as dis

tinct enough from one another to call for interpretations of subject ellipses.



[3.33] She kneeled on the ground by the starting bed and [she] dug up the sandy soil

with her fingers and [she] scooped it into the bright new flower pot (Steinbeck,

p.210).

[3.34] Gore l$i baga repede ceasul in buzunarul vestei, [el] batu inviorat cu palma in

masa $i [el] striga ... (Eliade, p.12)

Gore to-himself thrust swiftly watch-the in pocket-the vest-the-of, [he] slapped

3Td _sg refreshenedly with palm-the in table and [he] called-3rd-sg...

'Gore quickly thrust his watch into his waistcoat pocket, banged vigorously on the

table with the flat ofhis hand and called' (Eliade, p.13).

In both [3.33] and [3.34] above, the actions done by the subjects (she and Gore,

respectively) are distinct, and they do not occur in parallel. Even though digging and

scooping, and banging the table with one's palm and calling out, respectively, could be

simultaneous actions, they must necessarily follow kneeling down and putting one's

watch into one's pocket. The strings of actions in both the examples above were therefore

viewed as independent actions, and the subjectlessness of the following clauses was

coded as clause-initial nominal ellipsis of the grammatical subject.

3.7. Difficulties to overcome during the analysis

I must admit that I failed to foresee all the difficulties I was to be confronted with in my

analysis. Such difficulties I had to overcome during the ellipsis identification process. For

instance, deciding whether there was ellipsis involved in the objectless occurrence of cer

tain verbs normally occurring with an object was a hard task. Such was the case with the
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verb run in example [3.35] below, which would, when carrying the meaning it conveys

here, normally go with the preposition/or and an object following it.

[3.35] After a race that lasted 17 months for Bush - and 12 years for Gore, who first ran

[0] in 1988 ... (NYP.AGI, p.3 of 5).

However, the verb run in its specialized use in political jargon illustrated by ex

ample [3.35] above is non-elliptical in nature, in that under special circumstances verbs

normally requiring an object can be recategorized as intransitive. Consequently, this in

stance of run was not identified as ellipsis.

I found instances of objectless transitive verbs in the Romanian corpus, as well. In

contrast to the case involving the English verb run discussed above, nevertheless, such

instances did not seem to be conventionalized. As a result, they were regarded and coded

as object ellipses. Example [3.36] is an illustration of such an ellipsis taken from one of

the Romanian texts.

[3.36] Altadata, dad! rna mai intorc, voi revedea [totul] pe indelete ~i pe alese (Ni

culescu, p.76)

Other-time, if myself more return-lsl-sg, will-l SI_sg see-again [everything] at ease

and at choice

'Another time, if I return, I shall see it again in a more leisurely and selective

way' (Niculescu, p.77).

My interpretation of the instance above as ellipsis of object coincided with that of

the translator - witness the overt presence of the direct object (be it in the most neutral of

forms possible, namely the pronoun fonn it) in the published translation. Instances ofob-
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ject ellipsis like the one illustrated in [3.36] above by no means made the message diffi

cult to decode and/or comprehend. However, ellipsis recovery required knowledge of the

world, and maybe also of the way Romanian works. Lack thereof would probably have

rendered the message very difficult, if at all possible, to understand.

I encountered no serious difficulties concerning the locus of ellipsis: it was, in

general, self-evident. However, I did come across a few instances where there were sev

eral potential loci of ellipsis, which rendered precise reconstruction pure and simple im

possible. Consider examples [3.37] and [3.38] below.

[3.37] That street was empty. Not a soul in sight. And then the accident (Bradbury,

p.273).

[3.38] E 0 lini~te de somn ~i totu~i mi se pare un freamat in odaie (Niculescu, p.90)

Is a silence of sleep and yet to-me seems a murmur in room

'There is a calm as of sleep and yet I seem to hear a munnur in the room' (Ni

culescu, p.91).

In example [3.37) I found it hard to decide whether the ellipsis involved a subject

and-verb complex (And then [there was/came] the accident) or, rather, it was a verbal

ellipsis (And then the accident [occurred]). Likewise, in sentence [3.38] I hesitated be

tween an interpretation whereby mi se pare un freamat was an instance ofcomplemen

tizer-plus-included-subject-and-verb ellipsis (mi se pare [ca (eu) aud] un freamat 'it

seems to me [that I hear) a munnur') and one in tenns ofwhich it was an instance of

complementizer-and-verb ellipsis (mi se pare [ca se aude] unfreamat 'it seems to me

[that] a munnur [is heard]). When faced with like difficulties, I opted, wherever possible,
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for the simpler interpretation; hence my decision that both [3.37] and (3.38] above be

perceived as verbal ellipses, rather than as complex ellipses.

However, the rule of thumb outlined above could not be applied at all times. Con

sider example [3.39] below.

[3.39] He saw another familiar face! ... All the crowd faces-[(they) were] familiar, yet

unfamiliar. .. (Bradbury, p.275)

In this case, where I had to choose between a verb-only ellipsis interpretation (All

the crowdfaces [were] familiar) and a subject-and-verb one (All the crowdfaces-[they

were] familiar), I opted for the latter interpretation, my option being accounted for by the

writer's decision to use the dash, which suggests that the noun phrase all the crowdfaces

was not meant to fulfill the role of subject to a potential ellipted verb form were. Note

that no such 'must-break-the-rule' situations were encountered in the Romanian texts.

Like the issue of locus, outlined above, ellipsis recovery did not generally pose

problems, either. Given that I only analyzed written discourse, ellipsis retrieval was, more

often than not, based in the text. Situational ellipses were scarcer, and they mainly oc

curred in dialogues between characters in a text. However, some of the few situational

ellipses I found were pretty hard to recover. Example [3.40], taken from the Romanian

corpus, illustrates an instance of situational ellipsis of a pronoun form whose referent was

hard to retrieve with absolute certainty.

[3.40] [Ei/Ele] Nu mai vin, spuse drciumarul (Eliade, p.12)

[They-masciThey-fem] Not more come, said innkeeper-the

, "They won't come," said the innkeeper' (Eliade, p.ll).
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The context makes it clear that there is subject ellipsis involved [3.40] above.

Moreover, the morphology of the verb shows that the elLipted subject is a 3rd person plu

ral form. As suggested in the gloss, there are two options of filling in the ellipsis slot. One

is the masculine form of the 3rd person plural personal pronoun ei 'they-masc,' where the

ellipted pronoun might refer to a noun phrase expressed by means of the deictic element

upgraded to head ii~tia 'these guys,' where ii~tia is the everyday variant of the masculine

plural demonstrative denoting proximity 'these.' The other possible option of filling in

the slot is the feminine form of the 3rd person plural personal pronoun ele 'they-fern,' in

which case the ellipted pronoun might refer to the noun phrase avioanele 'the planes' 

note that in Romanian nouns can be masculine, feminine, or neuter, and that with plurals

the distinction between feminine and neuter is annihilated; hence the apparent feminine

ness of the noun avioanele 'the planes,' which is substituted for by a formally feminine

pro-form. Whichever the option, however, the ellipsis in [3.40] remains a clause-initial

nominal element functioning as subject not retrievable from the neighboring discourse,

whether preceding the ellipsis or following it. One must conclude therefore - by process

of elimination - that the said subject can only be retrieved from the extralinguistic con

text ofthe act of communication.

At times, establishing the exact word/phrase undergoing situational ellipsis was

difficult. This was particularly the case where, in theory at least, more than one word or

word group overtly present in the neighboring discourse could successfully fill in the el

lipsis slot. Consider sentences [3.41] and [3.42] below.

[3.41] I remember one thing that puts it all together and [thatlit] makes it funny, God, so

damned funny (Bradbury, p.273)
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[3.42] Drept In fata vad firma unui hotel; dar fjirmalhotelul] e prea la iveala ~i rna tern ca

s-ar putea sa fie zgomot seara, Plna tirziu (Niculescu, p.82)

Straight ahead see-l st_sg sign-the one-of hotel; but [sign-thelhotel-the] is too at

fore and myself fear-l st_sg that might_3rJ-sg SUBJ be-3 rd -sg noise evening-the,

until late

'Right in front I see the sign of a hotel; but it is too prominent and I am afraid that

there might be noise in the evening till late' (Niculescu, p.83).

In [3.41] above, it is not altogether clear whether the omitted subject is the rela

tive pronoun that (in which case and conjoins two relative clauses, and the re-created text

reads, I remember one thing that puts it all together and that makes itfunny... ) or the

personal pronoun it (and then and conjoins two main clauses, and the re-created text

reads, I remember one thing that puts it all together and it makes it funny . .. ). Given that

in the latter case there should normally have been some punctuation (e.g., a comma or a

dash) before the and-clause, I assumed that the ellipted word was that, rather than it.

However, I was not very much concerned about the difficulty of deciding which the exact

ellipted word was: it sufficed, for the accuracy of my study, that it was a textually recov

erable anaphoric clause-initial ellipsis of a nominal functioning as grammatical subject.

Far more ambiguity exists about the omitted grammatical subject in [3.42] above.

It is practically impossible to decide whether the left-out word isfirma 'the sign' or hote

lui 'the hotel.' If one opts for the former interpretation, one's reading will be Drept in

fapi wid firma unui hotel; dar [ealfirmaJ e prea fa ivealii 'Right in front I see the sign of

a hotel; but it (the sign) is too prominent.' In contrast, if one considers that the ellipted

element is hotelul 'the hotel,' one will arrive at the interpretation, Drept in falii viid firma
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unui hotel; dar [ellhotelul] e prea La ivealii 'Right in front I see the sign of a hotel; but it

(the hotel) is too prominent.' Both options are equally acceptable and correct, and I could

not completely rule out either of them. The impossibility to establish with maximum cer

tainty the lexical identity of the ellipted word did not by any means affect my study, in

that, whichever the interpretation, sentence [3.42] (just like sentence [3.41] discussed

above) involved a clause-initial, anaphorically-recoverable nominal element fulfilling the

role of subject.

In other instances, the left-out element hard to reinstate was a verb. Even though it

was clear, syntax-wise, that there was a verb missing, it was not always easy to decide

what the actual verb was, lexis-wise. Such was the case in examples [3.43] and [3.44]

below.

[3.43] She'd sure like to have some, ma'am. [Did/Would] You say they're nice ones?

(Steinbeck, p.2IO)

[3.44] Flori nu se mai vad. [Se viid/Sint] Numai ziduri scunde, domoale, troienite alb

(Niculescu, p.88)

Flowers not REFL-PASS more see-3 rd-pl. [REFL-PASS see_3
rd

_pl/Are_3
rd

_pl]

Only walls low, soft, drifted white

'No more flowers are to be seen. Only low walls like gentle white drifts' (Ni-

culescu, p.89).

In example [3.43], it was hard to decide what the missing element was: it could be

either did or would. It was beyond any doubt, however, that it was an instance oftextu

ally recoverable, clause-initial, partial verbal ellipsis. What was less clear, at first, was
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whether it was anaphoric or cataphoric. However, a closer scrutiny of the neighboring

discourse strongly suggested that it was the fonner.

There were two options of filling in the ellipsis site in example [3.44], as well.

One ofthem was to supply the reflexive-passive fonn ofthe verb see inflected for 3rd per

son plural (note that reflexive-passive constructions in Romanian are equivalent to in

definite constructions in other languages; cf., English One sees only ... or French On ne

vail que ... ). The alternative was to insert the indicative present of existential be inflected

for 3rd person plural. Either way, there was a clause-initial verbal element missing. As for

recoverability, I had to choose between the two reconstructions outlined above - one

prompted by the neighboring text and one by the extralinguistic context, based on intui

tion. As mentioned earlier in this study, whenever there were, potentially, two sources of

recovery for an instance of ellipsis (namely, the neighboring text and the extralinguistic

context), I opted for the textual interpretation of the said ellipsis. In agreement with this, I

coded the ellipses in [3.43] and [3.44] as textual.

3.8. Purpose of the study

The purpose of the present study was to assess the loci and the sphere of retrievability of

nominal, verbal, and complex ellipses isolated in quantitatively and thematically compa

rable English and Romanian written discourse samples. More specifically, the study

meant (a) to investigate the frequency of occurrence of nominal, verbal, and complex el

lipses both intra-linguistically and intra-categorially and (b) to contrast the findings in the

two corpora with a view to revealing the extent to which the two languages operate simi

larly, ellipsis usage-wise, and identifying the areas where they behave differently, respec

tively. The findings of this study are presented and discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter IV

Text analysis

4.1. Findings of the study - a bird's eye view

With a view to contrasting the ways in which the three types of ellipsis within the focus

of the present thesis (nominal, verbal, and complex ellipses, respectively) operate in Eng

lish and Romanian written discourse, I analyzed samples taken from two distinct genres,

namely the literary genre and the newspaper genre. As mentioned earlier in this thesis,

the samples of literary discourse were taken from different authors; also, inasmuch as it

was possible, I attempted to use newspaper article samples authored by different journal

ists. I did this as a means to overcome the jeopardy of ending up with findings typical of

a certain individual's personal style, rather than of a genre.

All the findings arrived at in the study are presented in tables, and they are re

ported in two ways. The first way of presenting results entails reporting the frequency of

occurrence of the different subtypes of ellipsis and the percentage thereof; the findings

are reported, not only as actual numbers of occurrences, but also as percents within the

language/category. This approach (henceforth referred to as 'frequency') makes findings

easy to compare intra-linguistically. As for the second means ofpresenting results, it

translates as reporting the number of occurrences of a specific subtype of ellipsis per one
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thousand words. This approach (henceforth referred to as 'ratio') seems relevant mainly

in the cross-linguistic analysis of ellipsis usage.

The elliptical constructions within the focus of my analysis isolated in the dis-

course samples outlined above were identified and coded as nominal, verbal, and com-

plex, respectively, and they were counted. The ellipsis computation was done manually,

and the results obtained are presented in Table 5 below.

. ._...

Ellipsis types Nominal Verbal Complex Total
Language
English - frequency 159 (47.7%) 23 (6.9%) 151 (45.3%) 333 (100%)

- ratio 7.23 1.05 6.87 15.15
Romanian - frequency 577 (82.5%) 76 (10.9%) 46 (6.6%) 699 (100%)

- ratio 25.04 3.30 2.00 30.34
Table 5. Nonunal, verbal, and complex elhpses 1D the corpora under analysIs

A mere glimpse at Table 5 above will suffice to make one aware that the three

types of ellipses under investigation were all identified both in English and in Romanian.

However, the table also shows that there were far more ellipses per one thousand words

in the Romanian texts than in the English ones. This was true in terms of overall ratios of

ellipses, where the Romanian texts displayed approximately twice as many ellipses as the

English ones (30.34 per 1000 words vs. 15.15 per 1000 words). The balance was even

more tipped in favor of Romanian in terms of nominal ellipses, where the Romanian texts

(25.04 instances of nominal ellipses per 1000 words) outweighed the English texts (7.23

per 1000 words) by a ratio of nearly 3.5 to 1 (25.04-:-7.23=3.46). The same was true for

verbal ellipses, where the Romanian texts outweighed the English texts by a ratio of over

3 to 1 (3.30-:-1.05=3.14).

In contrast, the number of complex ellipses found in the two languages was

suggestive of a much greater incidence thereof in English than in Romanian. Indeed, in

terms of complex ellipses, it was the English texts that prevailed by a ratio of nearly 3.5
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of complex ellipses, it was the English texts that prevailed by a ratio of nearly 3.5 to 1

(6.877 2.00=3.43).

A more thorough study of Table 5 reveals the fact that the incidence of the respec

tive ellipses exhibits many other considerable peculiarities, as well. For instance, English

nominal ellipses and complex ellipses had similar numbers ofoccurrences, while the

number of occurrences of verbal ellipsis was considerably lower - note that there were

only 23 verbal ellipses, as opposed to the 159 and the 151 that were nominal and com

plex, respectively. In terms of percentages, the instances of verbal ellipsis found in the

English texts represented merely 6.9% of the total number ofelliptical constructions,

while those coded as nominal and complex represented 47.7% and 45.3%, respectively.

In other words, the English texts exhibited considerable difference in terms of the inci

dence of the types of ellipsis encountered therein.

This unequal distribution of ellipsis types was also true for the Romanian texts.

Indeed, as seen in Table 5, nominal ellipses rejoiced at the lion's share of the sum-total of

elliptical constructions occurring in the Romanian texts, as well, in that 577 (i.e., 82.5%)

of the 699 ellipses identified in the Romanian corpus were nominal in nature, while ver

bal ellipses and complex ellipses were far scarcer (76, i.e., 10.9%, vs. 46, i.e., 6.6%).

A contrastive look at Table 5 will reveal both similarities and dissimilarities be

tween the two languages under investigation. For instance, as mentioned above, both the

languages exhibited all the three types of ellipsis at the core ofmy study. Moreover, in

both the languages, nominal ellipses prevailed over the other two types. However, the

ratio of nominal ellipses differed considerably. Indeed, even though ranked first among

the ellipsis types in my tally of ellipsis occurrences in the English texts, nominal ellipses
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only had a ratio of7.23 per 1000 words therein; in contrast, Romanian nominal ellipses

were by far the most frequently met with, exhibiting a ratio of25.04 per 1000 words in

the Romanian texts.

Another thing the two languages seem to have in common has to do with the rela

tively low rate of verbal ellipsis. Indeed, verbal ellipses had a ratio of 1.05 per 1000

words in the English texts and 3.30 per 1000 words in the Romanian texts. Nevertheless,

while verbal ellipsis seemed to be the least favored type of ellipsis in the English texts, it

ranked better in the Romanian texts, where it was more common than complex ellipsis.

In addition to the two commonalities mentioned above, Table 5 also reveals a

clear-cut distinction between the two languages. This distinction has to do with the third

category of ellipsis in my nomenclature - namely, complex ellipses. While relatively fre

quent in English, where they had a ratio of 6.87 per 1000 words, complex ellipses were

quite scarce in the Romanian texts, where the ratio was merely 2 per 1000 words.

A more detailed presentation and discussion of the findings concerning the three

morpho-syntactic elements (noun groups, verb groups, and combinations thereof, respec

tively) undergoing ellipsis in the texts focused upon in this study is given in the sections

to follow. Thus, section 4.2 tackles nominal ellipsis, with particular focus on the position

in the clause of the ellipted nominal (subsection 4.2.1) and its retrievability (subsection

4.2.2), respectively. Further depth is achieved in subsections 4.2.1.1, 4.2.1.2, and 4.2.1.3,

where nominal ellipses are discussed in terms of two intersecting dimensions - clause

locus and syntactic role played in the clause - as well as in subsections 4.2.2.1,4.2.2.2,

and 4.2.2.3, respectively, where the two intersecting dimensions are the syntactic function

and the domain of recoverability of the left-out nominal element. Section 4.3 is devoted
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to the presentation and discussion of verbal ellipsis. Verbal ellipses are in turn discussed

in tenns of position (subsection 4.3.1) and retrievability (subsection 4.3.2). Again, the

intersections of syntactic role with locus (subsections 4.3.1.1 through 4.3.1.3) and re

trievability (subsections 4.3.2.1 through 4.3.2.3), respectively, are focused upon. Finally,

section 4.4 is an approach to the complex ellipses in the texts under investigation. Com

plex ellipses are discussed in terms of the elements making up the complex. Differentia

tion is made among the various complex ellipsis subtypes in terms of the elements that

are left out - the subject and (part of) the verb, the verb and its object, the predication, or

both the subject and the predication, respectively. In turn, complex ellipses are discussed

in terms of locus (subsection 4.4.1), with locus and syntax being intersected (subsections

4.4.1.1 through 4.4.1.3), and then in terms ofretrievability (subsection 4.4.2), with further

depth of analysis where retrievability intersects with syntax (subsections 4.4.2.1 through

4.4.2.3). In each of the sections outlined above, the discussion of the ellipses identified in

the two languages is done separately, first, and contrastively, next, and the most impor

tant similarities and dissimilarities noticed therein are pointed out.

4.2. Nominal ellipsis

In terms of the function perfonned in the clause, the ellipses of nominals identified in the

two corpora fell into two categories: subjects and objects. In the English texts, the latter

category of eLlipted nominals allowed for further subcategorization - into direct objects

and prepositional objects. In contrast, no such dichotomy was noted in the Romanian

texts, where the category of prepositional object never showed up. Note that no indirect

objects undergoing ellipsis were identified in any of the texts belonging to either of the

languages under study.
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A quantitative report on the instances of nominal ellipsis identified in the two

corpora under analysis is given in Table 6 below.

Function Subject Object Total
Language
English - frequency 143 (89.9%) 16(10.1%) 159 (100%)

- ratio 6.51 .72 7.23
Romanian - frequency 569 (98.6%) 8 (1.4%) 577 (100%)

- ratio 24.69 .35 25.04
Table 6. Normnal elhpses in tenns of syntactic functIon

As seen in Table 6 above, the immense majority (143 of 159, i.e., 89.9%) of the

nominal elements ellipted from the English texts under investigation played the syntactic

role of subject; in contrast, only 16 of the 159 ellipted nominals (i.e., 10.1%) fulfilled the

role of object. The preponderance of grammatical subjects among the left-out nominals in

the Romanian texts was found to be even more acute - 569 of 577 (i.e., 98.6%) such el-

liptical elements were grammatical subjects, as opposed to the merely 8 (i.e., 1.4%) func-

tioning as objects. In the light of these findings, subject ellipsis seems to prevail over ob-

ject ellipsis in both the languages under discussion.

Further differentiation can be achieved within nominal ellipses in the two corpora

in tenns of the locus of the ellipsis and the retrievability of the ellipsis. These two issues

are discussed in the subsections to follow, 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, respectively.

4.2.1. Nominal ellipsis in terms of]ocus

Table 7 below provides a locus-based report on the nominal ellipses identified in the two

corpora.
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Locus of ellipses Initial Medial Final Total
Language
English - frequency 134 (84.3%) 17 (10.7%) 8 (5%) 159 (100%)

- ratio 6.10 .77 .36 7.23
Romanian - frequency 461 (79.9%) 75 (13%) 41 (7.1 %) 577 (100%)

- ratio 20.00 3.26 1.78 25.04
Table 7. Nonunal ellipses In terms of locus

Table 7 above shows that the great majority of the ellipted nominals in both of the

languages occurred in initial position in the clause. Indeed, as seen in the table, 134 (i.e.,

84.3%) of the 159 nominal ellipsis sites identified in the English texts occurred initially

in the clause, as contrasted with the 17 (i.e., 10.7%) occurring in clause-medial position

and the merely eight (i.e., 5%) that occurred in clause-final position. The findings in the

Romanian texts were very much a blueprint copy ofthose in English: 461 (i.e., 79.9%) of

the 577 ellipted nominals occurred clause-initially, greatly outnumbering both those oc-

curring medially (75 of 577, representing 13%) and those occurring finally in the clause

(41 0[577, i.e., 7.1%).

The findings in Table 7 show therefore that the nominal elements most eligible

for ellipsis in either of the languages contrasted in the present study occurred initially in

the clause, and that initial nominal ellipses were greatly favored over either medial or fi-

nal ones - note, in this respect, that initial nominal ellipses represented over 84% of the

total number of ellipted nominals tallied in the English texts and ca. 80% of those found

in the Romanian texts. In other words, initial nominal ellipses in either English or Roma-

nian short story and newspaper discourse occurred approximately four times as fre-

quently as non-initial ones. The table also indicates that the second most frequent nomi-

nal ellipsis, locus-wise, in both the languages under investigation was medial ellipsis,

which had a frequency rate of 10.7% in the English texts and 13% in the Romanian texts.
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As for the site where nominal ellipses were the least frequent in both the languages, it

was the clause-fmal one, which had 5% of the tallies of ellipted nominals in the English

texts and 7.1 % of those in the Romanian texts. A further thing noticed while considering

the findings presented in Table 7 was that the medial vs. final nominal ellipses ratio in

either of the languages under study revolved around the value of2 to 1 (1778 in the Eng-

lish texts and 75741 in the Romanian texts, respectively).

More information about the locus of nominal ellipsis in the two languages is pro-

vided in subsections 4.2.1.1 through 4.2.1.3, which present the findings concerning the

nominal ellipses identified in the English and Romanian written discourse samples by

further dividing the locus in the clause according to the syntactic function of the ellipted

element(s).

4.2.1.1. Nominal ellipses in terms of locus - English texts

The results obtained upon intersecting the locus and the syntactic role of the nominal el-

lipses isolated in the English texts are presented in Table 8 below.

Locus Initial Medial Final Total
Function
Subject - frequency 134 9 - 143

- ratio 6.10 Al 6.51
Object - frequency - 8 8 16

- ratio .36 .36 .72
Total - frequency 134 17 8 159

- ratio 6.10 .77 .36 7.23
Table 8. NOJDlnal elllpses lD terms of locus and syntaCtiC functlOn - EngllSh texts

Table 8 above can be read in two distinct ways. It can be read either in terms of

the locus of the elliptical nominal or in terms of the syntactic role played by it. As re-

vealed by the table, in the former reading all of the 134 nominals occurring clausc-
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initially fulfilled the role of grammatical subject (see examples [4.1] and [4.2] below),

while all of the clause-final occurrences of ellipted nominals fell into the grammatical

category of object (see examples [4.3]) and see [4.4] below).

[4.1] Mr. lliescu bamstonned fading factory towns but [he] relaxed at the end and [he)

even ignored one television debate because of a feud with the network (NYT.R02,

p.3 of4).

[4.2] The crowd looked at him and he looked back at them and [he] did not like them at

all (Bradbury, p.272).

[4.3] Phone bills soared after a Greek telephone company bought Romania's [telephone

company] and a private monopoly replaced a public one (NYT.ROl, p.2 of3).

[4.4] Gore led by... 255 to 246 in the race for the magic number of 270 electoral votes

- but victory depended solely on Florida's 25 [votes] (NYP.A02, p.2 of 4).

In examples [4.1] and [4.2] above, the clause-initial elements that have been left

out fulfill the syntactic role of subject. As for sentences [4.3] and [4.4], they both exem

plify clause-final ellipses of nominaIs functioning as objects. There is a difference, never

theless, between these two sentences: the left-out nominal in [4. 3J functions as direct ob

ject, while the one in [4.4J is object ofa preposition - namely, the preposition on. Note

that both [4.3] and [4.4] above are illustrations of partial ellipsis. In fact, most of the in

stances of object ellipsis encountered in the English texts were ellipses within, rather than

ellipses of, noun phrases functioning as grammatical objects.
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While all the clause-initial ellipses of nominals identified in the English texts

functioned as subjects and all the clause-final ones functioned as objects, which suggests

a tendency for clause-initial and clause-final nominals in the English texts to perform

only a certain syntactic function, the picture changed drastically with nominals occurring

in clause-medial position. Indeed, approximately half (9 of 17, to be more exact) of the

instances of medial nominal ellipsis in the English texts functioned as subjects, and

nearly as many (8 of 17, as arithmetic shows) functioned as objects - whether of a verb or

of a preposition. Sentences [4.5] through [4.8] below provide instances of clause-medial

nominal ellipses found in the English corpus.

[4.5] At the back of his wagon he set a little anvil, and out of an oily tool box [he] dug

a small machine hammer (Steinbeck, p.212).

[4.6] In this election, Congressional [candidates] and presidential candidates alike did

their best to skitter toward the center (NYT.AOl, p.3 of 4).

[4.7] Is American politics entering a nonideological [phase] or an anti-ideological

phase? (NYT.AOl, p.3 of 4)

[4.8] They had all come from - where? Houses, cars, alleys, from the immediate

[world] and the accident-shocked world (Bradbury, p.272).

In sentences [4.5] and [4.6] above, the nominal ellipses occurring clause-medially

fulfill the syntactic role of subject. What is noteworthy about the clause-medial ellipses of

nominals functioning as subjects identified in the English texts is that the element preced-
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ing the subject was always an adverbial - whether an adverbial ofplace, as in [4.5], or an

adverbial oftime, as in [4.6].

As for sentences [4.7] and [4.8] above, they illustrate clause-medially occurring

nominal elements functioning as objects. In such instances, the English texts exhibited

both ellipses of nominaIs functioning as direct objects (see [4.7] above) and ellipses of

nominals occurring as prepositional objects, as in the case of[4.8], where the immediate

[world] is object of the preposition from.

As mentioned earlier in this subscction, Table 8 above tells a different story if

read in terms of the syntactic role fulfilled by the element undergoing ellipsis. Such a

reading indicates that the nominals functioning as subject ellipted both when in clause

initial and when in clause-medial position, but not when in clause-final position. Indeed,

there were 134 tallies of elliptical subjects occurring in clause-initial position (see sen

tences [4.1] and [4.2] above) and 9 tallies of elliptical subjects occurring in clause-medial

position (see [4.5] and [4.6] above). In tenns of percentages, the two types of elliptical

subjects represented 93.7% and 6.3%, respectively, of the total number of instances

wherein a grammatical subject was found to have undergone ellipsis in the English texts.

In contrast, absolutely no instances of left-out subjects occurring clause-finally were

identified in the English corpus.

As for the ellipted nominals fulfilling the role of object identified in the English

texts, they occurred either clause-medially (see examples [4.7] and [4.8] above) or

clause-finally (see [4.3] and [4.4] above); in contrast, they never occurred clause-finally.

It should be noted, in this respect, that the 16 instances of ellipted nominals functioning
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as object split into two numerically equal groups: half of them were clause-medial, and

the other half occurred in clause-final position.

4.2.1.2. Nominal ellipses in terms of locus - Romanian texts

The results yielded by the Romanian texts when clause locus was crossed with syntactic

function are presented in Table 9 below.

Locus Initial Medial Final Total
Function
Subject - frequency 460 73 36 569

- ratio 19.96 3.17 1.56 24.69
Object - frequency 1 2 5 8

- ratio .04 .09 .22 .35
Total - frequency 461 75 41 577

- ratio 20.00 3.26 1.78 25.04
Table 9. Nommal elhpses In tenns of locus and syntactlc function - Romaruan texts

Table 9 above shows that the Romanian texts yielded instances of ellipsis

of/within nominal elements in any ofthe loci (initial, medial, or final) and in either of the

syntactic functions (subject or object). A locus-based analysis of the nominal ellipses

found in clause-initial position in the Romanian written discourse samples will indicate

nevertheless that the immense majority of elliptical nominals performed the function of

subject. Indeed, 460 (i.e., 99.8%) ofthe 461 ellipses of nominal elements occurring ini-

tially in the clause were subjects (as in [4.9] below), as opposed to the stranded instance

wherein a clause-initial nominal ellipsis functioned as object - see [4.10] below.

[4.9] Pisica se apropie de scaun, lea] sc1nce~te privindu-majalnic ~i lea] inghite in sec

(Niculescu, p.84)

Cat-the REFL approaches of chair, [she] whimpers watching-me wretchedly and

[she] swallows in dry

9:;
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'The cat approaches the chair, whimpers as she watches me sadly, and gulps' (Ni

culescu, p.85).

[4.10] La hotel ma dezbrac in graba ~i [ma] intind sub ce~aful racoros (Niculescu,

p.92)

At hotel myselfundress-l Sl_sg and [myseij] stretch under sheet-the cool

'At the hotel I quickly undress and stTetch myself out under the cool sheet' (Ni

culescu, p.93)

In sentence [4.9] above, the two instances of ellipsis of the clause-initial nominal

ea 'she' perfonn the syntactic role of subject. Ellipsis is possible under referent identity

with the overtly present antecedent pisica 'the cat.' As for sentence [4.10], it was solitary

among the instances of ellipsis found in the Romanian texts. Its solitariness lies in that it

displays ellipsis of an object occurring initially in the clause. Actually, what we have in

[4.10] is an instance of an omitted reflexive pronoun (rna 'myself') which occurs initially

in the clause because the subject is dropped - note that, as mentioned earlier in this thesis,

1st and 2nd person subjects in Romanian fall into the special category of 'included' sub

jects, i.e., they are carried in the morphology of the verb and thus become redundant.

Nominal ellipses occurring medially in the Romanian texts also functioned as ei

ther subjects or objects. However, as with the clause-initial position, there surfaced a

strong tendency for such nominals to be ellipted subjects, rather than ellipted objects

note that 73 (i.e., 97.3%) of the clause-medial nominal ellipses found in the Romanian

texts fulfilled the syntactic role of subject, as opposed to the barely two (i.e., 2.7%) that

functioned as objects. Sentences [4.11] and [4.12] below are meant to exemplify ellipses
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of clause-medial nominal subjects, while sentence [4.13] provides an instance of ellipsis

of a clause-medial nominal functioning as object.

[4. I 1] Trotuarul era spart in mai multe locuri, ~i pe anumite distante [e/] nu se mai

cuno~tea (Eliade, p.30)

Pavement-the was broken in several places, and on certain distances [it] not more

was known

'The pavement was broken in several places, and for certain stretches was un-

recognizable' (Eliade, p.31).

[4.12] Sarac sau bogat, zgarcit sau samaritean, americanul ... s-a dus ieri sa voteze ~i,

pentru 0 secunda, [el] a fost puternic (Ziua.AO1, p.1 of 2)

Poor or rich, niggardly or Samaritan, American-the... himself-went yesterday to

vote and, for a second, [he] was strong

'Whether rich or poor, niggardly or a Samaritan, the American went to cast his

vote yesterday and, for a second, he was strong.'

[4.13] Altadata, dad rna mai intorc, voi revedea [totu/] pe indelete ~i pe alese (Ni-

culescu, p.76)

Other-time, if myself more return-1 st_sg, wilI-l st-sg see-again [everything] at ease

and at choice

'Another time, if I return, I shall see it again in a more leisurely and selective

way' (Niculescu, p.77).

The omitted nominal elements in sentences [4.11] and [4.12] above both serve as

subjects of the clauses from which they have been ellipted. Their antecedents (trotuarul
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'the pavement' and americanul 'the American,' respectively) are overtly present in the

previous discourse, and it seems most sensible to assume that, if not omitted, they would

have taken the shape ofthe corresponding pronoun el 'helit' instead. Both the instance of

ellipsis in [4.11] and that in [4.12] occur medially in the clause, the elements preceding

the ellipsis site being adverbials - the adverbial of place pe anumite distan!e 'for certain

stretches' and the adverbial of time pentru 0 secunda' for a second,' respectively. Actu

ally, except for a few instances involving a stylistically-grounded switch between the el

lipted subject and its verb, all the clause-medial nominal ellipses functioning as subject

found in the Romanian texts exhibited an adverbial preceding the ellipsis site.

As for sentence [4.13], the dropped nominal element occurring clause-medially

fulfills the syntactic role of object. The fact that there is object deletion involved in the

sentence has to be attributed to the compulsory transitivity of the Romanian verb a reve

dea (literally, 'to resee' - cf. French revoir), meaning 'to see again.'

The third, and last, position in the clause that a nominal ellipsis occupied in the

Romanian texts was the final one. As in the case of initial and medial clause positions,

the left-out nominals occurring clause-finally identified in the Romanian corpus func

tioned as either subjects or objects. However, as with ellipses of nominaIs occurring ini

tially and/or medially in the clause, there was an obvious tendency for clause-final nomi

nal ellipses to be subjects, rather than objects. Indeed, as seen in Table 9 above, my tally

ofclause-final ellipses recorded 36 instances of nominaIs serving as subjects, while the

number of clause-final nominals undergoing ellipsis functioning as objects only

amounted to five. In other words, 87.8% of the clause-final nominal elements were ellip

ses of subjects, while the left-out objects only represented 12.2% of the instances of
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clause-final ellipsis. Sentence [4.14] below displays the two syntactic functions poten

tially carried by ellipted clause-final nominals found in the Romanian texts.

[4.14] Sandalele nu sint nidiieri. Ii privesc intrebator. 'Le-a luaC, imi raspunde [ef]. A~

vrea sa mai intreb [ceva], dar s-a facut seara (Niculescu, p.92)

Sandals-the not are nowhere. Him watch-l Sl_sg questioningly. 'Them-has taken,'

to-me answers [he]. Would-1 SI-sg want to more ask [something], but has turned

evemng

'The sandals are not there. I look at him questioningly. "They've been taken!" he

answers. I should like to ask more, but evening has come' (Niculescu, p.92).

Example [4.14] above illustrates the two possible functions ofclause-final nomi

nal ellipsis - namely, subject (see el 'he') or object (see ceva 'something'). As noted in

[4.14], the subject ellipses found in the Romanian texts did not require the antecedent of

the ellipted subject to be in the subject case itself. On the contrary, the antecedent could

very well be in the object case, as was the case with the pronoun fonn il 'him.'

The second possible reading of Table 9 above - namely, the one that focuses upon

the syntactic role of the ellipsis-affected nominal - indicates that both the subject ellipses

and the object ellipses in the Romanian texts were valid options in any of the clause

positions. However, as suggested by the findings in the table, the instances of subject el

lipsis found in the Romanian corpus greatly outnumbered those of object ellipsis - note

that 569 (i.e., 98.6%) of the 577 nominal ellipses identified in the Romanian texts func

tioned as subjects, while merely eight (i.e., 1.4%) fulfilled the role of object. This seems

to suggest a certain reticence vis-a-vis ellipses of objects in Romanian written discourse.
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Another thing that surfaced from Table 9 above was the tendency for the subject

ellipses in the Romanian texts to occur clause-initially or clause-medially, rather than

clause-finally. Note, in this respect, that 460 (i.e., 80.8%) of the 569 elliptical subjects

were clause-initial, as opposed to the 73 (i.e., 12.8%) that occurred clause-medially and

the 36 (i.e., 6.3) isolated in clause-final position. For illustrations of clause-initial, clause-

medial, and clause-final subject ellipses in the Romanian texts, see sentences [4.9},

[4.12], and [4.14] above, respectively.

In contrast, with elliptical objects the tendency was to occur finally, rather than

medially or initially in the clause - note that my statistics show that five (i.e., 62.5%) of

the eight object ellipses identified in the Romanian texts were clause-final, as opposed to

the two (i.e., 25%) that were medial and the one (i.e., 12.5%) that was initial. Examples

[4.14], [4.13], and [4.10] above provide instances of object ellipsis occurring clause-

finally, clause-medially, and clause-initially, respectively.

4.2.1.3. A locus-based cross-linguistic approach to nominal ellipses

The locus-based analysis of the nominals involving ellipsis identified in the two corpora

indicated that nominals in either of the languages mainly ellipted when occurring initially

in the clause. Indeed, 134 of the 159 nominal ellipses identified in the English texts and

461 of the 577 found in the Romanian texts were clause-initial. The second most favored

locus of nominal ellipses in either language was the clause-medial one (17 of 159 in Eng-

lish, 75 of 577 in Romanian), while the least frequent one was the clause-final one, which

had 8 of the 159 tallies of nominal ellipses in English and 41 of the 577 ones in Roma-

nian. In terms of locus of ellipsis of nominal elements, therefore, there was quite a lot of

overlap between the two corpora.
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Another similarity surfacing during my locus-based cross-linguistic study of

nominal ellipses had to do with clause-medial ellipsis. More specifically, my analysis re-

vealed that, in both the languages, clause-medial ellipsis translated as either ellipsis of a

subject or as ellipsis of an object. Note that the instances of clause-medial subject ellipsis

in either the English or the Romanian texts entailed an adverbial preceding the ellipted

subject, and the adverbial at issue typically denoted time or place.

However, the locus-based analysis also revealed a considerable dissimilarity be-

tween the two languages. Namely, whereas the Romanian texts displayed either syntactic

function (subject and object, respectively) in any of the loci, in the English texts there

surfaced neither any clause-final subject ellipses nor any clause-initial object ellipses.

The roots of this dissimilarity might lie in the present-day morphology ofthe noun phrase

in the two languages: the Romanian noun phrase is heavily inflected, while the English

noun phrase carries almost no inflections whatsoever. The heavy morphological loading

ofthe Romanian noun phrase makes word order a somewhat discourse-conditioned issue.

This makes it possible for subjects and objects alike to occur in whichever position - and

hence to ellipt in whichever position. In contrast, the lack or morphological marking in

English noun phrases causes the language to impose more strictness in the observance of

the SVO sequence; hence, presumably, the lack ofboth subject ellipsis in clause-final

position and object ellipsis in clause-initial position.

Another dissimilarity that arose between the two languages had to do with the ra-

tio of nominal ellipses, and it was evident both in the overall findings and in those rela-

tive to the three possible loci. More specifically, in the English texts there were 7.23

nominal ellipses per 1000 words, 6.10 ofwhich occurred initially, .77 medially, and .36
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finally in the clause. In contrast, the Romanian texts displayed 25.04 nominal ellipses per

1000 words, ofwhich 20.00 were initial, 3.26 medial, and 1.78 final in the clause. It fol

lows. therefore, that the Romanian texts displayed far more nominal ellipses than the

English ones both in terms of the overall tally and in terms of the locus-based tally.

The cross-linguistic analysis of nominal ellipses in terms of the syntax of the el

lipsis-affected elements also revealed both overlap and differences between the two lan

guages. One such similarity was that, in both the languages, subject ellipsis overwhelm

ingly occurred in clause-initial position - note that 6.5 of the 7.23 nominal ellipses per

1000 words in the English texts and 24.69 of the 25.04 in the Romanian texts, respec

tively, functioned as subjects of the clause.

The dissimilarity in terms of ratios ofnominal ellipses mentioned in the locus

based discussion above became even more evident in the cross-linguistic analysis of

nominal ellipses in terms of the syntactic function fulfilled by the left-out element, being

particularly obvious with ellipses of nominal elements functioning as subject. Indeed, el

lipsis of/within the subject was far more frequent in Romanian than in English - 24.69 vs.

6.50 per 1000 words. The reason behind this seems to lie in the different amounts of in

formation concerning the grammatical subject carried by the verb forms in the two lan

guages. Whereas the Romanian verb carries in it information relative to both the person

and the number of the subject, which generally makes overt presence ofthe subject re

dundant, the English verb system displays little information about its subject. As a result,

even though oftentimes a valid option, subject ellipsis in English written discourse is sub

ject to a number of restrictions not normally operating in Romanian; hence the much
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lower frequency of occurrence of subject ellipsis in the English texts, as compared with

the Romanian ones.

Another considerable dissimilarity surfaced between the subject ellipses found in

the English and those identified in Romanian. Namely, whereas the ellipsis of/within sub-

jects occurring non-initially in the English texts were always in clause-medial position,

the non-initial ellipted subjects in the Romanian texts occurred either clause-medially or

clause-finally. The reason behind this seems to lie in the morphology of the noun phrase.

As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the English noun phrase has lost most of its inflec-

tions; this imposes strictness ofword order and typically necessitates subjects to occur

clause-initially, the only element normally preceding it being an adverbial. In contrast,

the paradigm of the Romanian noun phrase is full, which makes it possible for a subject

to occur anywhere in the clause. Given the anywhere nature of possible positions of the

Romanian subj ect, ellipsis thereof is also possible in any ofthe loci - hence clause-

finally, as well.

Similarities and dissimilarities between the two corpora also came to the fore dur-

ing the analysis of the ellipses of/within nominals functioning as objects. More specifi-

cally, both the languages exhibited instances of ellipsis of nominals functioning as ob-

jects, and with both the languages object ellipsis was far less frequent than subject ellipsis

(.72 vs. 6.51 per 1000 words in English, and .35 vs. 24.69 in Romanian, respectively). In

this respect, therefore, the two languages converged.

On the other hand, object ellipses were either clause-medial or clause-final in

English. with equal distribution thereof in the texts under study (8 instances each, repre

senting .36 per 1000 words). In contrast, the Romanian texts displayed instances of object
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ellipsis in any of the three potential loci (initial, medial, or final), with a marked prefer-

ence for clause-final object ellipses over either clause-medial or clause-initial ones. At

the same time, the ratio of object ellipsis was ca. twice higher in the English texts than in

the Romanian ones - .72 vs. .35 per 1000 words. The reason why this was the case seems

to lie in the tendency for objectless transitive verbs in Romanian to turn intransitive - a

shift that might have a bearing on their semantics.

4.2.2. Nominal ellipsis in terms of retrievability

The findings relative to nominal ellipses in terms of the recoverability of the left-out ele-

ment are summarized in Table 10 below.

Table 10. Norrunal ellipses In terms of retnevablllty

Retrievability Textual Situational Total
Texts Anaphoric Cataphoric
English - frequency 152 (95.6%) 7 (4.4%) - 159 (100%)

- ratio 6.92 .31 7.23
Romanian - frequency 519 (89.9%) 15 (2.6%) 43 (7.5%) 577 (100%)

- ratio 22.52 .65 1.87 25.04
..

As seen in Table 10 above, the vast majority of the nominals involving ellipsis

found in the texts under study were anaphoric in nature - that is, were retrievable from

the previous discourse. Indeed, 152 (i.e., 95.6%) of the 159 nominal ellipses in the Eng-

lish texts and 519 (i.e., 89.9%) of the 577 nominals affected by ellipsis identified in the

Romanian texts were recovered anaphorically. Sentences [4.15] and [4.16] below are

meant to illustrate instances of anaphorically-recoverable nominal ellipses isolated in the

English and Romanian texts, respectively.

[4.15] At the back ofhis wagon he set a little anvil, and out of an oily tool box [he] dug

a small machine hammer (Steinbeck, p.212).
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[4.16] Trotuarul era spart '1n mai multe locuri, ~i pe anumite distante [ef] nu se mai

cuno~tea (Eliade, p.30)

Pavement-the was broken in several places, and on certain distances [it] not more

was known

'The pavement was broken in several places, and for certain stretches was un

recognizable' (Eliade, p.31).

In both [4.15] and [4.16] above, the ellipted nominal elements he and el 'it,' respectively,

are retrieved from the previous discourse. In other words, they are anaphoric in nature.

Cataphoric ellipses and situational ellipses were far less frequent in either of the

languages. Indeed, there were seven cataphorically-retrievable (representing 4.4% of the

total number of nominal ellipses) and absolutely no situationally-retrievable nominals in

the English texts. As for the Romanian corpus, it exhibited 15 cataphorically- and 43

situationally-based nominal ellipses, which translate as 2.6% and 7.5%, respectively, of

the nominal ellipses identified therein. Sentences [4.17] and [4.18] below display cata

phorically-retrievable nominal ellipses identified in the English and Romanian texts, re

spectively, while [4.19] carries a situationally-recoYerable nominal ellipsis found in one

of the Romanian texts.

[4.17] In this election, Congressional [candidates] and presidential candidates alike did

their best to skitter toward the center (NYT.AOI, p.3 of 4).

[4.18] ... actualii fparlamentari], dar mai ales Yiitorii parlamentari, i~i spu,neau deja

senatori ~i deputati (AdeY.R03, p.2 of7)
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... present-the [MPs], but especially future-the MPs, themselves were-styling al

ready senators and deputies

, ... the present, and especially the future, MPs already styled themselves senators

and representatives'

[4.19] Bruse, imi da [ideea] prin gmd: "Daca. a~ mcerca...?" (Niculescu, p.76)

Suddenly, to-me goes [idea] through mind: "Ifwould-l Sl_sg try...?"

'Suddenly there shoots through my mind: "Suppose I tried?" , (Niculescu, p.77)

In [4.17] and [4.18] above, the left-out nominals candidates and parlamentari

'MPs' were both retrieved on the basis of their overt occurrence in the following dis

course; hence their cataphoricity. Note that both these ellipses are partial, rather than to

tal, in nature - witness the deictics Congressional and actualii 'the present-day' upgraded

as heads of the noun phrase. As for the ellipsis of ideea 'the idea' in [4.19], its antecedent

is not present in the neighboring discourse. As a result, it needs retrieving from the extral

inguistic context; hence its label as situational.

Table 10 above reveals that the Romanian corpus carried both textually and situa

tionally recoverable nominal ellipses. However, the frequency of textually recoverable

nominals was predominant. In contrast, the English texts did not display any situationally

recoverable nominal ellipses, the retrieval of all the nominal ellipses in the English cor

pus being textually based. The fact that, unlike the English texts, the Romanian corpus

allowed situational retrievability of nominal ellipses to occur seems to have both objec

tive and subjective roots. The objective nature lies in the morphological marking of the

language. As for the subjective nature, it seems to have to do with the fact that the texts

under analysis dealt with issues (e.g., air-raids and bombings) which, even though never
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actually raised, were inherently active in the minds ofboth the speaker/writer and the lis,-

tenerlreader, and therefore were easy to retrieve.

The findings in the table also indicate that the written discourse samples in both

the languages displayed preference for textual recoverability of ellipted nominals. More-

over, as seen in the table, of the two textually-based recoverabilities, anaphora had the

lion's share in both the languages.

More insight into the issue ofnominal ellipsis retrievability in English and Roma-

nian will be gained in the subsections to come, where the retrievability factor is inter-

sected with the syntactic function of the omitted nominals (see 4.2.2.1 for English, 4.2.2.2

for Romanian, and 4.2.2.3 for cross-linguistic considerations).

4.2.2.1. Nominal ellipses in terms of retrievability - English texts

The nominals affected by ellipsis identified in the English corpus were analyzed in terms

oftheir recoverability and their syntactic function. The results are presented in Table J1

below.

Table 11. Nonunal ellIpses ill terms ofretnevablhty and syotaChc func~lOn Enghsh texts

Retrievability Textual Situational Total
Texts Anaphoric Cataphoric
Subject - frequency 142 1 - 143

- ratio 6.46 .04 6.50
Object - frequency 10 6 - 16

- ratio .46 .27 .73
Total - frequency 152 7 - 159

- ratio 6.92 .31 7.23
..

When read in terms ofretrievability, Table 11 above indicates that by far the most

anaphorically-retrievable nominal ellipses identified in the English texts performed the

syntactic function of subject - 142 of 152 (i.e., 93.4%). In contrast, only one of the seven
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(i.e., 14.3%) cataphorically-recoverable nominals occurring in subject position was found

to have undergone ellipsis. Sentence [4.20] below illustrates an instance of anaphoric

subject ellipsis found in the English corpus, while sentence [4.21] is meant to exemplify

cataphoric nominal ellipsis.

[4.20] The crowd looked at him and he looked back at them and [he] did not like them at

all (Bradbury, p.272).

[4.21] In this election, Congressional [candidates] and presidential candidates alike did

their best to skitter toward the center (NYT.A01, p.3 of4).

The left-out subject in sentence [4.20] above is retrievable from the previous dis

course; hence its anaphoric nature. As for the fIrst instance of the noun candidates in sen

tence [4.21], it needs to be inferred from the discourse to come. It represents, therefore,

an instance of cataphora. As mentioned before, cataphoric nominal ellipses tended to be

partial, rather than total.

A retrievability-focused reading of Table 11 will also reveal that the English texts

yielded 10 anaphorically-based ellipted syntactic objects, representing 6.6% of the 152

instances of nominal anaphora identified in the English corpus, and six cataphorically

based ones, representing 85.7% of the seven instances of nominal cataphora encountered

in the corpus. Sentences [4.22] and [4.23] below, taken from the English corpus, are

meant to illustrate an instance of anaphoric and one of cataphoric object ellipsis, respec

tively.

[4.22] 'I'll get out the car. You can put on your coat while I'm starting [it]" (Steinbeck,

p.214).
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[4.23] Is American politics entering a nonideological [phase] or an anti-ideological

phase? (NYT.A01, p.3 of 4)

In sentence [4.22] above, the left-out direct object it is retrieved from the immedi

ately previous discourse; it follows then that it is recovered anaphorically. As for the el

lipted direct object phase in sentence [4.23], it bases its recoverability in the discourse to

immediately corne; it is therefore cataphoric in nature. As in the case of the cataphoric

subject ellipsis in [4.21] above, the cataphoric object ellipsis in [4.23] is partial, rather

than total. Note that, as mentioned earlier in this study, no situationally-retrievable ellip

ses were found in the English texts, irrespective of their syntactic function.

When read in terms ofthe syntactic function of the left-out nominal, Table 11

shows that the English corpus displayed 143 instances of ellipsis-involving subjects, of

which the overwhelming majority (142, i.e., 99.3%) were anaphorically-recoverable,

while the remaining one (i.e., .7%) was cataphoric in nature. As for the 16 ellipted objects

found in the English texts, ten ofthem (i.e., 62.5%) were anaphoric in nature and six (i.e.,

37.5%) were cataphoric.

Within anaphora there was a much greater number of subject ellipses than object

ellipses. This seems to have been the outcome of the overwhelming preference for subject

ellipsis in general. Interestingly, among the cataphoric ellipses isolated in the English

texts there were more object ellipses than subject ellipses. This might be due to the fact

that the number of conjoined object noun phrases prevailed over that of conjoined subject

noun phrases. However, even in the case of object ellipsis, anaphoric retrievability was

by far more common.
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4.2.2.2. Nominal ellipses in terms of retrievability - Romanian texts

The findings concerning the sphere of recoverability of the ellipsis-affected nominals

identified in the Romanian texts are summarized in Table 12 below.

Table 12. Nommal ellIpses m terms of retnevabihty and syntactic function - ROmanIan texts

Retrievability Textual Situational Total
Texts Anaohoric Cataphoric
Subject - frequency 514 15 40 569

- ratio 22.30 .65 1.74 24.69
Object - frequency 5 - 3 8

- ratio .22 .13 .35
Total - frequency 519 15 43 577

- ratio 22.52 .65 1.87 25.04
..

A retrievability-focused reading of Table 12 above shows that of the 519 in-

stances of anaphora involving nominals found in the Romanian texts, 514 (99%) fulfilled

the syntactic role of subject. In contrast, the function of object was carried only by five

(i.e., 1%) ofthe anaphorically-retrievable nominals. Examples [4.24] and [4.25] below

illustrate anaphoricity within subjects and objects, respectively, in the Romanian texts.

[4.24] Gore i~i rezemase barbia In palma, zimbitor. [EI] Unnarea cu interes mi~carile

circiumarului (Eliade, p.12)

Gore to-himself had-propped chin-the in palm, smiling. [He] Was-following-3
rd

-

sg with interest movements-the innkeeper-the-of

'Gore had propped his chin in his palm, smiling. He was following the inn-

keeper's movements with interest' (Eliade, p.13).

[4.25] La hotel ma dezbrac in graba ~i [ma] mtind sub cear~aful racoros (Niculescu,

p.92)

At hotel myselfundress-l Sl_sg and [myselj] stretch under sheet-the cool
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'At the hotel I quickly undress and stretch myself out under the cool sheet' (Ni

culescu, p.93)

The left-out subject el 'he' in sentence [4.24] above is retrieved from the immedi

ately previous discourse, and so is the ellipted object ma 'myself in sentence [4.25].

Consequently, both these nominal ellipses are anaphoric in nature. Note that the omitted

nominal in Romanian does not necessarily occur in the same sentence as its antecedent 

sec [4.24] above, where the antecedent and the ellipsis site occur in different sentences.

At the same time, Table 12 reveals that grammatical subjects also prevailed

among situationally-retrievable nominal elements - note that 40 of the 43 (i.e., 93%) of

the nominal ellipses identified in the Romanian texts were subjects, in sharp contrast with

the merely three (i.e., 7%) that functioned as objects. Sentence [4.26] below provides an

instance of situationally-retrievable subject identified in one of the Romanian texts, while

sentence [4.27] illustrates one of situationally-retrievable object ellipsis.

[4.26] Brusc, imi da [ideea] prin gind: "Daca a~ incerca...?" (Niculescu, p.76)

Suddenly, to-me goes [idea] through mind: "lfwould-ISI-sg try...?"

'Suddenly there shoots through my mind: "Suppose I tried?" , (Niculescu, p.77)

[4.27] II privesc intrebator. .. A~ vrea sa mai intreb [ceva], dar s-a facut seara (Niculescu,

p.92)

Him watch-ISI-sg questioningly... Would-lSI-sg want to more ask [something], but

has turned evening

'1 look at him questioningly... 1 should like to ask more, but evening has come'

(Niculescu, p.93).
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The nominal fulfilling the syntactic role of subject in [4.26] above has been left

out. However, searching the neighboring text is no use: no element in the vicinity of the

ellipsis site could fill the slot, in that the only eligible one (namely, the fragment dacii a~

incerca 'suppose I tried') is object, rather than subject. Therefore retrieval is only possi

ble from the context; and the context makes it clear that it must (or at least should) be a

noun phrase such as ideea 'idea' or the like.

The same is true about the ellipted nominal functioning as object in example

[4.27], in that no element present in the neighboring discourse could fill the object slot

left unoccupied - note that mai 'more' is an adverb, rather than an adjective, as the gloss

and/or the English translation might suggest. This means that the left-out element can

only be reinstated from the extralinguistic context. Both the ellipses in [4.26] and [4.27]

above are, therefore, situational in nature.

Finally, Table 12 above indicates that all the 15 instances of cataphora identified

in the Romanian texts involved subjects, as in the case of sentence [4.28] below.

[4.28] ... actualii [parlamentari], dar mai ales viitorii parlamentari, l~i spuneau deja

senatori ~i deputati (Adev.R03, p.2 of7)

... present-the [MPs], but especially future-the MPs, themselves were-styling al-

ready senators and deputies

' ... the present, and especially the future, MPs already styled themselves senators

and representatives'

In sentence [4.28] above, the first instance of the nominalparlamentari 'MPs' has

been left out because of its identity both in fonn and in function with its immediately fol

lowing second occurrence. Recovery is based in the forthcoming discourse; hence its
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cataphoric nature. Note that, as in the case of the English texts discussed above, all the

instances of cataphoric nominal ellipses found in the Romanian texts were partial, rather

than total.

What the analysis of the Romanian texts brings to the fore, therefore, is that re

covery of Romanian nominal ellipses lies either within the text, in which case differentia

tion can be made between anaphora and cataphora, or outside of the text. Based on the

findings in the Romanian corpus, it seems that anaphora is much favored over situational

retrievability, which in turn is preferred to cataphora. In terms of the syntactic role per

formed by the left-out nominal, subject ellipsis seems to be more common than object

ellipsis in the case of both anaphora and situational retrievability; moreover, it appears to

be the only possibility among the instances of cataphora. A further thing that surfaced in

the analysis of the nominal ellipses in the Romanian texts was that ellipsis retrieval did

not have to be intrasentential; rather, the antecedent and the ellipsis site quite often oc

curred in different sentences.

4.2.2.3. A retrievability-based cross-linguistic approach to nominal ellipses

A contrastive investigation of the two corpora revealed much similarity, but also some

discrepancy in terms of the retrieval of the nominal ellipses identified therein. Thus, both

the languages seem to favor ellipses of subjects over ellipses of objects where anaphoric

retrieval is concerned. This suggests an overlap between the two languages. The prefer

ence for subject ellipsis over object ellipsis was especially evident in the Romanian cor

pus, where the instances of subject ellipsis not only occurred far more frequently than

those of object ellipsis where recovery lay in the preceding discourse, but also greatly

outnumbered those of object ellipsis where recovery was situational; moreover, only sub-
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ject ellipses were found in the Romanian cOIJ>us where recovery was cataphoric. Note, in

this respect, that the only outlying subcategory in the recoverability-based cross-linguistic

analysis of nominal ellipsis to have surfaced in my study was that of English cataphora,

which revealed a preference for object ellipsis to subject ellipsis. This preference for Eng-

lish nominal cataphora to fulfill the syntactic role of object, rather than ofsubject, repre-

sents one of the dissimilarities noted between English and Romanian nominal ellipses.

Another considerable dissimilarity displayed by the two corpora lies in the occur-

rence of situational ellipsis. Indeed, while present in the Romanian cOIJ>us, situationally-

retrievable ellipses were absent from the English texts. This suggests that Romanian writ-

ten discourse is open to situationally-recoverable nominal ellipsis, which English written

discourse is not.

4.3. Verbal ellipsis

The fmdings relative to the instances of verbal ellipsis encountered in the two corpora are

summarized in Table 13 below.

Table /3. Verbal ellipses m the corpora under study

Verbal ellipsis type Number of ellipses
English Romanian

Operator ellipsis - frequency 10 (43.5%)
ratio .45

Main verb ellipsis - frequency 8 (34.8%)
ratio .37

Gapping - frequency 5 (21.7%) 30 (39.5%)
ratio .23 1.30

Existential - frequency - 46 (60.5%)
ratio 2.00

Total - frequency 23 (100%) 76 (100%)
ratio 1.05 3.30
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As seen in Table J3 above, the English texts exhibited 23 instances ofellipsis

of/within verb groups. Three subtypes of verbal ellipsis were differentiated: operator el

lipsis, main verb ellipsis, and whole-verb ellipsis (gapping). Among the three subtypes,

the instances of operator ellipsis prevailed. Indeed, there were 10 such ellipses (represent

ing 43.5% of the verbal ellipses); in terms of ratio, this translates as .45 per 1000 words.

The second most frequent subtype was that of main verb ellipsis, which had eight (i.e.,

34.8%) occurrences, which translates as a ratio of.37 per 1000 words. Finally, the least

frequently occurring verbal ellipsis encountered in the English texts was gapping, which

surfaced in five (i.e., 21.7%) instances and displayed a ratio of .23 per 1000 words.

As for the Romanian corpus, it displayed 76 instances ofverbaJ ellipsis. As seen

in Table 13 above, two of the subtypes of verbal ellipsis (namely operator ellipsis and

main verb ellipsis) never surfaced in the Romanian written discourse samples. However,

the absence of these two verbal ellipsis subtypes was not a surprise. On the one hand,

there is no operator category in Romanian; hence there can be no ellipsis thereof. On the

other hand, main verb ellipsis has been identified as an English-only phenomenon (see

van Oirsouw, 1987). Therefore, it is not surprising that it does not turn up in languages

other than English.

As for gapping, it had 30 occurrences in the Romanian texts, which means that

39.5% (i.e., a ratio of 1.30 per 1000 words) of the 76 verbal ellipses identified in these

texts could be accounted for in terms of the pre-established taxonomy. The remaining 46

(i.e., 60.5%; 2.00 per 1000 words, ratio-wise) were neither operator ellipses nor main

verb ellipses nor instances of gapping, nevertheless; rather, they belonged to the new sub

type of verbal ellipsis discussed in Chapter 3. As mentioned earlier, this subcategory was
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labeled 'existential' in virtue of the fact that the left-out verb forms necessarily denoted

existence. Sentences [4.29] and [4.30] below provide instantiations of existential ellips s

found in the Romanian texts.

[4.29] Un bec murdar atima de tavan; 0 caldare cu apa ~i citiva saci de nisip se aflau

a~ezati Iinga pere!i. in mijlocul odaiei [se aflau] doua banci de lernn (Eliade, p.16)

A bulb dirty hung from ceiling; a bucket with water and a-few bags of sand lay set

near walls. In middle-the room-the-of [lay] two benches of wood

'A dirty bulb hung from the ceiling; a bucket of water and some sandbags were

set against the walls. In the middle of the room were two wooden benches' (EIi

ade, p.17).

[4.30] Nu era nici a veselie. [Erau] Fete lungi, discutii pe bisericute, intr-o camera

stramta de la etajul doi al sediului (Adev.R03, p.3 of7)

Not was not one rejoicing. [Were] Faces long, discussions on small-groups, in-a

room small from floor two of headquarters-the-of

'There was no rejoicing. Long faces, small group small talk, in a small room on

the second floor of the headquarters.'

The ellipted elements in sentences [4.29] and [4.30] above are fonns of the

existential verbs a se afla 'to lie/to exist/to be (found)' and afi 'to be.' More specifically,

they are the preterite fonns se aflau 'lay' and erau 'were,' respectively. The ellipted exis

tential se aflau 'lay' in [4.29] could pass for an instance ofgapping - note that the left-out

element se aflau 'lay' should, if reinstated, go between the preposed adverbial in mijlocul

odaiei 'in the middle of the room' and the postposed subject doua band de lemn 'two
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wooden benches.' However, the verbal ellipsis in [4.30] did not fall under any of the sub

types of verbal ellipsis in my pre-established nomenclature. Indeed, it could not be coded

as an instance of gapping, in that gapping is defined as leaving out a verb form from be

tween the subject and the objectJadverbial (which was definitely not the case in [4.30],

where the ellipsis was clause-initial and therefore had no element preposed to it), and it

did not belong to operator ellipsis or main verb ellipsis, either, since neither of these sub

types can exist in Romanian; hence the need for a new label.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, no existential verbal ellipses were found in the Eng

lish texts. This does not mean that existential verbs did not ellipt in English. However,

when ellipsis of an existential occurred in English, it always denoted a complex ellipsis,

in that the subject ellipted along with the existential verb. To learn more about subject

and-existential complex ellipsis, see subsection 4.4.1.1 below.

More things can be found out about verbal ellipsis and the way it works in the two

languages by examining the ellipsis subtype factor in terms of the other two criteria un

derlying the present study, namely locus and retrievability. Subsections 4.3.1, where the

locus in the clause is the central issue, and 4.3.2, where the focus is on the retrievability

of ellipsis, offer more details about my findings in this respect.

4.3.1. Verbal ellipses in terms of locus

The results arrived at upon analyzing the verbal ellipses in the two corpora in terms of

their locus in the clause are summarized in Table 14 below.
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Locus Initial Medial Final Total
Language
English frequency 5 (21.7%) 11 (47.8%) 7 (30.4%) 23 (100%)

- ratio .23 .50 .32 1.05
Romanian - frequency 24 (31.6%) 52 (68.4%) - 76 (100%)

- ratio 1.04 2.26 3.30
Table /4. Verbal elhpses ill terms of locus

As seen in Table J4 above, the verbal ellipses identified in the English corpus

showed preference for medial position over the other two potential loci. Indeed, 11 (i.e.,

47.8%) of the verbal ellipses in the English texts occurred medially in the clause, as op-

posed to seven (i.e., 30.4%) that were clause-fmal and the five (i.e., 21.7%) that occurred

clause-initially. The preference for medial position was even more pronounced among the

76 verbal ellipses found in the Romanian texts, 52 (i.e., 68.4%) of which occurred clause-

medially. This preference seems to stem out of the tendency for verbs in the two lan-

guages to occupy clause-medial position.

On the other hand, whereas in the English written discourse samples verbal ellip-

ses were found to occur in any of the loci, in the Romanian ones they were encountered

either initially or medially in the clause, but not clause-finally. This seems to indicate that

clause-final verbal ellipsis is scarce, if at all possible, in the Romanian language.

For a more thorough consideration of verbal ellipsis loci in English and Roma-

nian, see subsections 4.3.1.1 through 4.3.1.3 below.

4.3.1.1. Verbal ellipses in terms of subtype and locus - English texts

The findings of the cross-analysis of the verbal ellipses found in the English texts in

tenns of ellipsis subtype and position occupied in the clause are given in Table 15 below.
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hie J5. Verbal ellIpses m terms of ellIpSIS subtype and locus - Enghsh texts

Locus Initial Medial Final Total
Ellipsis subtype
Operator frequency 4 6 - 10

- ratio .18 .27 .45
Main verb frequency 1 - 7 8

- ratio .05 .32 .37
Gapping frequency - 5 - 5

- ratio .23 .23
Total frequency 5 11 7 23

- ratio .23 .50 .32 1.05
Ta

Ifread in terms of the locus in the clause of the ellipted verbal element, Table J5

above reveals that in the English corpus under study all three clause-positions were open

to ellipsis. A detailed analysis shows that clause-initial verbal ellipses could translate as

operator ellipsis, as in [4.31] below, or as main verb ellipsis - see [4.32] below. In con-

trast, clause-initial verbal ellipsis never equated with gapping.

[4.31] "She'd sure like to have some, ma'am. [DidlWould] You say they're nice ones?"

(Steinbeck, p.21 0)

[4.32] "Look at them. [Do] Not [look] at the cars," said Spallner (Bradbury, p.276).

In example [4.31] above, the only element undergoing ellipsis was the operator;

hence the label operator ellipsis assigned onto it. It should be noted here that in some per-

spectives on grammar, the second sentence in [4.31] is not even elliptical in nature. How-

ever, I coded it as operator ellipsis in virtue of my preference for traditional syntax. As

suggested by example [4.31], at times there was a certain vacillation as to what/which the

exact operator that had been left out of the discourse was. This vacillation did not impede

the accuracy of the tally, nevertheless; whatever the ellipted form, it still was an operator

ellipsis occurring clause-initially.
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As for sentence [4.32], I coded it as an instance of clause-initial main verb ellipsis

in virtue of the fact that in some dialects of English left-out negative imperatives might

not necessarily involve an operator (cf., [Look] Not at the cars). Note that this was the

only instance of clause-initial main verb ellipsis identified in the English texts.

The second possible locus (namely, the clause-medial one) was encountered both

with operator ellipsis, as in the case of [4.33] below, and with gapping - see example

[4.34] below. On the other hand, clause-medial position never surfaced as main clause

ellipsis. Note the remarkably balanced distribution (6 vs. 5) of clause-medial verbal ellip

ses between operator ellipsis and gapping.

[4.33] Mr. Nader's once-stellar reputation among liberals has been permanently tar

nished, his ability to raise money and to work with Democrats [has been] forever

damaged (NYT.A04, p.2 of4).

[4.34] A Brentwood accident will bring out one group. A Huntington Park [will bring

out] another (Bradbury, p.2??).

Sentence [4.33] above exemplifies operator ellipsis. As seen therein, both the sec

ond instance of the perfective operator has and the second instance of the passive auxil

iary been were left out; on the other hand, the main verb tarnished was left intact. Note

that, as seen in this particular instance, at times it was not only the operator, but also a

subsequent auxiliary, that underwent ellipsis; in most ofthe instances, nevertheless, op

erator ellipsis entailed ellipsis ofthe operator only. Whereas the tendency toward ellipsis

ofthe two auxiliaries in [4.33] above (has and been, respectively) is accounted for by
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their overt presence in the preceding discourse, the non-elliptable nature of the main verb

tarnished seems to lie in its lack of retrievability, be it textual or situational.

Sentence [4.34] above illustrates whole-verb ellipsis (gapping). As seen in the ex

ample, gapping entails total deletion of a verb group occurring from between the subject

and the object and/or adverbial. As seen in [4.34] above, no part whatsoever of the verb

group is left behind.

Lastly, the English corpus exhibited seven instances of clause-final verbal ellipsis,

all of which involved main verbs. No occurrences whatsoever of either clause-final op

erator ellipsis or clause-final gapping were noticed in the texts under study. The only ex

amples of clause-fmal verbal ellipsis were main verb ellipses, as seen in [4.35] below.

[4.35] I don't know, I really don '( [know] (Bradbury, p.276).

Along with the approach in tenns of locus made above, Table 15 also allows a

reading in tenns of the subtype ofverbal ellipsis. In tenns of this reading, the table shows

that operator ellipsis had four clause-initial occurrences and six clause-medial ones. Ex

amples [4.31] and [4.33] above illustrate operator ellipses occurring clause-initially and

clause-medially, respectively. On the other hand, operator ellipsis had no occurrence

whatsoever in clause-final position. This might be indicative of constraints existing in the

language against clause-final operator ellipsis.

As far as the other possible verbal ellipsis subtypes are concerned, main verb el

lipsis had one occurrence in clause-initial position and seven occurrences in clause-final

position, while gapping only surfaced clause-medially in the corpus under analysis. This

seems to suggest that neither clause-medial main verb ellipsis nor gapping occurring in

positions other than clause-medial is very common in English. Clause-initial and clause-
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final main verb ellipses are illustrated in [4.32] and [4.35] above, respectively, while

gapping is exemplified in [4.34] above.

The findings outlined above seem to suggest the presence in the English language

of certain restrictions as to what subtypes of verbal ellipses can occur where. Thus, it ap-

pears that there is an incompatibility between operator ellipsis and clause-final position,

between main verb ellipsis and clause-medial position, and between gapping and either

clause-initial or clause-final position, respectively. However, while the first two of the

restrictions presented above are, if confirmed, language-related, the incompatibility be-

tween gapping and either clause-initial or clause-final position is one deriving from the

very definition of gapping, rather than from restrictions imposed by the language itself

4.3.1.2. Verbal ellipses in terms locus - Romanian texts

The findings obtained upon analyzing the verbal ellipses identified in the Romanian cor-

pus in terms of subtype of ellipsis and locus thereof are presented in Table 16 below.

Table 16. Verbal elhpses In terms of ellipSIS subtype and locus - Romaman texts

Locus Initial Medial Final Total
Ellipsis subtype
Operator - - - -

Main verb - - - -
Gapping - frequency - 30 - 30

- ratio 1.30 1.30
Existential - frequency 24 22 - 46

ratio 1.04 .96 2.00
Total - frequency 24 52 - 76

- ratio 1.04 2.26 3.30 ._.-

When read in tenns of the clause-locus involved, Table 16 above indicates that all

the 24 ellipses occurring clause-initially in the Romanian corpus entailed an existential

verb - see [4.36] below.
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[4.36] Nu era nici 0 vese1ie. [Erau] Fete lungi, discupi pe bisericute, mtr-o camera

stramta de 1a etaju1 doi al sediului (Adev.R03, p.3 of 7)

Not was not one rejoicing. [Were] Faces long, discussions on small-groups, in-a

room small from floor-the two of headquarters-the-of

'There was no rejoicing. Long faces, small group small talk, in a small room on

the second floor of the headquarters. '

In example [4.36] above, the verbal ellipsis occurring in initial position entails the verb

form erau '(there) were,' which denotes existence. Note that no verbs other than the exis-

tentials were ever found to have ellipted in clause-initial position.

As for clause-medial position, it was encountered both with gapping and with ex-

istential ellipses. Note, in this respect, that 30 (i.e., 57.7%) ofthe 52 instances of clause-

medial verbal ellipsis involved gapping, while 22 (i.e., 42.3%) involved ellipsis of an ex-

istential verb. Sentence [4.37] below illustrates an instance of gapping, while [4.38] ex-

emplifies one of clause-medial existential ellipsis.

[4.37] ... televiziunile se bateau pentru prioritate la transmisiile In direct, iar vfufurile

PRM [se bateau] pentru un loc in cadru (Adev.R03, p.2 of7)

... televisions were fighting for priority at broadcasts in direct, and heads-the GRP

(the Greater Romania Party)-of [were fighting] for a place in frame

,...TV stations were fighting over priority to live broadcasts, and the GRP heads

over room in the close-up. '

[4.38] Un bec murdar at1ma de tavan; 0 dildare cu apa ~i cJtiva saci de nisip se aflau

a~ezati llnga pereti. in mijlocul odaiei [se aflau] doua banei de lemn (Eliade, p.16)
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A bulb dirty hung from ceiling; a bucket with water and a-few bags of sand lay set

near walls. In middle-the room-the-of [lay] two benches ofwood

.A dirty bulb hung from the ceiling; a bucket ofwater and some sandbags were

set against the walls. In the middle ofthe room were two wooden benches' (Eli-

ade, p.17).

In both [4.37] and [4.38] above, the left-out element was a clause-medial verb

group -se bateau 'were fighting' in [4.37] and se ajlau 'lay' in [4.38]. The medial nature

of the ellipsis of both se bateau 'were fighting' and se ajlau 'lay' is pinpointed by the

overt presence in the text of both the preceding element (televiziunile 'the TV stations' in

[4.37] and in mijlocul odaiei 'in the middle of the room' in [4.38]) and the subsequent

element (pentru un loe in eadru 'over room in the close-up' in [4.37] and doua banei de

lemn 'two wooden benches' in [4.38]). The only difference between [4.37] and [4.38] lies

in the nature of the left-out verb: whereas the verb in [4.37] denotes an action, the verb in

[4.38] denotes existence.

When interpreted in terms ofthe subtype of verbal ellipsis, Table 16 above shows

that, as expected, given its definition, all the instances of gapping yielded by the Roma-

nian texts occurred clause-medially - see sentence [4.37] above. As for the ellipted exis-

tentials, they were almost evenly split between clause-initial position and clause-medial

position. More specifically, 24 of the 46 existential ellipses (i.e., 52.2%) occurred clause-

initially, as in the case of erau '(there) were' in [4.37] above, while the other 22 (i.e.,

47.8%) occupied clause-medial position in the clause - see se ajlau 'lay' in [4.38] above.

Based on the findings outlined above, it seems that Romanian does not have either

operator ellipsis or main verb ellipsis - note that no instances of either were identified in
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the Romanian corpus. In contrast, Romanian readily allows gapping - note the numerous

instances thereof reported in Table 16 above. In addition, the Romanian texts presented a

large number of ellipses which did not fall under any of the pre-established subtypes of

verbal ellipses (operator ellipsis, main verb ellipsis, and/or gapping, respectively); hence

the imperative for creating a new subcategory of verbal ellipsis. The fact that a closer

study ofthese ellipses revealed that all the verbs involved therein were existential verbs

called for the label 'existential' assigned onto the newly-established verbal ellipsis sub-

category.

Other than the resistance to operator ellipses and main verb ellipses, the Roma-

nian texts also showed a lack of any verbal ellipsis occurring in clause-fmal position. The

fact that there surfaced no operator ellipses, no main verb ellipses, and no verbal ellipses

whatsoever in clause-final position in the Romanian written discourse samples under dis-

cussion seems to indicate strict restrictions in the language vis-a-vis these instances of

verbal ellipsis. Another restriction noted in the Romanian texts related to gapping, which

only occurred in clause-medial position. However, as mentioned earlier in this thesis, this

restriction is rooted in the definition of gapping per se, rather than in any language-

internal rules that might be operating in Romanian.

4.3.1.3. A locus-based cross-linguistic approach to verbal ellipses

A cross-linguistic study of the findings in the two corpora revealed that both English and

Romanian tend to use verbal ellipses. However, reliance thereon differs - note that the

Romanian texts displayed more than three times as many verbal ellipses as the English

texts (3.30 vs. 1.05 per 1000 words).
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The only similarity found in the two corpora under analysis concerned the usage

and locus of gapping - always clause-medial in either language. Other than that, the find-

ings concerning the verbal ellipses isolated in the texts only pointed to dissimilarities be-

tween the two languages. Thus, whereas the English texts allowed for both operator ellip-

sis and main verb ellipsis, the Romanian ones exhibited neither. The reason accounting

for the absence in Romanian of operator ellipsis lies in that in Romanian there exist no

operators - and only things that exist in the language can ellipt. As for the reason under-

lying the absence in the Romanian corpus ofmain verb ellipsis, it lies in the English-

specific nature of main verb ellipsis as a phenomenon per se.

Also, whereas English allowed for any clause position (albeit with certain con-

straints, in that no operator ellipsis ever occurred clause-finally and no main verb ellipsis

ever occupied clause-medial position), the Romanian corpus displayed no clause-final

verbal ellipses whatsoever. This suggests incompatibility between Romanian verbal ellip-

sis and clause-final position.

On the other hand, the verbal ellipses found in the Romanian texts imposed the

creation of a new subtype of verbal ellipsis - namely, that of existential ellipsis, which

occurred in either of the loci seemingly compatible with Romanian verbal ellipsis: clause-

initial and clause-medial. Note that none of the verbal ellipses found in the English COT-

pus belonged to the subcategory of existential ellipsis. This seems to indicate a fourth

dissimilarity between English verbal ellipses and Romanian verbal ellipsis.

4.3.2. Verbal ellipses in terms of retrievability

The findings arrived at upon considering the verbal ellipses in the two corpora in terms of

their retrievability are presented in Table 17 below.
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Table 17. Verbal ellIpses m tenns of retnevablhty

Retrievability Textual Situational Total
Language Anaphoric Cataphoric
English - frequency 10 (43.5%) - 13 (56.5%) 23 (100%)

- ratio .45 .60 1.05
Romanian - frequency 36 (47.4%) - 40 (52.6%) 76 (100%)

- ratio 1.56 1.74 3.30
..

Table J7 above shows that the retrieval of the verbal ellipses found in the English

texts was based either textually (10 of 23. i.e., 43.5%) or situationally (13 of23, i.e.,

56.5%). This statistical finding suggests equilibrium between the two spheres of recover-

ability. Notice must be made here, at the same time, of the fact that all the instances of

textually-recoverable verbal ellipses in the English texts were anaphoric in nature. In-

deed, no cataphora ever emerged in the English corpus under investigation.

As seen in Table J7 above, the Romanian corpus yielded no cataphorically-

~.
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retrievable instances of verbal ellipsis, either. As for the anaphoric vs. situational re-

trievability of verbal ellipses, it was also remarkably balanced - somewhat less than half

(36 of76, i.e., 47.4%) of the verbal ellipses in the Romanian texts were anaphoric in na-

ture, and somewhat more than half (40 of 76, i.e., 52.6%) entailed retrieval from the ex-

tra-linguistic context.

4.3.2.1. Verbal ellipses in terms of retrievability - English texts

The study in tenns of ellipsis subtype and retrievability of the verbal ellipses encountered

in the English texts yielded the results presented in Table 18 below.
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Table 18. Verbal ellIpses 10 terms of ellIpsIs subtype and retnevabIhty - EnglIsh texts

Retrievability Textual Situational Total
Ellipsis subtype Anaphoric Cataphoric
Operator - frequency 2 - 8 10

- ratio .09 .36 .45
Main verb - frequency 6 - 2 8

- ratio .27 .10 .37
Gapping - frequency 2 - 3 5

- ratio .09 .14 .23
Total - frequency 10 - 13 23

- ratio .45 .60 1.05..

Table 18 above reveals that both anaphoric retrieval and situational retrieval were

valid options across the three subtypes of verbal ellipsis met with in the English texts.

Indeed, anaphoric recovery was encountered among operator ellipses, main verb ellipses,

and instances of gapping alike. More specifically, of the ten instances of verbal anaphora

identified in the English texts, two (i.e., 20%) denoted operator ellipses, six (i.e., 60%)

affected a main verb, and two (i.e., 20%) involved instances of gapping. Sentences [4.39],

[4.40J, and [4.41 Jbelow are meant to illustrate anaphoric retrievability of an operator, a

main verb, and a whole verb group, respectively.

[4.39] Mr. Nader's once-stellar reputation among liberals has been permanently tar-

nished, his ability to raise money and to work with Democrats [has been] forever

damaged (NYTimes.A04, p.2 of 4).

[4.40] I don't know, I really don't [know] (Bradbury, p.276).

[4.41] A Brentwood accident will bring out one group. A Huntington Park lwill bring

out] another (Bradbury, p.277).
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In sentences [4.39] through [4.41] above, the left-out verbal elements (has been,

know, and will bring out, respectively) all based their retrieval in their overt occurrence in

the previous discourse. Therefore, they were all anaphoric in nature.

Along with anaphoric recoverability, situational recoverability was also present

within each of the subtypes of verbal ellipsis identified in the English texts. In this re-

spect, my statistics show that of the 13 instances of situational retrievability, eight (i.e.,

61.5%) involved operator ellipsis, two (i.e., 15.4%) entailed main-verb ellipses, and three

(i.e., 23.1 %) translated as gapping. Sentences [4.42] through [4.44] below provide in-

stances of situationally-recoverable operator ellipsis, main-verb ellipsis, and gapping, re-

spectively.

[4.42] "She'd sure like to have some, ma'am. [Did/Would] You say they're nice ones?"

(Steinbeck, p.2l 0)

[4.43] That street was empty. Not a soul in sight. And then the accident [occurred)

and... all those faces [were] over me, quick, in no time (Bradbury, p.273).

[4.44] This campaign will spawn dozens ofwhat-might-have-been scenarios, but few

[are/could prove] more poignant than this (WP.A01, p.3 of7).

In sentences [4.42] through [4.44] above, none ofthe left-out verbal elements is

present in the neighboring discourse, be it previous or subsequent. It follows therefore

that each of these ellipses bases its retrieval, not in the neighboring text, but in the extral-

inguistic context; hence their situational nature. Note nevertheless that, as mentioned ear-

lier in this thesis, not all the orientations to grammar will recognize the elliptical nature of

the second sentence in [4.42] above, and also that situational recovery can at times give
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rise to ambiguity as to the exact word to be used as a slot-filler - see [4.42] and [4.44]

above. However, this ambiguity does not engender ellipsis incomprehensibility.

The second possible reading of Table 17 above is subtype-focused. Indeed, if con-

sidered in terms of the verbal ellipsis subtypes that surfaced in the English texts, the table

reveals that while none of the subtypes was ever retrieved cataphorically, each subtype

had instances where retrieval was anaphoric as well as instances where it was situational.

Thus, two (i.e., 20%) of the ten instances of operator ellipsis in the English texts were

anaphoric, as in the case of [4.39] above, and eight (i.e., 80%) were situational - see

[4.42] above. Also, six (i.e., 75%) of the eight instances ofmain verb ellipsis were ana-

phoric in nature, as in the case of know in [4.40] above, while the remaining two (i.e.,

25%) were situational- see occurred in sentence [4.43] above. Finally, two (i.e., 40%) of

the five instances ofgapping identified in the English texts were anaphoric (see will bring

out in [4.41] above), while the other three (i.e., 60%) were situational- see are/could

prove in [4.44] above.

As may have become clear from the discussion above, the study in terms of ellip-

sis subtype and retrievability oUhe verbal ellipses identified in the English corpus indi-

cates that, while any of the ellipsis subtypes can root its retrieval either in the previous

discourse or in the extralinguistic context, it seems that cataphora is disfavored among

English verbal ellipses - note that no cataphoric verbal ellipses whatsoever were identi-

fied in the English corpus. Other than that, whereas my analysis showed no preference for

either anaphoricity or situational retrievability in terms of gapping, it also revealed that

operator ellipsis seems to prefer situational retrieval, while main verb prefers anaphoric

retrieval. Note nevertheless that (as mentioned earlier in this study), not all the perspec-
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tives on grammar will accept the instances labeled as situational operator ellipses in this

study as elliptical constructions.

4.3.2.2. Verbal ellipses in terms of retrievability - Romanian texts

The findings of the analysis in terms of retrievability of the verbal ellipses found in the

Romanian texts are given in Table 19 below.

!~

Table 19. Verbal ellIpses m terms of ellipSIS subtype and retnevablhty - Romaman texts

Retrievabili ty Textual Situational Total
Ellipsis subtype Anaphoric Cataphoric
Operator - - - -

Main verb - - - -
Gapping - frequency 25 - 5 30

- ratio 1.08 .22 1.30
Existential - frequency 11 - 35 46

- ratio .48 1.52 2.00
Total - frequency 36 - 40 76

- ratio 1.56 1.74 3.30
..

Table 19 above indicates that anaphoric and situational retrieval alike were valid

options for both the instances of gapping and the existential ellipses identified in the Ro-

manian texts. However, when considered in more detail, the table reveals that anaphoric

retrieval greatly prevailed among the instances of gapping. Note, in this respect, that as

many as 25 (i.e., 83.3%; 1.08 per 1000 words) of the 30 instances of gapping in the Ro-

manian texts were anaphoric in nature, as in the case of sentence [4.45] below, as op-

posed to the merely five (i.e., 16.7%; .22 per 1000 words) whose retrieval was based

situationally, as in [4.46] below.

[4.45] ... televiziunile se bateau pentro prioritate la transmisiile in direct, iar varfurile

PRM [se bateau] pentm un loc in cadru (Adev.R03, p.2 of7)
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· .. televisions were fighting for priority at broadcasts in direct, and heads-the GRP

(the Greater Romania Party)-of [were fighting] for a place in frame

, ...TV stations were fighting over priority to live broadcasts, and the GRP heads

over room in the close-up. '

[4.46] N-au lipsit nici de aceasHi data celebrele probleme cu tu~ul ~i ~tampilele disparute.

La capitolul victime - [intra'] un alegator bihorean, care a decedat In fata sectiei

de votare (Adev.R02, p.l of 1)

Not-have lacked neither on this time famous-the problems with ink-the and

stamps-the vanished. To chapter-the victims [enters/belongs] a voter Bihorean,

who deceased in face-the precinct-the-of of voting

'The famous problems concerning the vanished ink and stamps did not lack this

time, either. To the heading victims belongs a voter from Bihor County, who

passed away in front of the poll station.'

Insertion of the verb form se bateau 'were fighting' left out of sentence [4.45]

above was accounted for by its overt presence in the previous discourse. Therefore, the

ellipsis of se bateau 'were fighting' was coded as anaphoric. On the other hand, the verb

fonn missing from [4.46] above (in all likelihood, intra 'enters/belongs') was not present

anywhere in the discourse, and its insertion was based in the extralinguistic context. As a

result, the ellipsis in [4.46] was labeled as situational.

Whereas anaphora seemed to be preferred among instances of gapping, existential

ellipses were prevalently situational in nature. Indeed, only 11 (23.9%; .48 per thousand)

of the 46 existential elJipses in the Romanian corpus based their retrieval in the neighbor

ing discourse (see example [4.47) below), as contrasted with the 35 (i.e., 76.1 %; 1.52 per
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1000 words) that were retrieved from the extralinguistic context, as in the case of exam

ple [4.48] below.

[4.47] Un bec murdar atima de tavan; 0 dildare cu apa ~i citiva saci de nisip se aflau

a~ezati linga pereti. in mijlocul odaiei [se aflau] doua banci de lemn (Eliade, p.l6)

A bulb dirty hung from ceiling; a bucket with water and a-few bags of sand lay set

near walls. In middle-the room-the-of [lay] two benches of wood

'A dirty bulb hung from the ceiling; a bucket of water and some sandbags were

set against the walls. In the middle of the room were two wooden benches' (Eli

ade, p.17).

[4.48] Intru in ulita ~i merg mcet, privind peste ziduri, casa cu cas~L [Sint] Numai ob

loane trase, peste tot _.- ~i [nu e) nimeni (Niculescu, p.96)

Enter-lS'-sg in lane and walk-l st_sg slowly, looking over walls, house by house.

[Are] Only shutters drawn, everywhere - and [not is] anyone

'I go into the lane and walk slowly, looking over walls, house by house. Only

shutters everywhere - and nobody' (Niculescu, p.97).

The overt presence in the previous discourse of the verb form se aflau 'lay' in

sentence [4.47] above made its retrieval anaphoric. In contrast, the two forms of the left

out existential aji 'to be' in example [4.48J - sint '(there) are' and nu e '(there) isn't,'

respectively - were not found elsewhere in the text. As a result, their insertion entailed

understanding of the extralinguistic context; hence the label situational assigned to them.

Along with the subtype-based approach undertaken above, Table 19 also accepts

an approach in terms of the recoverability of the verbal ellipses occurring in the Roma-
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nian texts. A retrievability-focused reading of the table indicates that anaphora prevailed

among the instances of gapping, whereas situational recoverability was more common

with existential ellipses. Indeed, 25 (i.e., 69.4%; 1.08 per 1000 words) of the 36 instances

of anaphora encountered in the Romanian texts involved gapping, as in the case of [4.45]

above, as opposed to the 11 (i.e., 30.6%; .48 per 1000 words) instances where it entailed

an existential verb, as in example [4.47] above. Also, 35 (i.e., 87.5%; 1.52 per 1000

words) ofthe 40 instances of verbal ellipsis necessitating situational retrieval involved an

existential verb, as in example [4.48] above, as opposed to the merely five (i.e., 12.5%;

.22 per 1000 words) where it involved gapping, as in [4.46] above.

The findings in the texts under scrutiny show that the Romanian texts displayed

neither operator ellipses nor main verb; indeed, whenever a verbal ellipsis occurred in the

Romanian texts, it involved a whole verb, rather than a mere part of it. This does not

mean, however, that all the verbal ellipses occurring in Romanian were instances of gap

ping. Along with gapping, the Romanian corpus also exhibited quite a few existential el

lipses, i.e., ellipses wherein the left-out verbs denoted existence (typically, but not exclu

sively, the verb afi 'to be').

The findings in the corpus under study also suggest that cataphora might not be a

valid option in Romanian. Indeed, not a single instance of cataphorically-recoverable

verbal ellipsis was found in the Romanian texts. As for the other two types ofretrievabil

ity, even though both the anaphoric one and the extralinguistic one were encountered

with either subtype of verbal ellipsis, it seems that Romanian prefers gapping to be ana

phorie and existential ellipsis to be situational.
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4.3.2.3. A retrievability-based cross-linguistic approach to verbal ellipses

The retrievability-based approach to the verbal ellipses in the two corpora revealed some

likeness, and especially a lot of dissimilarity, between English and Romanian. What the

two languages have in common is that, while they both allow anaphoric and situational

recoverability, neither seems to admit cataphorically-retrievable verbal ellipses.

Other than that, it seems that there is little that the two languages have in com

mon. For example, one of the dissimilarities that surfaced during the analysis of the ver

bal ellipses found in the written discourse samples taken from the two languages had to

do with the subtypes of ellipsis occurring therein. More specifically, whereas the English

texts displayed operator ellipsis, main verb ellipsis, and whole-verb ellipsis (gapping)

alike, the Romanian texts only provided instances of gapping, while displaying no in

stances whatsoever of either operator ellipsis or main verb ellipsis. Moreover, the Roma

nian corpus brought to the fore a subcategory ofverbal ellipsis that did not fall under any

of the pre-established subtypes of verbal ellipses. This subcategory, which imposed the

creation and labeling of a new ellipsis subtype, only involved existential verbs; hence the

label 'existential' assigned onto it. Note that none of the instances of verbal ellipses iden

tified in the English texts fell under the newly-established ellipsis subcategory. This does

not mean that existential verbs did not ellipt in the English texts. Rather, it means that

where ellipsis of an existential verb was the case, ellipsis was complex, i.e., it involved

deletion of the subject along with that of the existential verb (see subsection 4.4.1.1 be

low).

Both the corpora under study displayed a certain tendency for certain subtypes of

verbal ellipsis to favor a certain sphere of retrievability over the other. This likeness be-
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tween the two languages is extremely meager, in that even the only verbal ellipsis sub

type met with in both the corpora - namely, gapping - exhibited quite unlike tendencies:

in English, it seemed to have no preference for either, while in Romanian it distinctly fa

vored anaphora over situational recoverability. Other than that, English seemed to prefer

operator ellipses to be situational and main verb ellipses to be anaphoric in nature, while

Romanian tended to favor situationaUy-retrievable existential ellipses over anaphorically

recoverable ones.

4.4. Complex ellipses

As already mentioned in this study, a complex ellipsis is defined as one affecting syntac

tic complexes. In keeping with that, an ellipsis found in the corpora under analysis was

labeled as complex if it entailed deletion of/within a subject and verb complex, deletion

of a verb and its object(s), deletion of a whole predicate (meaning that all that is left of

the clause is the subject), or deletion of a subject and a predicate, with a complementizer

left over to mark the ellipsis site. Note that this latter subtype of complex ellipsis is nor

mally referred to as 'sluicing' in the literature of the field - a label also adopted here.

The findings obtained upon analyzing the instances of complex ellipsis met with

in the two corpora are presented in Table 20 below.
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Language English Romanian
Complex ellipsis subtype
Subject-and-verb - frequency 29 (19.2%) 37 (80.4%)

- ratio 1.32 1.60
Subject-and-existential - frequency 69 (45.7%) -

- ratio 3.14
Subj ect-and-operator - frequency 41 (27.2%) -

- ratio 1.86
Verb-and-object - frequency 1 (.6%) 2 (4.3%)

- ratio .04 .09
VV1lole-predicate - frequency 9 (6%) 5 (10.9%)

- ratio .42 .22
Sluicing - frequency 2 (1.3%) 2 (4.3%)

- ratio .09 .09
Total ... frequency 151 (100%) 46 (100%)

- ratio 6.87 2.00
Table 20. Complex elhpses 10 the texts under analys.ls

A quick look at Tahle 20 above will reveal two important things. First, it will re-

veal that the English texts displayed a lot more instances of complex ellipses. Indeed,

there were 151 complex ellipses tallied in the English texts (ratio of 6.87 per 1000

words), but only 46 (2.00 per 1000 words) in the Romanian texts. This means that there

were almost 3.5 times as many complex ellipses in the English texts as in the Romanian

ones. Second, it will reveal that whereas all the complex ellipsis subtypes in my nomen-

clature were identified in the English texts, two of them (namely, subject-and-existential

ellipsis and subject-and-operator ellipsis) never surfaced in the Romanian texts. The ab-

sence of the former is accounted for by the fact that, as seen above, Romanian existential

verbs do not need an overt subject; hence the necessarily verbal nature of any ellipsis in-

volving an existential. As for the subject-and-operator ellipsis subcategory, it cannot exist

in Romanian because, as mentioned in subsection 4.3 above, the operator category is,

pure and simple, not present in the paradigm of the Romanian verb.
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Moreover, Table 20 also shows that there was great variation even in terms of the

frequency of occurrence of the different subtypes ofcomplex ellipsis within the two lan

guages. For instance, the English texts displayed quite a number of ellipses involving the

subject and some verb form - namely, 29 (i.e., 1.32 per 1000 words) subject-and-verb

ellipses, 69 (i.e., 3.14 per 1000 words) subject-and-existential ellipses, and 41 (i.e., 1.86

per 1000 words) subject-and-operator ellipses, respectively. In contrast, the other com

plex ellipsis subtypes (namely, verb-and-object, whole-predicate, and sluicing) were rara

avis in the English corpus, where they had one (i.e., .04 per 1000 words), nine (i.e., .42

per 1000 words), and two (i.e., .09 per 1000 words) tallies, respectively.

The subtypes of complex ellipses in the Romanian texts were also considerably

unequal, frequency-wise. Indeed, Table 20 shows that, in tum, the Romanian texts dis

played the tendency for complex ellipsis involving the subject and the verb to greatly

outnumber the instances of verb-and-object ellipses, whole-predicate ellipses, and sluic

ing, respectively. Note, in this respect, that the straight language of arithmetic shows that

37 (i.e., 1.62 per 1000 words) of the 46 (i.e., 2.00 per 1000 words) complex ellipses

found in the Romanian written discourse samples were subject-and-verb ellipses. In con

trast, whole-predicate ellipses, verb-and-object ellipses, and instances of sluicing were

considerably fewer - nine (i.e., .22 per 1000 words) and two (i.e., .09 per 1000 words)

occurrences each, respectively.

A deeper study of the issue of complex ellipses in the two languages, as illustrated

by the written discourse samples under discussion, is undertaken in subsections 4.4.1 and

4.4.2 to follow, where complex ellipses are discussed in terms of their locus in the clause

and of their retrieval, respectively.
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4.4.1. Complex ellipses in terms of locus

The findings ani.ved at following the study of the locus of the complex ellipses identified

in the two corpora are summarized in Table 21 below.

Locus Initial Medial Final Total
Language
English - frequency 135 (89.4%) 4 (2.7%) 12 (7.9%) 151 (100%)

- ratio 6.14 .18 .55 6.87
Romanian - frequency 30 (65.2%) 8 (17.4%) 8 (17.4%) 46

- ratio 1.30 .35 .35 2.00
Table 21. Complex ellipses In terms oflocus

Table 21 above pinpoints the tendency, manifest in both the corpora under inves-

tigation, for clause-initial complex ellipses to outnumber non-initial ones. Indeed, as seen

in the table, 135 (6.14 per 1000 words) of the 151 complex ellipses (6.87 per 1000 words)

identified in the English corpus and 30 (1.30 per 1000 words) of the 46 complex ellipses

(2.00 per 1000 words) identified in the Romanian corpus were isolated in initial position

in the clause. In contrast, the English texts only displayed four (.35 per 1000 words) such

ellipses in medial position and 12 (.55 per 1000 words) in clause-final position. As for the

Romanian texts, they displayed eight (.35 per 1000 words) complex ellipses for each of

the non-initial loci.

More depth in the study of the loci of the complex ellipses identified in the Eng-

lish and Romanian written discourse samples will be gained in subsections 4.4.1.1

through 4.4.1.3 below.

4.4.1.1. Complex ellipses in terms of locus - English texts

The findings relative to the locus of the complex ellipses found in the English texts are

presented in Table 22 below.
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Locus Initial Medial Final Total
Ellipsis subtype
Subject-and-verb - frequency 28 1 - 29

- ratio 1.28 .04 1.32
Subject-and-existential - frequency 66 3 - 69

- ratio 3.00 .14 3.14
Subject-and-operator - frequency 41 - - 41

- ratio 1.86 1.86
Verb-and-object - frequency - - 1 1

- ratio .04 .04
Whole-predicate - frequency - - 9 9

- ratio .42 .42
Sluicing - frequency - - 2 2

- ratio .09 .09
Total - frequency 135 4 12 151

- ratio 6.14 .18 .55 6.87
Table 22. Complex ellIpses In terms of elhpsls subtype and locus - EnglIsh texts

A locus-based approach to Table 22 indicates that no ellipses in the English texts

were found to occur in all three loci. The subject-and-verb and the subject-and-existential

ellipses occurred in two possible positions, while all the others only occurred in one.

Moreover, even with the two subtypes of complex ellipsis that occurred in two loci, there

was immense preference for initial position - note that 66 of the 69 subject-and-

existential ellipses (i.e., 3.00 of the total of 3.14 per 1000 words) and 28 of the 29 sub-

ject-and-verb ellipses (i.e., 1.28 of the 1.32 per 1000 words) identified in the English

texts were clause-initial, as opposed to the three (i.e., .14 per 1000 words) and one (i.e.,

.04 per thousand words) that occurred medially, respectively. The two loci are illustrated

in examples [4.49] and [4.50] below (for subject-and-existential ellipses) and [4.51] and

[4.52] below (for subject-and-verb ellipses), respectively.

[4.49] In a population of 23 million, there are 6 million retirees and [there are] only 4.3

million registered workers supporting them (NYT.ROl, p.l of 3).

[4.50] Somewhere - [there was] a siren. The ambulance was coming (Bradbury, p.279).
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[4.51] Elisa laid his dark suit on the bed, and [she laid] shirt and socks and tie beside it

(Steinbeck, pp.213-214).

[4.52] "[It] Makes a minute seem like an hour, or maybe [it makes] an hour seem like a

minute?" (Bradbury, p.273)

The ellipses in sentences [4.49] and [4.51] above occur clause-initially, the former

(there are) being an ellipsis of subject-and-existential while the latter (she laid) is an in

stance of subject-and-verb ellipsis. As for the ellipses of there was and it makes in [4.50]

and [4.52], respectively, they both occupy clause-medial position. Note that all the in

stances of clause-medial subject-and-existential and/or subject-and-verb complex ellipsis

found in the English texts entailed an adverbial preceding the ellipsis site - see [4.50] and

[4.52] above.

Finally, Table 22 shows that the subject-and-operator ellipses identified in the

English texts were always clause-initial (see sentence [4.53] below), while the instances

of verb-and-object, of whole-predicate, and of sluicing, respectively, never occurred in a

position other than clause-final- see sentences [4.54] through [4.56] below.

[4.53J He has been giving money and free meals to retirees and orphans and [he has

beenJ calling for the "mafia" he says runs the country to be brought to justice

(NYP.R01, p.2 of3).

[4.54] ''No! Don't move me!"

"We'll move him," said the voice casually.

"You idiots, you'll kill me, don't [move me]!" (Bradbury, p.278)
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[4.55] They were all around him, these judges and jurors with the faces he had seen be

fore ... The freckled boy [was there]. The old man with the wrinkled upper lip

[was there]. The red-haired, red-cheeked woman [was there]. An old woman with

a mole on her chin [was there] (Bradbury, p.279).

[4.56] They always gather. And people, like you and I, have wondered from year after

year, why they gathered so quickly, and how [they gathered so quickly]

(Bradbury, p.277).

The clause-initial elliptical complex in sentence [4.53] above was made up of the

pronoun subject he and the perfective operator has plus the progressive auxiliary been.

As for the instances of ellipsis in [4.54] through [4.56], they involved a verb-and-object

complex (move me), a whole-predicate (was there), and a subject-and-predicate complex

(they gathered so quickly), respectively. All these ellipses were final in the clause.

The findings displayed in Table 22 above seem to suggest, therefore, that there

exist certain restrictions as to the occurrence of certain subtypes of English complex el

lipses in certain clause-positions. Indeed, none of the complex ellipses identified in the

English texts was found to occur in anyone of the three potential loci. Moreover, the only

subtypes to have occurred in more than one position were the subject-and-existential one

and the subject-and-verb one, both of which were found either initially or medially - but

never fmally - in the clause. It should be noted here that even with these two subtypes,

the English corpus under study exhibited strong preference for the clause-initial position

over the clause-medial positions. As for the remaining complex ellipsis subtypes (subject

and-operator ellipsis, verb-and-object ellipsis, whole-predicate ellipsis, and sluicing),

they were only met with in one locus. More specifically, subject-and-operator ellipsis
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only occurred initially, while verb-and-object ellipsis, whole-predicate ellipsis, and sluic-

ing, respectively, only occurred fmally in the clause.

4.4.1.2. Complex ellipses in terms of locus - Romanian texts

The results of the locus-focused study of the instances of complex ellipsis found in the

Romanian texts are presented in Table 23 below.

Locus Initial Medial Final Total
Ellipsis subtype
Subject-and-verb - frequency 29 7 1 37

- ratio I 1.26 .30 .04 1.60_.
Subject-and-existential- frequency - - - -

- ratio
SUbject-and-operator - frequency - - - -

- ratio
..-

Verb-and-object - frequency I I - 2
- ratio .04 .05 .09

Whole-predicate - frequency - - 5 I 5
- ratio

I

.22 .22
Sluicing - frequency - - 2 2

- ratio .09 .09
Total - frequency 30 8 8 46

- ratio 1.30 .35 .35 2.00
Table 23. Complex elhpses in terms of ellIpsls subtype and locus - Romaman texts

As seen in Table 23 above, there was a strong tendency among complex ellipses

in the Romanian corpus to occur initially in the clause. Indeed, 30 of the 46 complex el-

lipses isolated in the Romanian texts were clause-initial, as opposed to the eight that were

medial and the eight that were clause-final. Sentences [4.57] through [4.59] below are

meant to illustrate instances of complex ellipsis occurring in clause-initial, clause-medial,

and clause-final position, respectively.
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[4.57] Pe masa eizmarului zarese 0 pereehe de sandale; nu seamana eu ale mele. [Ele

sint] Doua tiilpi argintii, ca de matase, eu cite 0 pereehe de ~uvite Incruci~ate, albe

(Niculeseu, p.90)

On table-the cobbler-the-ofsee-lSl-sg one pair of sandals; not 100k-3rd-pl with the

ofmy. [They are] Two soles si Ivery, like of silk, with each a pair of stripes

crossed, white

'On the cobbler's table I notice a pair of sandals; they are not like mine. Two sil

very soles, as though of silk, with a pair each of crossed white bands' (Nieuleseu,

p.91).

[4.58] Clnd ne apropiem, culoarea i se schimba: InHi rea e] pamlntie, apoi rea e/devine]

verde-palida, eu pete cenu~ii de stinca (Niculescu. p.82)

When ourselves draw-l st pI near, color-the to-it itself changes: first [it is] earthen,

then [it is/goes] green-pale, with patches gray of rock

'As we approach, its colour changes: first earthen, then pale grey with patches of

rock' (Niculescu, p.83).

[4.59] Cum a trecut de repede timpul, ~i totu~i ce plin [aJost el]! (Niculescu, p.76)

How has passed of swiftly time-the, and yet how full [has been it]!

'How quickly the time has passed, and yet how full it has been!' (Niculescu, p.77)

In sentence [4.57] above, the left-out complex ellipsis ele sint 'they are' occurs

initial1y in the clause. In contrast, the el1ipses ofea e 'it is' and ea e/devine 'it is/goes,'

respectively. in [4.58] are clause-medial, both the ellipsis sites being preceded by adver-
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bials - intii 'flrst' and apoi 'then,' respectively. Finally, the ellipsis of a fast el 'it has

been' in sentence [4.59] occurs in clause-final position.

Neither subject-and-operator ellipsis nor subject-and-existential ellipses ever

emerged in the Romanian corpus (see the discussion in subsection 4.3 above). In contrast,

as indicated by Table 23, all the other subtypes of complex ellipsis were met with in the

texts under analysis. However, even among these latter subtypes there was discrepancy as

to the clause-position they occupied. More specifically, whereas subject-and-verb com

plex ellipsis was identified in all the possible loci and verb-and-object ellipsis was found

to occur either initially or medially, the remaining subtypes (whole-verb ellipsis and

sluicing, respectively) only surfaced in final position in the clause.

As mentioned above, subject-and-verb was the only subtype of complex ellipsis

isolated in the Romanian corpus to have occurred in any of the three loci. However, the

three loci were not equally frequent. Indeed, clause-initial ellipses, with its 29 tallies out

of the 37 subject-and-verb ellipses (i.e., 1.26 of 1.60 instances per 1000 words), clearly

prevailed over either clause-medial or clause-final ellipses, which exhibited only seven

and one (.30 and .04 per 1000 words, respectively). For instances of subject-and-verb el

lipses occurring initially, medially, and finally in the clause, see examples [4.57] through

[4.59] above.

Even though not a frequent presence in the Romanian texts (see Table 23), verb

and-object ellipsis was identified in two loci: initial and/or medial. More specifically,

there was one instance where this subcategory of complex ellipsis occurred clausc

medially and one where it occurred clause-finally. The two instances are presented in

[4.60] and [4.6 I] below.
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[4.60] [Da-ne] Plata, me~tere, ca smtem grabiti! (Eliade, p.12)

[Give-us] Bill-the, master, for are-l 51_pI hurried

'Bill landlord; we're in a hurry!' (Eliade, p.13)

[4.61] ... un £ladiu oache~ ... lmpinge dindarat tapu!, care ... nu vrea sa se urneasca ... De

jos, lnsa, mecanicu-tinha!a viclean de coame :?i celalalt [it inha!a] de coada (Ni

culescu, p.80)

... a lad swarthy ... pushes from-behind he-goat-the, who ... not wants SUBJ him

self move ... From below, though, mechanic-the-it grabs cunningly by horns and

other-the [it grabs] by tail

, ... a swarthy youth is pushing the billy-goat from behind; the latter refuses to

budge... But from below the engineer cunningly grabs it by the horns and the

other man by the tail' (Niculescu, p.81).

The ellipted verb-and-object complex da-ne 'give us' in [4.60] above occurs ini

tially in the clause. The fact that the verb fonn is in the imperative mood makes overt

presence of the subject redundant, and therefore the verb becomes irrefutably clause

initial. As for the complex ellipsis it inha!a 'grabs it' in [4.61], it occurs clause-medially,

in that it is preceded by the overtly present subject celalaft 'the other.'

Unlike the subtypes of complex ellipses discussed above, which were found to

occur in three - or at least two - positions in the clause, whole-predicate ellipses and

sluicing only exhibited proneness to occur clause-finally in the Romanian corpus. Sen

tences [4.62] and [4.63] below are illustrations of an instance of whole-predicate ellipsis

and one of sluicing, respectively, coming from the Romanian corpus.
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[4.62] Urciorul a disparut. Trebuie sa-lfi luat cine I-a pus. Batrinul [sa-1ft luat] .. .? II

aud in bucatane (Niculescu, p.94)

Pitcher-the has vanished. Must SUBJ-it be taken who it-has put. Old-man-the

[SUBJ-it be taken] ...? Him hear-lSI_sg in kitchen

'The jug has vanished. Whoever put it there must have taken it. The old man? I

hear him in the kitchen' (Niculescu, p.95).

[4.63] A~ vrea s-o 'intreb de un cizmar, insa nu ~tiu cum [s-o fntreb] (Niculescu, p.88)

Would-lSI-sg want SUBJ-her ask of a cobbler, but not know-l Sl_sg how [SUBJ-her

ask]

'I should like to ask her about a cobbler, but I don't know how' (Niculescu, p.89).

In sentence [4.62] above, the whole-predicate ellipsis sa-lfi luat 'must have taken

it' occurred finally in the clause; also final in the clause was the ellipsis of s-o fntreb 'I

should ask her' following the complementizer cum 'how' in r4.63] above. Note that the

clause-final nature of these two ellipses was even emphasized by means of punctuation 

a question mark in [4.62] and a period in [4.63], respectively.

The findings in Table 23 discussed above seem to indicate, therefore, a marked

tendency for complex ellipses in the Romanian texts to favor clause-initial position over

either clause-medial or clause-final position. The findings also suggest that, when it

comes to the clause-position in which a complex ellipsis can occur, there are certain con

straints in the pathway of complex ellipsis usage in Romanian. Note in this respect that,

with the exception of subject-and-verb ellipsis, which was identified in any of the three

loci, the subcategories of complex ellipsis that surfaced in the Romanian texts failed to

show up in either one clause position - as in the case of verb-and-object ellipsis, which
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never occurred clause-finally - or even two clause positions - as was the case with

whole-predicate ellipsis and sluicing, which were never found in a locus other than

clause-final. Note, eventually, that absolutely no subject-and-operator and/or subject-and

existential ellipses were found in the Romanian corpus under study. Whereas anyoccur

rence of the former is impossible in the language, given the absence of the category of

operator in the syntax of Romanian, the latter is blocked by the impersonal nature of Ro

manian existential verbs.

4.4.1.3. A locus-based cross-linguistic approach to complex ellipses

A locus-based analysis of complex ellipsis in the two corpora seems to display both simi

larities and dissimilarities between the two languages. One of the similarities is that, in

both languages, whole-predicate ellipsis and sluicing appear to only occur in final posi

tion in the clause. However, the relatively scarce occurrences ofthese complex ellipses

do not allow for any generalizations. Note that the scarcity of whole-predicate ellipsis

(.42 per 1000 words in English; .22 per 1000 words in Romanian) and sluicing (.09 per

1000 words in both the languages) - and, along with it, the even more pronounced scar

city of verb-and-object ellipses identified in the two languages (.04 per 1000 words in

English; .09 per 1000 words in Romanian) - is suggestive of the minor nature of these

complex ellipsis subtypes in actually occurring (written) discourse. This nature underly

ing the instances of whole-predicate ellipsis, verb-and-object ellipsis, and sluicing repre

sents another similarity observed between the two languages under discussion.

Also to the chapter of similarities belongs the tendency, manifest in both the lan

guages, for ellipses involving the clause subject-and-verb complex to occur more fre

quently than any other subtype of complex ellipsis. Also strong, in either language, was
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the tendency for subject-and-verb ellipses to occur in clause-initial, rather than in non

initial, position.

Nevertheless, the subject-and-verb complex ellipsis subcategory revealed a dis

similarity between the two languages, as well. More specifically, whereas such ellipses

were identified in any of the loci in the Romanian texts, they never occurred clause

finally in the English ones.

Moreover, the issue of subject-and-verb complex ellipsis also brought to the fore

a second dissimilarity between the two languages. This difference revolves around the

complex ellipsis subtypes of subject-and-operator and subject-and-existential ellipsis, re

spectively, which were frequently met with in the English written discourse samples but

never emerged in the Romanian ones. The non-occurrence ofthe fonner subtype of ellip

sis in the Romanian corpus is caused by the absence of the verbal category of operators in

the Romanian language. As for the lack of subject-and-existential ellipsis in the Roma

nian texts, it seems to be rooted in that expressing existence in Romanian does not entail

a subject (be it empty, even; cf. English there, French if, or Gennan es); hence the ten

dency for Romanian existential ellipsis to fall under verb ellipsis, rather than complex

ellipsis.

There were both similarities and dissimilarities in tenns of the ellipses involving

existential verbs isolated in the two corpora. One of the similarities has to do with the

tendency for the ellipsis subtypes involving existential verbs to be the most frequent

among the types they belong with - note that 2.00 out of 3.30 verbal ellipses per 1000

words in the Romanian texts and 3.00 out of 6.87 complex ellipses in the English ones

involved deletion of an existential verb, and that these ellipses subtypes clearly outnum-
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bered the other subtypes belonging to the same category. The second similarity lies in

that both the existential verbal ellipses in the Romanian texts and the complex subject

and-verb ellipses in the English texts occurred either clause-initially or clause-medially,

but never clause-finally.

Along with the two existential-related similarities presented above, there also sur

faced two dissimilarities between the ellipses involving existentials identified in the writ

ten discourse samples under analysis. Indeed, as noted above, existential ellipses were

considerably more frequent in English than they were in Romanian - 3.00 vs. 2.00 per

1000 words. Also, whereas the existential ellipses in the Romanian texts were numeri

cally balanced across clause positions (24 initial ones vs. 22 medial ones), the elliptical

constructions involving existential verbs in the English texts were very much skewed 

66 clause-initial ones vs. 3 medial ones.

A further dissimilarity between the two languages relates to locus of the verb-and

object complex ellipsis. More specifically, while the only instance of English verb-and

object ellipsis occurred clause-finally, the two Romanian verb-and-object ellipses were

found to occur either initially or medially in the clause. Note nevertheless that the in

stances of verb-and-object ellipsis in either of the languages were too few to allow for

any one-hundred-percent valid conclusions concerning such ellipsis.

4.4.2. Complex ellipses in terms of retrievability

The findings concerning the sphere of retrievability ofthe complex ellipses identified in

the two corpora are presented in Table 24 below.
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Table 24. Complex elhpses ill terms ofretnevabthty

Retrievability Textual Situational Total
Language Anaphoric Cataphoric
English - frequency 108 (71.5%) - 43 (28.5%) 151 (100%)

- ratio 4.91 1.96 6.87
Romanian - frequency 25 (54.3%) - 21 (45.7%) 46 (100%)

- ratio 1.09 .91 2.00
..

As seen in Table 24 above, no complex ellipses at all, in either of the corpora,

were retrieved cataphorically. This seems to suggest that neither language allows com-

plex ellipsis cataphora in written discourse. As for the other two spheres ofrecoverabil-

ity, the anaphorically-recoverable complex ellipses outnumbered the situationally-

recoverable ones in both the corpora. However, the degree to which anaphora outweighed

situational retrievability differed. More specifically, whereas in English the prevalence of

anaphora was obvious, in that 108 (i.e., 71.5%) of the 151 complex ellipses in the corpus

were recovered from the neighboring discourse, as opposed to the 43 (i.e., 28.5%) whose

recovery was situationally based, the preference for anaphora was less obvious in Roma-

nian, where the statistics were far more leveled - 25 (i.e., 54.3%) instances of anaphora

vis-a.-vis 21 (i.e., 45.7%) instances of situational recovery.

More insight into the issue of retrievability will be gained in subsections 4.4.2.1

through 4.4.2.3 below.

4.4.2.1. Complex ellipses in terms of retrievability - English texts

The retrievability-focused study of the complex ellipses in the English texts led to the rc-

suIts presented in Table 25 below.
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Table 25. Complex elhpses rn terms of elhpsls subtype and retnevablhty - Enghsh texts

Locus Textual Situational Total
Ellipsis subtype Anaphoric Cataphoric
Subject-and-verb - frequency 25 - 4 29

- ratio 1.14 .18 1.32
Subject-and-existential - frequency 45 - 24 69

- ratio 2.05 1.09 3.14
Subject-and-operator - frequency 30 - 11 41

- ratio 1.36 .50 1.86
Verb-and-obj ect - frequency 1 - - 1

~----
- ratio .04 .04

Whole-predicate - frequency 5 - 4 9
.- ratio .23 .19 .42

Sluicing - frequency 2 - - 2
- ratio .09 .09

Total - frequency 108 - 43 151
- ratio 4.91 1.96 6.87

..

When read in tenns of retrievability, Table 25 above indicates that all the sub-

types of complex ellipsis identified in the English written discourse samples could base

their recovery in the neighboring text. However, the different subtypes of complex ellip-

sis had different weights. More specifically, most of the 108 (4.91 per 1000 words) ana-

phorically-recoverable instances of complex ellipsis that surfaced in the English texts be-

longed to the subcategory of subject-and-existential; namely, 45 (2.05 per 1000 words)

ellipses were labeled as subject-and-existential. For an instantiation of such an instance of

complex ellipsis, see sentence [4.64] below.

[4.64] It's like that. [It's] Hot and sharp and-[it's] lovely (Steinbeck, p.211).

In sentence [4.64] above, two instances of the subj eet-and-existential complex ellipsis it's

have been left out. Note the overt presence of the left-out element in the previous dis-

course, which accounts for the anaphoric nature of the ellipses.
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The second most frequent complex ellipsis anaphora in the English texts was the

subject-and-operator ellipsis, which had 30 occurrences (1.36 per 1000 words) among the

anaphorically-retrievable complex ellipses found in the corpus. Sentence [4.65] below

illustrates such an instance of ellipsis.

[4.65] Evidently the red-haired woman had seen him coming and [she had] run off

(Bradbury, p.275).

In example [4.65], the second occurrence of the subject-and-operator complex she had

has been ellipted in virtue of the ease of its recovery from the immediately preceding dis

course. The ellipsis is, therefore, anaphoric in nature.

Also well represented, number-wise, in the English corpus was the subject-and

verb complex ellipsis - note that 25 (1.14 per 1000 words) of the anaphoric complex el

lipses found in the English texts belonged to this subtype. Sentence [4.66] below provides

an instance of such a complex ellipsis taken from one of the English texts under study.

[4.66] Elisa laid his dark suit on the bed, and [she laid] shirt and socks and tie beside it

(Steinbeck, pp.213-214).

The subject-and-verb complex in [4.66] above displays an overt presence in the immedi

ately previous text, wherefrom it is easily retrievable; hence its anaphoric nature.

The remaining three complex ellipsis subcategories were less frequent in the Eng

lish texts. Note, in this respect, that there were five whole-predicate ellipses (.23 per 1000

words), as opposed to the barely two (.09 per 1000 words) instances of sluicing and the

one (.04 per 1000 words) of verb-and-object ellipsis. For illustrations of these subtypes of

complex ellipsis, see sentences [4.67] through [4.69] below.
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[4.67] "No! Don't move me!"

"We'll move him," said the voice casually.

"You idiots, you'll kill me, don't [move me]!" (Bradbury, p.278)

[4.68] When voters were asked which candidate shared their view ofgovernment, about

a third said Mr. Gore [shared their view ofgovernment/did], about a third said Mr.

Bush [shared their view ofgovernmentldid] , and the rest said both (shared their

view ofgovernment/did] or neither [shared their view ofgovernment/did]

(NYT.AOl, p.3 of 4).

[4.69] They always gather. And people, like you and I, have wondered from year after

year, why they gathered so quickly, and how [they gathered so quickly]

(Bradbury, p.277).

In sentence [4.67], the retrieval of the ellipted verb-and-object complex move me

relies on its overt presence in the previous discourse. Likewise, both the recovery of the

whole-verb ellipsis shared their view ofgovernment/did in [4.68] and the recovery of the

sluiced they gathered so quickly in [4.69] are only made possible given their overt pres

ence in the previous discourse. All these represent, therefore, instances of anaphora.

Along with anaphorically-retrievable complex ellipses, the English corpus also

exhibited situationally-retrievable ones. As mentioned earlier, nevertheless, situational

recovery was less frequently met with than was anaphoric recovery - 43 vs. 108 (1.96 per

1000 words vs. 4.91 per 1000 words). Of the 43 situationally-recoverable complex ellip

ses, 24 (1.09 per 1000 words) belonged to the subject-and-existential subcategory. An

instance of such an ellipsis is given in [4.70] below.
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[4.70] Words were painted on the canvas in clumsy, crooked letters. "Pots, pans, knives,

sisors, lawn mores. Fixed." [There were] Two rows of articles and the trium

phantly defmitive "Fixed" below (Steinbeck, pp.207-208).

In example [4.70] above, the last sentence is devoid of its subject and verb. The

missing complex is not present elsewhere in the neighboring discourse. Therefore, it can

not be retrieved from there. However, comprehension of the text requires the insertion of

a subject and a verb - and the handiest solution seems to be the insertion of the empty

subject there and the existential were. The retrieval of the left-out subject-and-existential

complex is based in the context of situation.

Also quite frequent among situationally-retrievable complex ellipses were the

subject-and-operator ellipses, which had 11 occurrences in the English texts - i.e., a ratio

of .50 per 1000 words. An instance of such an ellipsis is given in sentence [4.71] below.

[4.71] "This is one helluva town to drive in. [We've] Got an accident up ahead. [Do you]

Want me to detour?" (Bradbury, p.273)

Neither the first nor the second ellipted subject-and-operator complex (we 've and do you,

respectively) in example [4.71] above is present in the neighboring discourse. As a reSUlt,

the recovery of either is only possible from the extralinguistic context.

Situational subject-and-verb ellipsis and whole-predicate ellipsis each had four

occurrences in the English texts. Consequently, they displayed a ratio of .19 per 1000

words each. Sentences [4.72] and [4.73] below are meant to exemplify these subcatego-

ries of complex ellipsis.
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[4.72] He awoke. [He saw] Sunlight, a hospital room, a hand taking his pulse (Bradbury,

p.272).

[4.73] They were all around him, these judges and jurors with the faces he had seen be

fore ... The freckled boy [was there]. The old man with the wrinkled upper lip

[was there]. The red-haired, red-cheeked woman [was there]. An old woman with

a mole on her chin [was there] (Bradbury, p.279).

In examples [4.72] and [4.73] above, the left-out subject-and-verb complex he

saw and the whole-predicate ellipsis was there, respectively, are nowhere to be found in

the neighboring text. Therefore, their insertion is dictated by extralinguistic factors; in

other words, they are both instances of situational retrievability.

It should be noted here that, as mentioned above, two of the subtypes of complex

ellipsis - namely, verb-and-object ellipsis and sluicing - were never found to be situa

tionally retrievable in the English corpus. This lack might be suggestive of a restriction in

English written discourse against these complex ellipsis subtypes.

Along with the retrievability-focused reading outlined so far, Table 25 above also

allows a reading in tenns of ellipsis subtype. In terms of the latter interpretation, four of

the subtypes of complex ellipsis found in the English written discourse samples were re

coverable either from the previous discourse (anaphoric recoverability) or from the extra

linguistic context (situational recoverability). The four subcategories were as follows:

subject-and-existential ellipsis, subject-and-operator ellipsis, subject-and-verb ellipsis,

and whole-predicate ellipsis. The remaining complex ellipsis subtypes - verb-and-object

and sluicing, respectively - were, as mentioned above, only found to be anaphorically

retrievable in the English texts.
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Note should be made here that the subtypes of complex ellipsis that were found to

accept being retrieved both anaphorically and situationally did not all occur equally often.

For instance, subject-and-existential ellipses were far more frequent than subject-and

verb ellipses - 3.14 vs. 1.32 per 1000 words. Also, anaphoric retrievability was found to

always occur more often than situational retrievability. For instance, of the 69 (i.e., 3.14

per 1000 words) instances of subject-and-existential complex ellipsis identified in the

English corpus, 45 (i.e., 2.05 per 1000 words) were retrieved from the previous discourse,

as opposed to the 24 (i.e., 1.09 per 1000 words) that were situational in nature. For illus

trations of the two retrievability options among subject-and-existential ellipses in the

English texts, see examples [4.74) and [4.75) below.

[4.74) It's like that. [It's] Hot and sharp and-[it's] lovely (Steinbeck, p.211).

[4.75] Words were painted on the canvas in clumsy, crooked letters. "Pots, pans, knives,

sisors, lawn mores. Fixed." [There were] Two rows of articles and the trium

phantly definitive "Fixed" below (Steinbeck, pp.207-208).

In example [4.74] above, the retrieval of it's is based anaphorically, in that it is

overtly present in the previous discourse. In contrast, there were in [4.75] is nowhere to

be found in the neighboring text, whether preceding the ellipsis site or following it; hence

the situational nature of its retrieval.

An ellipsis-subtype focused reading of TaMe 25 above also reveals that there were

41 (i.e., 1.86 per 1000 words) instances of subject-and-operator ellipsis in the English

texts, of which 30 (i.e., 1.36 per 1000 words) were recovered from the previous text and
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11 (i.e., .50 per 1000 words) from the context of situation. Sentences [4.76] and [4.77]

below illustrate the two options of subject-and-operator ellipsis recovery.

[4.76] He has been giving money and free meals to retirees and orphans and [he has

been] calling for the "mafia" he says runs the country to be brought to justice

(NYP.R01, p.2 of3).

[4.77] "This is one helluva town to drive in. [We've] Got an accident up ahead. [Do you]

Want me to detour?" (Bradbury, p.273)

The subject-and-operator ellipsis he has been in sentence [4.76] above is recov

ered from the previous text, where it is overtly present. In contrast, neither we've nor do

you in example [4.77] can be found anywhere in the neighboring discourse, be it previous

or subsequent. It follows therefore that they are both situational in nature.

Even though less frequently met with than the subject-and-existential and subject

and-operator subtypes discussed above, subject-and-verb complex ellipsis was quite an

active presence in the English corpus, where it had 29 occurrences - i.e., a ratio of 1.32

per 1000 words. Of these, 25 (i.e., 1.14 per 1000 words) were anaphoric in nature, while

the remaining four (.18 per 1000 words) were situational. Sentences [4.78] and [4.79] be

low provide an instance of anaphoric and one of situational subject-and-verb ellipsis, re

spectively.

[4.78] Elisa laid his dark suit on the bed, and [she laid] shirt and socks and tie beside it

(Steinbeck, pp.213-214).
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[4.79] He awoke. [He saw] Sunlight, a hospital room, a hand taking his pulse (Bradbury,

p.272).

In the case of the subject-and-verb ellipsis in [4.78], the retrieval is anaphoric

notice the overt presence of she laid in the previous discourse. As for the subject-and

verb complex he saw in example [4.79], its recovery is situational in nature, in that inser

tion thereof entails creativity on the part of the reader. Note, in this respect, that in lieu of

he saw the reader could have come up with other slot-fillers, as well. However, this crea

tivity could not have affected the nature of the missing complex: it had to be a subject

and-verb one.

The least frequent subcategory of complex ellipsis identified in the English corpus

that was recovered either anaphorically or situationally was whole-predicate ellipsis.

There were 9 instances thereof, which translates as a ratio of .42 per 1000 words; of

these, five (i.e., .23 per 1000 words) were anaphoric and four (i.e., .19 per 1000 words)

situational in nature. Sentences [4.80] and [4.81] below exemplify the two possibilities of

retrieving whole-predicate ellipsis encountered in the English texts.

[4.80] When voters were asked which candidate shared their view ofgovernment, about

a third said Mr. Gore [shared their view ofgovernment/did], about a third said Mr.

Bush [shared their view ofgovernment/did], and the rest said both [shared their

view ofgovernment/did] or neither [shared their view ofgovernment/did]

(NYT.A01, p.3 of4).

[4.81] They were all around him, these judges and jurors with the faces he had seen be

fore ... The freckled boy [was thereJ. The old man with the wrinkled upper lip
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[was there]. The red-haired, red-cheeked woman [was there]. An old woman with

a mole on her chin [was there] (Bradbury, p.279).

Both the examples above are instances ofwhole-predicate ellipsis, in that in both

the only left-over elements fulfill the role of subject - Mr. Gore, Mr. Bush, both, and nei

ther in [4.80]; the freckled boy, the old man with the wrinkled upper lip, the red-haired,

red-cheeked woman, and an old woman with a mole on her chin in [4.81], respectively. In

sentence [4.80], the left-out predicate is, in all likelihood, did - which substitutes for

shared their view ofgovernment; as for the predicate of [4.81], it most probably is was

there. The difference between the two instances of whole-predicate ellipsis lies in that the

substitute did has an overtly present antecedent (and therefore is anaphoric in nature),

while was there does not have one - and hence is situational.

To sum up the discussion of Table 25 above, cataphora does not seem to be a

valid option with complex ellipses in the English language. As for anaphora and situ

ational retrieval, they can both occur with subject-and-verb, subject-and-existential, sub

ject-and-operator, and whole-predicate ellipsis alike - with the amendment that, with all

of these subcategories of complex ellipsis, anaphora seems to prevail. In contrast, anaph

ora seems to be the only valid option when it comes to the other two complex ellipsis

subtypes - verb-and-obj ect ellipsis and sluicing, respectively.

4.4.2.2. Complex ellipses in terms of retrievability - Romanian texts

The findings relative to the analysis in terms ofretrievability of the complex ellipsis sub

types found in the Romanian written discourse samples are presented in Table 26 below.
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Table 26. Complex ellipses In terms of elhpsls subtype and retnevablhty - Romanian texts

Locus TexftUal Situational Total
Ellipsis subtype Anaohoric Cataphoric
Subject-and-verb - frequency 20 - 17 37

- ratio .87 .73 1.60
Subject-and-existential - frequency - - - -

- ratio
SUbject-and-operator - frequency - - - -

- ratio
Verb-and-object - frequency 1 - 1 ..,

- ratio .04 .05 .09
Whole-predicate - frequency 2 - 3 5

- ratio .09 .13 .22
Sluicing - frequency 2 - - 2

- ratio .09 .09
Total - frequency 25 - 21 46

- ratio 1.09 .91 2.00
..

One of the things that strike one's eyes in Table 26 above is the total lack of

cataphora among the complex ellipses identified in the texts. As mentioned earlier in this

study, this seems to indicate absence thereof in Romanian written discourse. Another

thing the table brings to the fore is the potential for some of the complex ellipsis subtypes

identified in the Romanian corpus (namely, subject-and-verb, verb-and-object, and

whole-predicate ellipsis) to be either anaphorically or situationally retrievable. ill con-

trast, sluicing was found to always be anaphoric in nature.

A retrievability-based reading of Table 26 above indicates that most of the ana-

phorically-recoverable complex ellipses found in the Romanian texts (namely, 20 of 25,

i.e., .87 of 1.09 per 1000 words) involved a subject-and-verb complex. Sentence [4.82]

below is meant to exemplify such an instance.

[4.82] In timp ce-mi repara sandala, [el] poveste~te despre traiul tihnit din insula, unde

[eI] cl§liga putin, Insa [el cl§ligri] de aj uns pentru familia lui (Niculescu, p.90)
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In time that-to-me repairs sandal-the, [he] tells about life-the quiet in island,

where [he] earns little, but [he earns] enough for family-the his

'While he repairs my sandal, he talks ofthe quiet life of the island, where he earns

little, but enough for his family' (Niculescu, p.91).

In sentence [4.82] above, the subject-and-verb complex ellipsis el cl.~tigii 'he earns' in the

last clause is easy to retrieve from the preceding clause, where it is overtly present. It fol

lows therefore that the recovery is anaphoric in nature.

The other ellipsis subtypes recoverable from the previous text (namely, verb-and

object ellipsis, whole-predicate ellipsis, and sluicing) identified in the Romanian corpus

were far less frequently encountered. Thus, verb-and-object ellipsis had only one such

occurrence (.04 per 1000 words), while whole-predicate ellipsis and sluicing had two

such occurrences each (i.e., .09 per 1000 words). Sentences [4.83] through [4.85] below

provide an instance of anaphorically-retrievable verb-and-object ellipsis, whole-predicate

ellipsis, and sluicing, respectively.

[4.83] ...un fUidiu oache~ ... impinge dindarat tapul, care... nu vrea sa se umeasca ... De

jos, Insa, mecanicu-l inhafii viclean de coarne ~i celalalt [if inhafii] de coada (Ni

cu]escu, p.80)

.. , a lad swarthy... pushes from-behind he-goat-the, who ... not wants to himself

move... From below, though, mechanic-the-it grabs cunningly by horns and

other-the [it grabs] by tail

, ... a swarthy youth is pushing the billy-goat from behind; the latter refuses to

budge... But from below the engineer cunningly grabs it by the horns and the

other man by the tail' (Niculescu, p.81).
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[4.84] Urciorul a disparut. Trebuie sii-Ifi luat cine I-a pus. Batrinul [sii-l ft luat] .. .? II

aud In bucatarie (Niculescu, p.94)

Pitcher-the has vanished. Must SUBJ-it be taken who it-has put. Old-man-the

[SUBJ-it be taken] ...7 Him hear-lSI-sg in kitchen

'The jug has vanished. Whoever put it there must have taken it. The old man? 1

hear him in the kitchen' (Niculescu, p.95).

[4.85] A~ vrea s-o in/reb de un cizmar, JnSa nu ~tiu cum [s-o intreb] (Niculescu, p.88)

Would-l Sl_sg want SUBJ-her ask of a cobbler, but not know-l st_sg how [SUBJ-her

ask]

'1 should like to ask her about a cobbler, but 1don't know how' (Niculescu, p.89).

In examples [4.83] through [4.85] above, the verb-and-object ellipsis il inha!ii

'grabs it,' the whole-predicate ellipsis sa-1ft luat 'must have taken it,' and the sluicing s

o intreb 'I should ask her,' respectively, are all understood due to their overt presence in

the previous discourse; hence their anaphoric nature.

In addition to the anaphoric complex ellipses discussed thus far, the Romanian

corpus also displayed 21 instances (.91 per 1000 words) of complex ellipsis where recov

ery was situational in nature - see Table 26 above. Among these ellipses, the subject-and

verb subcategory had by far the most occurrences - 17 (i.e., .73 per 1000 words). Here is

an instance of such a complex ellipsis taken from one of the Romanian texts.

[4.86] Cum a trecut de repede timpul, ~i totu~i ce plin [aJost el]! (Niculescu, p.76)

How has passed of swiftly time-the, and yet how full [has been it]!

'How quickly the time has passed, and yet how full it has been!' (Niculescu, p.77)
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Neither the previous discourse nor the discourse to follow carries an antecedent for the

subject-and-verb ellipsis a fost el 'it was' in [4.86] above. Therefore, the ellipsis retrieval

is situational, rather than textual, in nature.

Situational recovery of a complex ellipsis was also possible with whole-predicate

ellipsis and verb-and-object ellipsis. However, neither of these subtypes was very fre

quently met with in the Romanian texts. Indeed, there were no more than three instances

of situationally-recoverable whole-predicate ellipsis - and one of verb-and-object ellipsis.

If translated into ratios, these instances represent .05 and .13 per 1000 words, respec

tively. of the situationally-retrievable complex ellipses in the Romanian texts. Sentence

[4.87] below provides an instance of whole-predicate ellipsis, while sentence [4.88] car

ries the only instance of situational verb-and-object ellipsis found in the corpus under

study.

[4.87] EI explica cauzele acestui vot, a~a cum le-a inteles PNTCD: "Sadicia ~i lipsa de

educatie a oamenilor [au fost factorii decisivi]" (Adev.R03, p.5 of 7)

He explains causes-the this-the-ofvote, like how them-has understood CDNPP

(Christian-Democratic National Peasant Party-the): "Poverty-the and lack-the of

education of people-the-of [were factors-the decisive]

'He explains the causes of this vote, the way the CDNPP has understood them:

"Poverty and lack of education on the people's part." ,

[4.88] [Dii-ne] Plata, me~tere, ca sintem grabiti! (Eliade, p.12)

[Give-us] Bill-the, master, for are-l 51_pI hurried

'Bill landlord; we're in a hurry!' (Eliade, p.13)
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In example [4.87] above, the predicate (presumably, au fost factor;; decis;v; 'were

the decisive factors') is missing and has to be recreated by the reader. As for [4.88]

above, it has in all likelihood ellipted the imperative-plus-object form dii-ne 'give-us.' In

both these instances, recreation of the text is somewhat tentative, in that it is situationally

, rather than textually-based, and it necessitates creativity on the part of the reader.

Along with the retrievability-focused reading, Table 26 above allows a subtype

focused reading, as well. As indicated by the table, Romanian written discourse allows

subject-and-verb ellipsis, verb-and-object ellipsis, and whole-predicate ellipsis alike to be

retrieved from either the previous text or the extralinguistic context. For instance, in sen

tences [4.82], [4.83], and [4.84] above, the left-out complexes (the subject-and-verb com

plex el cl~tiga 'he earns,' the verb-and-object complex ll'inha!ii 'grabs it,' and the

predicate sa-lfi luat 'must have taken it,' respectively) are all overtly present in the pre

vious text. Therefore, they are anaphoric in nature. In contrast, the ellipted complexes in

[4.86], [4.88], and [4.87] ahove (the subject-and-verb complex afost el 'it was,' the verb

and-object complex dii-ne 'give us,' and the predicate aufostfactorii decis;vi 'were the

decisive factors' are not present in the neighboring discourse, and they need to be recre

ated based on the extralinguistic context wherein they are found; hence their situational

nature.

As noticed in Table 26 and the discussion of the retrievability of the Romanian

complex ellipses identified in the corpus under analysis, Romanian written discourse

seems to disaJIow cataphoric recovery of any subcategory of complex ellipsis. Anyway,

no instances whatsoever of complex ellipsis cataphora were encountered in the Romanian

texts. Other than that, my study revealed the potential for either anaphoric or situational
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retrieval with complex ellipses - with the exception of sluicing, which only occurred

where anaphorically retrievable. The fact that sluicing was never situational in nature

might be indicative of restrictions in this respect operating in the Romanian language.

Notice should be made also of the relative equilibrium found between the number of in

stances of anaphoric retrieval and the number of instances of situational retrieval, with

the former barely outweighing the latter.

4.4.2.3. A retrievability-based cross-linguisti.c approach to complex ellipses

A contrastive study of the issue of retrieval of complex ellipsis in English and Romanian

points to both similarity and dissimilarity between the two languages. One of the similari

ties relates to the lack of cataphoric retrievability in either of the languages. This seems to

suggest that there is something about cataphora which makes it undesirable in written

discourse in both English and Romanian. Another similarity noticed cross-linguistically

relates to the tendency (marked, in English; barely noticeable, in Romanian) for anaphora

to prevail over situational recoverability.

A further similarity between the two languages revolves around sluicing. More

specifically, it has to do with the necessarily text-bound nature all the instances of sluic

ing identified in the two languages display; indeed, no instances of sluicing whatsoever

were found to be situationally recoverable in either English or Romanian.

An important retrievability-related dissimilarity noted between the two languages

revolves around the verb-and-object and whole-predicate subtypes. More specifically,

while English seems to restrict such ellipses to the sphere of anaphoric retrievability only,

Romanian readily accepts both anaphora and situational retrieval with either verb-anc.1

object ellipses or whole-predicate ellipses.
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4.5. Ellipses across linguistic borders - a contrastive view

A contrastive study of the nominal, verbal, and complex ellipses identified in the English

and Romanian texts, respectively, reveals several similarities, but also quite a number of

dissimilarities between the two languages. An overlap of utmost importance seems to be

that both the languages allow nominal, verbal, and complex ellipsis alike. In both the lan

guages, nominal ellipses prevailed; in contrast, both the languages exhibited a relatively

low rate of occurrence of verbal ellipses. Likewise, both the languages displayed overt

preference for instances of complex ellipsis involving a subject and (part of) its verb to

instances of verb and object ellipsis, whole-predicate ellipsis, and/or sluicing. Another

similarity noticed across linguistic borders had to do with ellipses of existential verbs.

Indeed, both the languages exhibited existential ellipsis; moreover, ellipsis involving an

existential was the subtype most frequently met with in the category of ellipsis it be

longed with (verbal ellipsis in Romanian and complex ellipsis in English, respectively).

One of the important locus-related similarities surfacing in my crosslinguistic

study was the tendency for ellipses in both the languages to occupy clause-initial, rather

than clause-medial and/or clause-final, position. This tendency was particularly noticed

about nominal ellipses and complex ellipses. However, not all the complex ellipses fol

lowed this pattern - note that whole-predicate ellipsis and sluicing always occurred fi

nally in the clause. No locus-related preferences were noticed about verbal ellipses, ex

cept for one concerning the locus of gapping, which always occurred clause-medially.

Also to the sphere of locus-related similarities belongs the possibility that clause-medial

nominal ellipses in either of the languages fulfill either the syntactic role of subject or

that of object; if the former, the element preceding the ellipted subject was always an ad-
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verbial. A final notice made relative to locus-related similarities between the two lan

guages has to do with left-out existential verbs. More specifically, existential ellipses oc

curred initially and also medially in the clause in either of the languages~ however, they

were never isolated in clause-final position.

Retrievability-wise, both the English and the Romanian texts exhibited the ten

dency for nominal ellipses and complex ellipses to be textual, rather than situational. This

was particularly true for the instances of sluicing, which were always anaphorically re

trievable. Note nevertheless that no such preference was noticed about verbal ellipses,

which displayed a remarkable numerical equilibrium between textual (more specifically,

anaphoric) and situational retrievability. Where textual retrievability of nominal ellipses

was the case, it was more often than not anaphoric, rather than cataphoric. No instances

whatsoever of cataphora were identified either among verbal ellipses or among complex

ellipses in either of the languages. Finally, anaphorically-retrievable subjects were greatly

favored over anaphoricaUy-retrievable objects in both the languages.

Along with the similarities discussed above, the two languages revealed quite a

few dissimilarities, as well. For instance, the ratio per 1000 words of the ellipses found in

the Romanian texts greatly outweighed the ellipsis ratio in the English texts. This was

true for the overall ratios, but was particularly pronounced with subject ellipses and ver

bal ellipses. The situation was reversed when it comes to object ellipses and complex el

lipses, in that these were better represented in the English texts than in the Romanian

texts. Note nevertheless that even though somewhat more numerous, object ellipses were

still relatively infrequent even in English.
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Another notable dissimilarity has to do with existentials, and it surfaced both in

tenns of categorical belonging and in tenns of ratios. More specifically, existential ellip

sis was verbal in nature in Romanian, but complex in English. This was so because,

whereas existential expressions have inexpressible subjects in Romanian, they need a

subject in English (be it an empty one, even). In the event of ellipsis of an existential,

therefore, ellipsis only affects the verb itself in Romanian, but entails deletion of the sub

ject along with the verb in English. A third syntax-related dissimilarity noticed during the

crosslinguistic study has its roots in the absence of the operator category in Romanian,

which makes both operator ellipsis and subject-and-operator ellipsis English-specific

phenomena. Another English-only phenomenon (main verb ellipsis) was the cause of a

further dissimilarity between the two languages.

Dissimilarities were noticed in tenns of the locus in the clause of the ellipted ele

mentes), as well. For instance, both the subcategories of nominal ellipsis (subject ellipsis

and object ellipsis, respectively) in the Romanian texts could occur in any of the clause

positions. This was not the case with the English texts, which displayed no clause-final

subject ellipses and no clause-initial object ellipses whatsoever. Likewise, complex ellip

ses involving a subject and its verb, which could occur anywhere in Romanian, were

never identified in clause final position in English. In contrast, verbal ellipsis was noticed

to occur in any of the three loci in English, but was never identified clause-finally in the

Romanian texts. Finally, the instances of ellipsis involving existentials met with in the

English texts were fairly split between the two loci in which they occurred - initial and

medial, respectively. No such numerical balance was found in the Romanian texts, where

the clause-initial position was greatly favored over the clause-medial one.
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The retrievability factor also differentiated between the languages analyzed. For

instance, whereas situational retrievability was quite frequent among Romanian nominal

ellipses, it never occurred in the English texts. In contrast, whereas cataphora was found

both with subject ellipses and with object ellipses in English (note that the latter pre

vailed, even), it was restricted to subject ellipsis only in the Romanian texts. Within the

instances of gapping, the Romanian texts showed a preference for anaphoric, rather than

situational, retrieval; no such preference was noticed in the English texts, where ana

photic retrievability and situational retrievabiIity were numerically balanced. A further

dissimilarity was noticed with respect to verb-and-object and whole-predicate ellipses.

Whereas in the English texts such ellipses were always anaphoric in nature, in the Roma

nian corpus they were retrieved either from the previous context or from the extralinguis

tic context.
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Chapter V

Conclusions

The present study was meant to be a crosslinguistic investigation into the locus and re

trievability of nominal, verbal, and complex ellipses in English and Romanian written

discourse. The main reason behind the study was to identify the areas of similarity and

the areas of dissimilarity in terms of ellipsis usage between the two languages.

Quite a number of similarities were noticed during the analysis. For instance, it

became evident that nominal ellipses tend to outnumber both verbal and complex ellipses

in both the languages under discussion. Moreover, when it comes to the former, ellipsis

of a nominal element fulfilling the syntactic role of subject seems to greatly prevail over

ellipsis of an object, which - even though grammatically acceptable - does not appear to

be a very common phenomenon in either of the languages. These findings are consistent

with those reported in Meyer (1979; 1995). Both Meyer's findings and mine validate the

Sanders (1977) and Greenbaum and Meyer (1982) postulate, whereby D-ellipsis (which,

in SVO languages like English and Romanian, typically denotes ellipsis of the subject) is

preferred to any of the other ellipsis types acceptable in a language. In spite of the fact

that I did not count pro-drop as ellipsis, the tendency for subject ellipsis to be favored

over object ellipsis was more obvious in the case of Romanian, which is a pro-drop lan

guage, than in English, which is non-drop. This confirms the findings of Bates and De

vescovi (1989) and Lopez (1999), who also noted the marked tendency for subject ellip-
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ses in pro-drop languages (Hungarian and Italian, with the former; Spanish, with the lat

ter) to occur far more frequently than in English. Another fmding surfacing in my con

trastive study that validates Sanders (1977) and Greenbaum and Meyer's (1982) claim

concerning the prevalence of ellipses in clause-initial position over non-initial ones is the

high rate of occurrence of complex ellipses involving a subject and (part of) its verb.

Such ellipses are, in tum, typically clause-initial in SVO languages.

A further locus-related similarity noticed during my contrastive investigation of

English and Romanian written discourse revolves around the tendency for verbal ellipses

in either of the languages to favor medial position over initial position. This finding dis

proves Greenbaum and Meyer's (1982) generalization that D- (i.e., clause-initial) ellipsis

tends to be preferred to both E- (i.e., clause-medial) and C- (i.e., clause-final) ellipsis.

While D is favored over either E or C when locus is seen across categories of ellipsis, it

seems not to necessarily be preferred when the potential loci are analyzed within one and

the same category.

Other similarities noticed in my crosslinguistic study have to do with ellipses in

volving existential verbs. More specifically, existential ellipses - which appear to be the

most widely used ones within the categories they belong to (verbal, in Romanian; com

plex, in English) - never surfaced clause-fmally in my data. This seems to suggest that

existential ellipsis disallows clause-final position in either ofthe languages.

In contrast, other subtypes of ellipsis met with in the texts under analysis (namely,

whole-predicate ellipsis and sluicing) only occurred clause-finally, while gapping only

occurred clause-medially. The reason why that was the case lies in the very definitions of

these subcategories of ellipsis. Indeed, whereas the need for whole-predicate ellipsis and
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sluicing to be final in the clause has to do with the SVO syntax of both English and Ro

manian, which makes it obligatory for the predicate to be clause-final, gapping entails

deletion of a verb fonn from between its subject and its objecUcomplementation, which

makes it always occur medially in the clause.

A commonality about gapping, whole-predicate ellipsis, and sluicing lies in their

relatively low rate of frequency in the corpora under analysis, which makes me wonder

whether the enormous interest gapping and sluicing have raised in the literature is justi

fied. The dichotomy between the vast focus of these ellipsis subcategories in linguists'

interest and their low rate of occurrence in real discourse stresses the need for any discus

sion of language phenomena to focus on naturally-occurring, rather than on potentially

encounterable, language.

Another likeness surfacing in my crosslinguistic analysis has to do with the pref

erence in both the languages for textually-, rather than extralinguistically-, retrievable

nominal and complex ellipses, and with the tendency for textually-retrievable ellipses to

be anaphoric, rather than cataphoric. These findings converge with those presented in

Meyer (1995). However, my findings relative to verbal ellipses diverge from this pattern,

in that verbal cataphora seems to be as valid an option as verbal anaphora - nay, judging

by my statistics, it seems to even be preferred.

The last similarity lies in the openness of nominal ellipses in both English and

Romanian to both anaphoric and cataphoric retrieval. Given that nominal ellipses neither

contain a verb nor entail clause-final position, this two-pronged retrievability of nominal

ellipses in both the languages might be seen as invalidating van Oirsouw's (1987) claim

that any site that can accept both anaphoric and cataphoric ellipsis will, as a rule, either
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contain a verb or occur clause-finally. However, the invalidation at issue is the outcome

of my lack of differentiation between total ellipsis of a nominal element and partial ellip

sis thereof - a differentiation van Oirsouw seems to have made, judging by the examples

he discusses, where nominal ellipses are always total.

In addition to the similarities discussed above, my study also revealed several dif

ferences in terms ofnominal, verbal, and complex ellipsis usage in the two languages.

Some of these dissimilarities have to do with occurrence rate. For instance, whereas both

subject ellipsis and verbal ellipsis seem to be much more frequent in Romanian than in

English, the reverse appears to be the case with object ellipsis and complex ellipsis,

where English seemingly prevails. Ellipses involving existential verbs also appear to in

dicate different tendencies in the two languages: whereas apparently equally open to ei

ther clause-initial or clause-medial position in English, they tend to be clause-initial,

rather than clause-medial, in Romanian.

Other dissimilarities are rooted in the syntax of the two languages. For instance,

while both operator ellipses and subject-and-operator ellipses are quite frequent in Eng

lish, neither will ever occur in Romanian, where the category nonnally referred to as 'op

erator' does not exist and, hence, cannot ellipt. Equally impossible in Romanian is main

verb ellipsis. My finding relative to the absence in the Romanian texts of this latter sub

category of verbal ellipsis validates the claim that main-verb ellipsis is an English

specific rule (see Jackendoff, 1971; van Oirsouw, 1987).

A further class of differences between English and Romanian ellipses is locus

related. More specifically, these dissimilarities translate as the possibility for certain el

lipsis subcategories to occur anywhere in one of the languages, but not in the other. For
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example, verbal ellipsis can occur anywhere in English, but it seems to disallow clause

final position in Romanian. In contrast, both the subtypes of nominal ellipsis (subject el

lipsis and object ellipsis, respectively) can occur anywhere in Romanian. This is not the

case in English, where object ellipsis seems to only allow clause-final position.

The last area of dissimilarity between English and Romanian written discourse

has to do with retrievability. One such difference lies in that, while frequent in the Roma

nian texts, situational nominal ellipsis never surfaced in the English ones. Other such dif

ferences involve gapping, on the one hand, and verb-and-object and whole-verb ellipsis,

on the other. The former tends to always be anaphoric in Romanian, but seems to be

equally open to anaphoric and situational retrieval in English. As for the latter, they seem

to entail anaphoricity in English, but can be either anaphoric or situational in Romanian.

As may have become clear, my crosslinguistic analysis brought to the fore both

similarities and dissimilarities in terms of ellipsis usage in English and Romanian written

discourse. Whereas the similarities have their roots in the universal nature of ellipsis,

most of the dissimilarities are the logical outcome of the differences at play between the

two languages in terms ofmorphology and syntax. At any rate, more research - possibly,

encompassing oral discourse along with other genres of written discourse - needs to be

undertaken with a view to fully validating the findings ofthis study.
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